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. Many of the Christmas health
! seals which were sent out sevI eral weeks ago have not been
| returned, and the committee in
! charge would greatly appreciate
|s it if the money or the stamps
| are sent in promptly in order
’ that the final report
reoort mav
may be
made. The drive is said to have
been unexpectedly successful
under the circumstances.

ence in home values and human
service, in kitchen economics and the
•••
•••
.
* cherishing of children, remain large
ly an untapped source in business
and management. Ap
WOMEN IN BUSINESS organization
plied to the problems of transportation and banking, to public utilities
Lena K. Sargent Offers Sug- and the marketing of farm products
to foreign relations and unemploy
gestions In Address Before ment, they may bring us a long step
nearer to that better business world
Educational Club
toward which good men have been
striving.
The woman who maneges her personal
I
have
divided
this
message
into
i
...
Formerly our dollar bought a hunand household financial affairs in the mod
nn»^ t in
W1.2- your,
dred cents' worth of goods. Now we
wnrk L na Hn,yOh someth,,n8 ,°*the j must plan on less, and how to meet
ern manner needs a checking account in
X ™ g
y your..local bu,s‘- it. The only way our dollars can
nws college its organization, meth-: be made to ive J what th should
her own name. Why not see that she has
±4,
i i“g',c?urses ^red >n-ijs th
h
financfal man.
eluding teachers’ training, positions ■ a_pm ? J
one. Your wife or daughter would appre
for graduates, instructors.
| K
'
....
The second message is to all wom
ciate your thoughtfulness and confidence
The
first
step
then is the formation
en regardless of occupations. The
in their ability. Hundreds of women have
successful woman is no longer point of a budget. The right kind of a
ed out because she is a woman, but budget is intended to help you spend
personal checking accounts at this bank
wisely as well as to save. You must
because she is successful.
The matter-of-fact acceptance of first capitalize your ability. Make
and we enjoy serving them to the best of
their presence is the best evidence a list of your assets. What could you
our ability. Come in and talk with one of
that women have arrived in the busi do to help out? One woman who
ness world to stay. They ask no could make delicious candy began in
our officers about it.
quarter. All this is a matter of solid a small way and now has shops in
satisfaction, of quiet confidence and every principal city in the United
of good hope not only for better busi States and her annual income runs
ness women but for a better business into six figures. Now you may be
world. Progress means increasing able to make candy just as good as
mastery over the means of living hers and yet not succeed. Why?
through widening knowledge. It is Because you are doing the same
hard to estimate what part woman thing somebody else is. Make some
has had in the past in determining thing a little different or special, and
Service
Safety
economic trends. It is safe to say you are likely to stumble on to a hit
that her direct influence on the busi- which will set the whole town talk
ness and financial system has not, ing, then the state, and eventually
been very deep. Her big job to date
whole country
has been to win for herself a place in
P.erla™, you. can sew or. dr.e?s“
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
the world's work as already organ- ma'5e,IS no m°neyln that
'zed. And her conquest here has «nless “ 15 done right. A young
been so considerable, so swift, and to dressmaker who lives in my home
Financial Institutions, Inc. is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine tanks having total resources of more
herself so vital, it may well seem town sews for
slster- she does
than $86,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
so well that everyone marvels at her
more far-reaching than it is.
Institutions. Inc. is owned by Mai ne capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
National and international finance clothes. Her prices are very reason
in banking and financial operation.
and commerce are almost entirely able, therefore everyone in town
wants her to sew for them, but she
man-made and man-managed.
In politics and government—some does her work slowly and well so she
Now why
would say especially there! Women makes small money.
rarely sit on committees that make couldn’t she hire an assistant or two
policies and hand out jobs. Nor do for the plain work and make some
they speak from places of authority thing for herself worthwhile? Make
Nevertheless their influence has her brain work for her. On the other
availed to shift the gears in the gov-' handif she overcharged her customernmental machine to loosen up mil- els- s^e would have a smaller chenlions of dollars for education and tele. Ten years from now she will
the same
child welfare. This, however, is only, undoubtedly
_
, be . earning
x
„
an extension of their traditional amount as she is today, and then
We mean about the EDUCATION OF YOUR BOY. He ia
work, for in civic as in social life wonder why someone else has made
perhaps four years old. In fourteen years he will be ready
their first concern has been the way Kood.
for college and his course will cost about twenty-five hun
I in which money is spent and not the
dred dollars. Are you wondering how you are going to meet
’ way it is made.
Since nearly everyone plays bridge,
The wisdom and ability of women and the game has become in every
the call? Well, here's the way out. For less than thirtyand their unique age-long experi- sense of the word a national pastime,
five cents per day the question is solved. Isn’t it worth
many women have "trumped’’ into
that much? And isn’t it easy? A deposit of $10.00 per
the game and built profitable and in
month in the ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING AS
dependent businesses for themselves
WANTED!
One Northwest woman has created
SOCIATION, plus dividends of 5’/4% per annum will amount
The address of 500 ladies who bridge sandwiches made in the
in fourteen years to $2,516.80. What investment of such
would like to receive a sample book dainty form of the Ace of Hearts.
little cost will bring so much benefit and satisfaction? Now,
of new spring Wall Papers. This Ace of Diamonds, Ace of Spades, dis
at the commencement of the new year, is the best time to
book contains 30 patterns of the tinction is added by using lettuce
latest ideas in Wall Papers which leaves which adds to their freshness.
make the st rt. Come in at once and lay the foundation
are the greatest values ever pro Another fad is to make fancy Ace
for his educational fund.
duced. They retail from four to shaped cookies, etc. Rhymed and
thirty-five cents a roil.
artistically painted invitations add
to the income. Bridge covers, etc.,
Yours for the asking
may be added and a fine business
E.
O
B.
GON'IA
built up. Teaching bridge and con
146-S-tf
Rockland tract is another means by which
Bicknell Block
some women turn the game to ac
count.
This depends upon her
>4.4.4.4.4.+4..>4.4.4.4.4.4,+4,4,4>++++4,+++++4,4,4,+++4"l"*"l,4"5-4"l"«'•»•+♦*♦**<
cordiality and faculty of making
people feel at home.
Another woman through her
knowledge of investments is earning
several thousands of dollars a year
I
as an authority on matters of finance.
Then there may be the efficient
and competent practical nurse. Per
haps you may have talent in that
“Mighty Monarchs of the direction.
Another woman interested in
Air”
beauty culture made a list of hun
dreds of prospects, asked them to ac
cept free facial treatment at the pros
pects’ home. Business extended Io
nearby towns.
Another girl impelled by the desire
to do secretarial work conceived the
idea of serving men who had small
You can join any one of them—or
j
‘Mighty Monarchs of the businesses, today finds herself sec
more than one if you so desire
*
retary to 250 men and firms, her
Arctic”
business offices occupy an entire floor
4»
in one of the largest office buildings
25 cents each week
£
“Constantly Cold”
in the world.

Open a checking
account for her

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

HAVE YOU
THOUGHT ABOUT IT?

!

There Is Still Time To Join
Our 1931

CHRISTMAS CLUB

I

Any of These Classes Are
At Your Disposal

♦
|
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totaling $12.50
plus interest
50 cents each week ,
totaling $25.00
plus interest
$1.00 each week
totaling $50.00
plus interest
$2.00 each week
totaling $100.00
plus interest
$5.00 each week
totaling $250.00
plus interest
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ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
New Classes Beginning January 5
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Telephones: Residence 994, or School 990-M
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Our Tourists Meet Old Friends—E. C. Davis In New Role Central Maine Found No Fault With 1930 So Far As Its
of Sheep Herder and Familiar Role of Duck Hunter
Own Activities Were Concerned
(Second Installment)
It was sunset when our tourists
reached Rocky Mountain Pass, 10,000
feet above the sea level, and the
wonderful coloring effects which they
saw outdoes even Ernest's power of
description.
‘I got my greatest thrill out of
those hairpin curves,” Mrs. Davis told
The Courier-Gazette reporter. Cut
through solid mountain and just
wide enough for cars to pass they
were indeed awesome. One looked
over a precipice without being able
to even estimate the distance to the
next level, while on the other side he
looked upward at a solid wall of rock,
apparently interminable in height.
The average tourist always breathes
more freely once this great divide
has been negotiated.
Crossing the desert, westward, Mr.
and Mrs. Davis were much surprised
to see such beautiful schoolhouses,
to which buses were bringing happy
children.
The buildings seemed
misplaced in this waste land, but
furnished further proof that en
vironment is not permitted to inter
fere with the education of youth.
A Visit to Salt Lake
The tourists spent a day and two
nights in Salt Lake City, seat of the
Mormon faith. The street gutters
were filled with water which came
from the melting snows on the sur
rounding hillsides. It is one of the
cleanest cities encountered on the
whole journey. Our travelers saw,
as all travelers do, the home of
Brigham Young and the wonderful
Tabernacle in which for years the
Mormon faith has been expounded.
The party motored out to Salt
Lake, and as the season had closed
•they had the well seasoned pond all
to themselves. Ernest waded into
the salty waters, ahd found that
their properties had not been exag
gerated. They say you cannot sink
in Salt Lake, but Ernest didn’t
undertake to demonstrate the truth
of the assertion. The lake is com
pletely surrounded by mountains
whose coloring is a source of never
ending admiratipn.
Next day the tourists rode out of
Salt Lake City for a distance of 180
miles, through mountains and desert,
and on the latter saw the familiar
mirage effect of lakes whose danc
ing waves were after all only ripples
of sand.
And it was here that they came
to a lull realization that they were
in the sheep country. Approaching
the motor car were five flocks, one
of which they subsequently learned,
contained 3000 sheep.
How to get through? There was
an interesting problem but it was
solved readily enough when the
chauffeur followed someone's advice
to blow the horn. The ranks opened
readily enough and the Packard
went on through the woolly lane.

mous Del Monte products which have
their origin here?
The travelers were inclined to vote
the California roads the best they
had seen, but later their allegiance
was to shift to the peerless highways
which have done so much to exploit
Florida.
In Oakland there was a period of
visitation, for there Mrs. Davis has
an aunt, Mrs. Retta Hawes. There,
also, they met two former Rockland
residents Mrs. Nellie Newbert Pryor
and Alphonso P. Newbert, both of
whom say that they are going to
make an early visit to their old home.
Mr. Newbert is a retired lumber
merchant upon whom fortune has
smiled in a material way besides
blessing him with a fine family. Mrs.
Pryor is a Christian Science practi
tioner on an extensive scale.
The tourists visited Chinatown—
and it's a real Chinatown according
to Ernest.
Going through a park one day
they encountered some men who told
them they were going to have a
"white Christmas."
"White
Christmas!"
exclaimed
Ernest glancing at a thermometer
which showed the mercury well in
the 70’s, "what do you mean by
that?”
And the men went on to explain
that they were going to decorate a
monument with strips of shining tin.
cut in fancy shapes, and the effect
on which was truly remarkable when
the sun’s rays struck them. Mr.
Davis brought home some samples of
the tin.
An Old Green Sweater
In Stockton Ernest made a fort
night's visit with Thomas Baxter, a
former member of the firm of Bond
& Goodwin whom he had known
many years. The first time Ernest
met him on a gunning trip Mr
Baxter wore a green sweater and
more than a score of years this
sweater was his faithful companion
on his hunting trips in Maine—im
bued with all the qualifications of a
j mascot. Ernest carried the sweater
[ all the way across the continent to
him, and the look on Mr. Baxter's
face was good to behold. He's com
ing East next October, and the green
sweater will assuredly be listed
among his wearing apparel.
Mr. Baxter has a duck pond, or
rather four of them, 135 miles away
on the Gridley & Butte Creek. The
property embraces 210 acres, and on
it is a nicely furnished cottage.
Messrs. Baxter and Davis went duck
hunting over the weekends, and
found plenty to attract their atten
tion in the way of geese, ducks and
swans. Sunken oil barrels served as
"blinds.” Ernest had good luck,
with the exception that he never
I quite got the focus on "incomers.”
, The third and concluding install
ment of the Davis interview which
will appear in Tuesday’s issue finds
the party still in California, but re
gretfully making ready for the home
ward journey around through the
Southern semi-circle.
(To be concluded)

Ernest Becomes A Herder
The herders accompanying the
fiocks of sheep rode in a sure-enough
covered wagon which also contained
the water supply. But a little matter
like a scarcity of oases doesn't appear
to lease sheep for they can go five
HIS IDEA OF CHARITY
days without anything to drink.
Men who could do that would be
assured of keeping their New Year's j Cyrus H. K. Curtis Explains Why He
Makes Liberal Donations For Edu
resolutions until Jan. 6.
cation
But sheep will stray away, and
some of these did. Ernest volun
Following his donation of $25,000
teered to help the herders round
them up. and deserting the Packard ! made to the Portland Boys’ Club a
he rode away into the mountains. week ago, Cyrus tl. K. Curtis, Phila
In the course of this jaunt he met delphia publisher and native of that
numerous deer hunters who told him
that there was plenty of game, but city, sent another $25,000 to President
deer was about all he saw in that Edward W. Hannaford of the Boys'
section, unless one takes into ac Club Association Wednesday, bring
count the hundreds of dead rabbits ing his total contribution to the fund
which were seen—victims doubtless for the new building to $100,000.
of motor cars whose headlights had
In a letter accompanying the gift,
Curtis said, "Prom your letter of Dec.
lured them.
The travelers never ceased to be 22, you evidently need more money
surprised at the good roads which right away and we must not let the
they found in the desert region— Boys’ Club building drag along. So I
mostly graveled thoroughfares, and enclose another $25,000.”
well oiled.
The gift to the Boys’ Club brought
The stop that night was at an the Philadelphia
philanthropist's
Arizona hotel, El Escalante, owned benefactions for one day to $125,000.
by the Union Pacific Railroad, and On Tuesday when Curtis mailed his
run for the benefit of tourists who check to Portland, President George
take bus rides in that locality.
L. Omnake of Ursinue College in
Pennsylvania announced a gift of
Los Vegas, Boom Town
$100,000 to that institution from the
The party found in Los Vegas, Ari publisher towards the science build
zona, a queer Spanish mining town, ing at the college which last year re
overrun with builders and promoters ceived a $250,000 check from its bene
in connection with the Boulder Dam factor as a starter for the building
IN FIGHTING AGAINST project 50 miles away.
fund.
Next day's journey was to Los
These gifts are in line with the
FLU-GRIP
Angeles, 300 miles away. The tour statement made by Curtis, that his
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
Keep the bowels open and take
ists went across the Sierra Nevada idea of charity was not a direct dona
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
Mountains to the San Bernardino tion to individuals, but a donation to
BROWN’S RELIEF
for Majestic Products)
Pass, and the remainder of the trip be used for educational purposes so
was through miles of citrus groves, that young folks could be trained to
585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
on rising and retiring
146Stf
with palms, pepper trees and beauti earn their own livelihood.
Norway Medicine Ce.
ful flowers everywhere in evidence.
Two nights, were spent at the Bilt
STRAND THEATRE
more Hotel, and the intervening day
AI the Sig
1 was devoted to sightseeing, the itinNorth Nation?
Roland West, producer-director for
’ erary, of course, including a visit to
Hollywood where they saw the won United Artists, reached out to the
derful homes of the movie stars and stage for players in casting for “The
Bat Whispers," and balanced them
orth
divorcees.
Up the coast they headed next with others who had had screen ex
morning, a beautiful trip over the perience. As a result he obtained a
Roosevelt drive, skirting the water. cast that reads like a "Who's Who"
One of the points of interest visited of acting talent. The picture will
was the Richfield oil wells. A sign show at the Strand Theatre Mon
said ’’no admittance" but this didn't day and Tuesday.
The featured role is played by
embarrass Ernest who told the
guards that he was from Maine. So, Chester Morris, star of "Alibi," and
apparently, was everybody else, for male lead in “The Divorcee" and
his words proved an open sesame, “The Big House.” Una Merkel, lead
and the party saw the whole works. ing lady, appeared in several suc
In striving for success it is necessary to focus atten
cesses on the New York stage, prin
Miles of Iceberg Lettuce
cipally in “Coquette,” for a run of
tion on a task and hold it there until that task is
two years.
Santa
Maria
is
noted
for
its
woncompleted. Know thc power of compound interest
Grayce Hampton , who portrays
derlul flowers, and at Santa Lucia
by making regular deposits with this Bank.
the travelers stopped at a very nice “Mrs. Van Gorder,” established a
hotel in the heart of the iceberg reputation on the London and New
lettuce district. The output from York stages, and was leading woman
4% Interest Paid On Savings Accounts
that county last year was valued at with Otis Skinner, second lead with
$3,000,000. There were literally miles Sir Henry Irving, five years with
and miles of it. The farms produce Jane Cowl and several seasons with
Pauline Frederick.—adv.
two crops a year.
The journey to San Francisco was
Crockett's Baby Shop will have its
through another region of great
fe tility—acres of artichokes, citrus annual Topsy-Turvy sale Thursday,
groves, every kind of fruit, grapes, Friday and Saturday, Jan. 8. 9 and
peas and what not. The citrus 10. The entire stock to be sold at
groves are the largest in the world, practically cost. See Tuesday's Ad
and who has not heard of the fa i —adv.
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ATTENTION
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—
A good book is the best of
■- friends, the same today and for- ever—Thackeray.
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Walter S. Wyman, president of the loads of newsprint paper were
Central Maine Power Co. has ad ' shipped to the New York market
dressed the following letter to the during the week of Dec. 15 and the
mill is now operating at two-thirds
stockholders:
capacity . The machines will be
• • • •
gradually speeded up and are exOne of the impressive things about j pected to be producing their full
the business is the fact that with 1 quota of paper early in January. As
many years of active effort on the this mill has secured contracts for its
part of the companies to get all the I full output for a period of five years
business possible, after seeing the ! ending in 1936, your company is as
[ business double and double again sured of a market for a substantial
1 and then double once more and still | part of its Bingham power during
on its way to double yet a fourth the next few years.
While some of our industries are
1 time, in 1930, a year when business
' has been particularly bad all over feeling the effects of the general
the United States, the Central Maine business depression, still others are
Power Co. has shown an increase in operating at a greater capacity than
I its output of kilowatt hours every they did a year ago. The cement
month during the year and that this mill at Thomaston, for example, is
1 increase should be steadily growing planning to run its kilns practically
as the year comes to an end. In all winter. We have new industries
1929 we generated 270.606,693 kilo like the rather large granite cutting
watt hours. In 1930 we generated operation that has been started at
approximately 294,805,360 kilowatt the Mt. Waldo Granite Co. which
hours, an increase of 24,198,667 kilo promises to employ somewhere from
watt hours over the preceding year 500 to 1000 men during the coming
and the month of December alone season, the American Electro Metal
exceeded the corresponding month Co. at Lewiston which has increased
last year by about 6,157,000 kilowatt from one shift to three shifts a day,
hours. Surely this is good evidence thereby employing three times as
that the statement made in 1896 is many people as formerly. There
still true. We have not yet reached seems to be a good spirit of optimism
the saturation point in the sale of among our own citizens and a very
electricity and we are still able to general feeling among people outside
get enough new business so hard the State that Maine is coming into
times do not seriously affect the her own industrially. We find man
earnings of light and power com ufacturers are now giving us serious
consideration before making up their
panies.
One of the striking things in 1930 minds about remaining where they
has been the sale of electrical mer are or moving to some other part of
chandise. During the first 11 months the country.
One of the very gratifying things
of this year your company sold
$1,328,975 of merchandise as against about our own business has been the
$982,195 worth in 1929, an increase of way in which the market of both our
$346,780. Nearly every one of these $6 and 7 per cent preferred stock has
sales means a new device to use maintained itself during the past
electricity. In other words, it means year. Many other stocks, both com
the permanent sale of more kilowatt mon and preferred have suffered
I very severe mark downs. Many in
hours.
Since the first of October the pole vestors who have owned such other
lines connecting our new 100,000 securities have found themselves n
horse power plant at Bingham with a very embarrassing position atid
Bucksport and with Lewiston and have suffered severe loss s. This is
Portland have been completed. Week true of many people who have been
before last the mill pond at Bing persuaded in the past to trade out
ham was filled to a point which their Central Maine Power Co. stock
would afford a head of water suffi for securities offered to them by
cient to operate the station. During salesmen. Although I have said it
the following week one of the units many times before, I want to remind
was tried out and made ready to be you that the reason why salesmen
gin service. Wednesday, Dec. 24, this approach you with a suggestion that
first unit was connected with the you trade your Central Maine stock
Bucksport line but not put into serv for something else is usually because
ice on account of electrical connec they very much want to get their
tions that still had to be made. hands on to a security which can be
Wednesday, Dec. 31, all these con readily sold. The Central Maine
nections had been adjusted and the Power Co. has paid dividends con
Bingham station was tied in with tinuously on its preferred stock for
the Maine Seaboard Paper Co.'s mill 25 years. During 1931 it will com
at Bucksport and from that time on plete 30 years of service since the
the bulk of the power to dilve this first contract was made to light the
mill will be taken from this new streets of Waterville. It has been
and. will be in the future, a tre
station.
It is expected that the second unit mendous factor in the development
will be available sometime during the of the State of Maine. It has re
winter so that before the first of ceived the hearty and steadfast sup
April we shall have in the neighbor port of thousands of our Maine peo
hood of 65,000 horse power ready for ple who have bought and now own its
stocks. I hope to see a great deal
use from the Bingham plant.
The Maine Seaboard Paper Co. more Maine capital invested in these
completed its mill at Bucksport and stocks, not only for the sake of the
put it into operation in November. company itself and the development
Considerable time was required to of the State but also for the benefit
adjust the new machinery and ac 1 which I firmly believe will accrue
quaint the members of the crew with j to those same investors in the future
their various duties. Several car as it has in the past.

DEEDED TO ANNE LINDBERGH
for 1 Hon. Dwight W. Morrow at North
' Haven.
record at the Knox Registry of Deeds
Hiram P. Farrow of this city who
New Year Day was one from Mabel negotiated the transaction, states
H. Creighton of Thomaston to Anne that the island contains about 30
acres, and quite well wooded, being
Morrow Lindbergh of Englewood, N. an attractive location for use as a
J., conveying Garden Island, one ol vacation ground.
The other islands in the immediate
the group in West Penobscot Bay,
vicinity are owned by Mrs. Thomas
known as the "White Islands," and W. Lamont, Philip Hofer, a summer
situated about five miles from the I resident of Camden, and Philip L.
summer home of the grantee’s father Smith of Short Hills, N. J.
Among

the

deeds

entered

EDWIN LIBBY CORPS
Faithful Organization of
Women Squares Away
For a Busy Year
One of the outstanding installa
tions of Edwin Libby Relief Corps
took place Thursday evening at
Grand Army hall, with Mrs. Eliza
Plummer as installing officer. She
conducted the ceremonies with
dignity and grace. The State officers
in the chairs during installation in
cluded: Treasurer, Mrs. Winifred
Butler; secretary, Mrs. Maud Cables;
past president, Mrs. Amanda Choate;
past vice president, Mrs itebecca
Ingraham; chaplain, Mrs. Ella Mc
Millan. The officers of the Post
were not installed at this time but
Commander Philbrick gave an inter
esting talk. The entertainment in
cluded piano duet by Mrs. Amy
Tripp and Mrs. Ida Huntley, readings
by Miss Dorothy Harvey, solos by
Mrs. Evelyn White and violin solos
by Commander Philbrick, with every
one joining in the singing of
"America." Refreshments were served
under the direction of Mrs. Adelma
Mullen, chairman, Mrs. Velma
Marsh, Mrs. Amy Tripp and Mrs. Ida
Huntley. Comrade Huntley acted as
chaplain.
These officers were installed:
President, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton;
vice president, Mrs. Adelma Mullen;
chaplain, Mrs. Eliza Plummer; sec
retary, Mrs. Velma Marsh; treasurer,
Mrs Hattie Higgins; conductor, Mrs.
Ida Huntley; guard. Miss Ida Stev
ens; past president, Mrs. Bessie
Haraden.
Other officers are: Patriotic in
structor, Mrs. Julia Huntley; pianist,
Mrs. Amy Tripp: banner No. 1, Mrs.
Elizabeth Libby; banner No. 2, Miss
Sarah Sansom; banner No. 3, Mrs.
Bertha Higgins; flag No. 1. Mrs.
Winifred Butler; flag No. 2. Mrs.
Nellie McKinney; flag No. 3, Mrs.

Priscilla Smith; flag No. 4, Mrs. Effie
Walsh. Thi ward committees com
prise: Ward 1, Mrs. Nellie Higgins;
Ward 2. Mrs. Ella Newbert; Ward 3,
Mrs. Elura Hamlin; Ward 4, Mrs.
Mary B. Cooper; Ward 5, Mrs. Eliza
Plummer; Ward 6. Mrs. Adelma Mul
len' Ward 7, Mrs. Winnie Horton;
Thomaston, Mrs. Susie Newbert.
Purchasing committee. Mrs. Amanda
Choate, Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham
and Mrs. Julia Huntley; finance,
Mrs. Elizabeth Libby. Mrs. Irene
Winslow and Mrs. Maud Cables; in
vestigating, Mrs. Bertha Higgins,
Mrs. Mary Cooper, and Mrs. Nellie
Higgins; committee on resolutions,
Mrs. Eliza Plummer. Mrs. Bessie
Haraden and Mrs. Winifred Butler.

An intercommunicating phone sys

tem has been installed in Studley
block by P. E. Havener, connecting
the Foss House with the Park Street
Cafe and Johnston's drug store.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes is a
loss of happiness —Charles Darwin.
UNSUNG
As sweet as the breath that goes
From the lips of the white rose.
As weird as the elfin lights
That glimmer of frosty nights.
As wild as the winds that tear
The curled red leaf in the air.
Is the song I have never sung.

In slumber, a hundred times
I’ve said the enchanted rhymes.
But ere I open my eyes
This ghost of a poem flies;
Of the interfluent strains
Not even a note remains:
I know by my pulses’ beat
It was something wild and sweet.
And my heart is strangely stirred
By an unremembered word.

,

i

I strive, but I strive in vain.
To recall the lost refrain.
On some miraculous day
Perhaps it will come and stay;
*
In some unimagined Spring
I may find my voice, and sing
The song I have never sung.
—T. B. Aldrich.

i
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QUERY ON CEMENT DUST DAMAGE
The committee investigating the cement dust question is engaged
in the task of assembling all available information as to the nature
and extent of damage to personal property done by dust^from the
cement plant on the County Road. Our organization i/seeking to
ascertain the facts, not to prove any particular fact, an4 it is quite
as important to our purpose to receive full reports, whether or not the
persons reporting consider that they are suffering damages or not.
We accordingly ask that all who receive this questionnaire answer
the questions carefully, whether affirmatively or in the negative. If
vou consider the damage slight or negligible, this information will be
quite as important as more positive reports.
All information will be held in strict confidence. Your name will
not he used without your permission, nor tour statements made
public. You may give your experiences without fear of future annoy
ance or publicity.
A prompt reply will be greatly appreciated. Kindly check with
cross in square any of the following damages or annoyances suffered.
If you wish to make further comments, do so under remarks.

HERE'S A LAUGH

How Heywood Broun Was
Introduced To the Radio
Audience Over WABC

DRASTIC
PRICE REDUCTIONS

Beverly Smith, who conducts The ;B
Lantern in the New York Herald- h
For by grace are ye saved through
Tribune, seems to have been the only jfc
faith; and that not of yourselves: it
man in New York who managed to
is the gift of God.—Eph. 2:8.
remain calm and set down on paper it
the thrilling speech of Groucho E
STILL THEY COME
Marx in introducing Heywood Broun! g
over station WABC the other night. [ H
The light keepers surely did ap
Heywood is running for cangress (he p
preciate Captain Wincapaw’s air
1
greetings on Christinas Day, for the
says) and Mr. Marx made a speecli
returns are still coming in. From
so thrilling, so devastating, so—well,
Mr. and Mrs. Smith at Isle au Haut
so so—that it would have been de
is added the following:
nied to posterity as was Abraham
“Wp wish to express our thanks
Lincoln's famous Lost Speech at
and appreciation to you and to the
$28, $30 SUITS AND COATS
$2100'
Bloomington if old Beverly Smith
city of Rockland in sending us greet
$10.00 TWO PANT SUITS
hadn't kept his self-possession, and
ings. The papers and magazines
although
alternately
bursting
into
were certainly enjoyed.
$32, $33 SUITS AND COATS
frenzied sobs as Groucho spoke,
We were eating dinner when you
$12.50 TWO PANT SUITS
Gravestones
managed to move his pencil over his
Paint on houses
sailed so prettily over our station,
tear soaked pad of paper, taking the
and we wish you could have landed
Airplanes
Paint on autos
$35 SUITS AND COATS
speecli down word for word:
and had some with us. That is the
$13.50 TWO PANT SUITS
Livestock
Gutters
Q
"Man and boy I have known Hey
reason we didn't see you when you
I
lav
Slate
roofs
wood Broun for thirty years. He has
dropped the first bundle, but we found
$36, $38 SUITS AND COATS
also known me for, thirty years.
Fruit
it not far from the second one.
Window panes
$15.00 TWO PANT SUITS
This makes a total of sixty years
We all Join in wishing you a "Happy
Vegetables
Boats
and brings us down to the fiscal year
and a prosperous New Year.”
Flowers
Household annoyances
$40 SUITS AND COATS
28 00
of 1861, when conditions were much
$18.00 TWO PANT SUITS
T rees
Greenhouses
as
they
are
now.
My
father
was
out
The jovial spirit of the New Year
of
a
job
at
the
time,
the
farmers
were
Shrubs
□
season was manifest at yesterday's
$45 SUITS AND COATS
complaining about the prices, and |
Rotary Club session when Joe Emery
A Few ODD SUITS, Good Value, at .... O 00
the Prices, who lived right next door. |
Cut out this coupon and mail to Cement Dust Committee, City
was ring master at a stunt program.
were
complaining
about
my
father
The Synthetic Orchestra directed by
Building. Rockland
$50 SUITS AND COATS
3 5 00
"While the other boys in our j
Major William Stannard Ellingwood
A Lot of BOYS’ HEAVY SWEATERS at
/
Per
order,
Committee
neighborhood
were
out
stealing
ap

gave a good account of itself be
ples,
Broun
was
home
stealing
'
ing especially inflated with the
SPECIAL—59 YOUNG MEN’S SUITS
bananas and reading the Congres
“The Year of 1812." The personnel—
30% DISCOUNT on EOYS’ LEATHER COATS,
sional Record. This was quite a ]
E. B. Crockett, A. F. McAlary, W. P
out
of
the
eight,
during
months
of
feat, as the printing press had not
ROCKRORT
Conley, J. P. Kent. Joe Emery and
SPORT COATS AND BLOUSES
January and February.
30% DISCOUNT ON LEATHER SPORT COATS
yet been invented and a $10 overcoat
H E. Robirfson. Mr. Robinson was
was
considered
away
up
town.
the only bandsman in uniform. The
Walter Calderwood returned to
Baptist Church Annual Meeting
“Two weeks later troops were
instrumentation was entirely super- his home at Manchester, Mass.,
At the Baptist Church Wednesday
fluous. Walter Conley and B. H. Tuesday after spending a few days evening the annual parish meeting massed at the border, plowshares
were being bitten into plows, and in
Stinson had a hard fought cartwheel
held. A baked bean supper was a little garden a boy who was later
match and the former nosed out a with his father and sister, Mark W. was
victory. Ex-Mayor Carver's Celes Calderwood and Mrs. Charlotte C. served at 6 o.clock under the super- to become the archduke of FerdiI vision of the Trytohelp Club. At 7 30 nand was playing with his tin
156&2-thcn 4Tlil3
tial Chorus macerated several num Dillingham.
Moderator Arthur K. Walker called cniriiars little recking that an
bers after a stormy passage. Among
Radio
owners
in
town
will
be
“
lisI
the
meeting
to
order,
reports
Were
assassin's
pistol
washing
in^wait
for
the heroes were Henry Chatto, J. L. tening in" at 6.30 this evening on read and these officers and commit-'
- P‘St°‘
' ng ln walt for
Sherman. Ernest Keene, L. A. Walk WTIC. Hartford, awaiting the fa- tees appointed: Clerk, Miss Mary him. That little assassin, ladies and j
er, C. F. French, C. W. Sheldon and miliar voice of Ross Patterson in his Brann; treasurer, Helen Dunbar; gentlemen, was Heywood Broun.
... *
Jonn M. Richardson.
The style
show conducted by Henry Birdeveau first broadcast in the interest of auditor, Hazel Cain; Sunday school
“Heywood Broun, the Great White
EOTH VARSITIES WIN
the
Mary
Oliver
Candy
Co.
During
|
superintendent.
TIele
nDunbar:
asassisted by Modistes Ayer, Thurs
Father of Heywood the Third, first
----? r I
ton. Brown and Wotton was snappv the half hour from 6.30 to 7 he will sistant. Charles Marston; superin saw’ the light of day in the sleepy
with E. L. Toner, C. H. Duff. A. W. give a brief talk on the subject “as- tendent of cradle roll, Mrs. George little •village of Centerville, N. Y. High School Court Outfits
Foss and Bert Jameson as models, trology.' and the remainder of the Currier: assistant. Mrs. Annie Dean; Three days after he was bom he took
Arey; deacons,
Triumph Over the Have
the latter posing as a babe in the time will oe devoted to answering janitor, Weston
his carpetbag in hand, stuffed it with
woods. Mr. Toner, costumed as the questions which have been sent in by Arthur K. Walker, Edgar P. Shibles, marked cards and Marc Connelly,
Beens
of this famous candy.
William Whitney; financial commitI
girl of 1941, was topping off the pro customers
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brann and son tee. Charles Marston. Helen Dunbar. and boarded the steam cars for the
gram with great success until Dr
W e asked a question December 16. We got
big
city.
At
the
depot
the
train
The Rockland High School basket- ]
John,
spent
New
Year
with
Misses
Hazel
Cain;
reception
of
members,
Ellingwood had an accident which
went wild with joy as the crowd
our
real answer in the last two days, F riday
Lillian
and
Mary
Brann
at
their
Mrs.
Arthur
Walker.
Mrs.
Ella
Over

ball teams opened their season last:
broke up the meeting. Visiting Rolock. Mrs. Edgar Shibles; baptismal. pulled out, and twenty minutes later night by w’inning a double-header
tarians were Charles Babb. Harold home on West street.
noon
we wired the factory an order for more
Miss Hazel Lane has returned to Charles Marston, Helen Small, Mrs. a tiny dot appeared in the sky, broke
Nash and Col. E. A. Robbins of
through the clouds, and brought the from the Alumni teams. The boys'
tires.
(Twice as many and Rushed). You
Lawrence,
Mass.,
after
spend.-ig
a
Annie
Dean;
evangelistic,
Mrs.
Camden and Charles H. Linscott of
plane down for on? of the prettiest quintet won out in the last minute
WERE interested in an 18 months Bonded
Providence. W.'A. Holman of Port week with her parents, Capt. and George Currier, Mrs. Edith Over- little accidents ever seen on the
lock, William Whitney; missionary.
of play when Art Flanagan, who
land and R. Francis Saville were Mrs. George Lane.
lire. Much more interested than we dared
Miss Feme Whitney and Miss Mrs. George Currier, Mary Brann. fields of Mineola. That little acci played a stellar game at forward all
guests.
dent,
ladies
and
gentlemen,
was
Edith Wall returned this week to Marietta Shibles, Feme Whitney: „
. _
hope.
Sales the past two days have showed
the evening, dropped in the deciding
Gorham Normal School after the religious education.
Rev. George “^g"*** “™uik
Bobbed hair is losing very little of holiday recess.
basket which put the present day
that. We intend to have a complete stock of
Currier. Mrs .HazelCain. Hortense
WheRn ™
y£dZT
its popularity, according to a local
A public reception will take place Bohndell. Elsie Lane; board of trus- ’°°d ,Br°an th*i 3ol?e £?d
court team on the long end of a 31
sizes, but the demand has been so much greater
barber who has abbreviated the next Monday evening at the Baptist tees, Arthur Walker, Charles Mars- ^^ed' yp)hpnd. d^Iir„t^e
to 30 score. The girls' team coasted
tresses on many scores of feminine Church at 8 o'clock for the new ton. Edgar Shibles. It was with rethan we expected we may be out of your size
rd'
2?^“
to a decisive victory over the oneheads. There is, to be sure, a pastor and his wife, Rev. and Mrs. gret that the church accepted the
until
this next shipment reaches us. If we are,
third Alumnae team by a 31 to 18
tendency to have the hair cut at less George F. Currier.
resignation of Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou port, and from Tinker to Evers to count.
frequent intervals, and sometimes
Chance
sounded
the
tocsin.
A
new
it
will
pay you to wait.
Minot Simmons and Hobart Troop as clerk, she having served faithfully
The boys’ ter n led the Alumni at
the woman kids herself into the be of Massachusetts, members of the tn that capacity the past 14 years five cent cigar had made its appear
the end of the first period by a threelief that she will let her hair grow Radio Interference Survey Commis- After the disposal of several other, ance. Little buzzing knots of
i. idle point margin, only to have the grads >
out long again. But she seldom does.
It
were callers Tuesday on Rev. matters of business the meeting was
sion.
come back strong in second quarter
A local barber tells of an elderly
F. Fowle when enroute to Bangor adjourned and a social hour followed,
woman who came from a neighboring F.
knots in the cigar made it almost and score 11 points while “ High 1
for
the
purpose
of
investigating
conduring
which
several
amusing
and
town with one of the heaviest heads ditions in the interest of radio in interesting games were played with impossible to smoke. 'Broun's Folly', School was unable to net - single j
TELEPHONE 1250
ROCKLAND
and the half end', with the j
of hair he ever saw. In doing it up
Rev. and Mrs. George F. Currier in sneered his opponents. Came the counter
score at 19 to 11 for the Alumni.
|
she had used a score of ordinary that section of the State.
day
of
the
great
experiment,
clear
Recent visitors at the home of Mr. charge of this part of the entertain
In the third period both teams
sized hairpins and about 15 which
On the windless
Mrs. Leslie C. Dean were Mr. ment. At 12 o'clock a beautiful and and windless.
scored often and as the middle of |
were so large that the barber spoke and
and Mrs. Leslie Wilson of Criehaven. impressive candlelight service: was Broun js hoisted 1
of them as spikes. Something like 10 Carl Brown, Somerville, Mass., Willis held—twelve characters representing the cigar while a thousand throats the quarter approached the Alumni
or 15 years had rolled away from her
are hushed. 'Will it fly?’ is the un was leading by 12 points. The High ■
when she beheld in the mirror the Wilson, Fred Wilson and Errol the twelve months of the year.
spoken query in the hearts of the School called time out and came smith, rg; Snowman, lg; Elsi, HowWiley
of
Tenant's
Harbor.
difference between long hair and a
back to make the score closer at the ar<j
multitude.
*
•
•
*
modern “bob." The barber won his
GLENMERE,
“Look, look! Slowly it strains at end of the three-quarter mark. In Alumnae—A. Flanagan, if; Kerzar,
bet, for her husband did not recog
Church Notes
a gnat, swallows a camel, and rises. this period Captain Murphy made rf; L Young, c; Felt, sc; McDonald
nize her when she got back home.
TIKE AND AITLY PROMPTLY
An 014 Family
............. minMr. and Mrs. Byron Davis were It is off. to the roar of a million his share of the points while Flana- rg. witham, lg: Breen, lg.
Baptist: George F. Currier.
Points scored by,’ Mattson 16,
Doctor’s Favorite
ister. Morning worship at 10.45 with Christmas guests of Mr and Mrs. throats! But in a far corner of the gan was helping.
Prescription.
At a meeting of the Legislative anthem by the choir, children's story, Chauncey Keene in Rockland.
The lead in the last period alter- Howard 15, Flanagan 16 and Kcrfield, with tears in hertgreat brown
committee of the Maine Association sermon, “Christ's Man and the Op
Maurice Simmons, a student at the eyes and a lump in her throat, a nated and the game was anybody's zar 2.
Stops the “Filling Up,” Penetrates
of Municipal Court Judges Wednes portunities of the New Year.” The University of Maine visited his par- horse is watching. That horse, ladies until the final whistle h'cw. Jud____________
and Loosens, Soothes and Heals.
Flanagan and Fowler, tjth stars on
day two measures were drafted to Lord’s Supper will follow the morn ents, Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons and gentlemen, is Heywood Broun,
TENANT’S HARBOR
Nothing Just Like it. Internal or
be presented at the coming session ing service; church school at 12 over the holidays.
"And so. pupils of the Pratt Street the 1928 quintet, were outstanding
External. Safe for Children. Sold
of the Legislature, in accordance o'clock. Instead of the usual Sun
Mrs. Eugene Smith is visiting Grammar school, so we have come for the Alumni on ’he offense vhile
Everywhere. Not Expensive.
At the Baptist Church, Rev. F. W.
with the views expressed by Chief day evening service there will be a friends in Dedham and Waltham, , together here today to observe Arbor Parsons, also a star on the team of
J tice Pattangall of the Maine union service at 7 o'clock at the West Mass.
.
day and plant a tree in honor of the '28, performed capably ai the de- Barton, pastor, the morning service
Supreme Judicial Court, providing Rockport Baptist Church. Mid-week
The ladies' circle held its annual great Polish explorer. Heywood tense.
will be the first in a series, entitled [
The passing and shooting f Matt- ,(J
h pprf
Th
,,
uniform jurisdiction for all municipal ftrayer and praise service Thursday business meeting Thursday afternoon Broun. Let us hope that one day
the frozen Yukon wastes will give son and Howard was outsti uding in
court in the State in civil and ‘ 7J
’-------- ’—
— These offi| with Mrs. Jerome
Jones
the
girls'
game
*,itn
Jmith
performb?
special
music,
With
communion
crimi il matters. According to the
Methodist: Morning service at I cers were elected: President, Eliza him up. Let us hope that some
Chief Justice’s views in which mem 10.30 with sermon by pastor. Rev. Wiley;; vice presidents, Thankful thing, at least, will give him up. Per ing well on the defen-Alice Flana- following the morning service: anbers i
the association coincide. F F Fowle’ Sunday school at 11.45; Harris and Etta Harris; secretary. haps he will give himself up I gave gan was the outstanding player for nua] meeting and election of officers
passage
these bills will benefit the I £
th League at 6 o'clock, The Olivia Verrier; assistant secretary, him up long ago.’—Chicago Daily the Alumnae sextette. Only two at the beginning of the Bible School
graduates of the local school were sessjon
christian Endeavov
citizens
will materially simplify , ey
pm
servicc
wiU be
evening
service will
oe at
at 7/,, with Elizabeth Davis; treasurer, Margaret News.
seen in action on the girls team the
, k_
, consPcr„.
and exp
e criminal and civil singing by male quartet. Ladies' Jones; work committee, Lucy Smith
action.
e late Judge Frank B Aid meeting next Wednesday will and Elizabeth Davis; location comC„?^P°SCd °f ,ion mating and election of offleers.
WITH THE BOWLERS
fermer Thomaston High girls.
Miller who
1 but recently retired assume the form of a shower for the mittee, Mary Ervine; visiting cornThe 7 o'clock song service is becomfrom the pit
ncy of the Associa society, members being requested to mittee, Thankful Harris, Eliza Wiley
The summaries:
ing very popular and will be followed
The Under Dogs had a good sized
tion. was mm '. interested in and contribute towels, etc. The John and Louise Jones. A fountain pen bark at Carr's alleys New Year night
Rockland High
by a sermon by the pastor which is
very favorable t he proposed legis son Society will hold an entertain was presented to Mrs. Jones at the but the Five Aces were tc
ly guns
F.G. F. T.P the fourth in the Week of Prayer
lation.
e fault Murphy, rf ................. 3
ment and sale at the vestry on the close of the meeting in appreciation for ’em. This was now
6
12 series, of which the general theme
99 and Knowlton, n .............. 0
evening of Jan. 14. Mrs. F. F. of her sendees as treasurer of the so
0
0 is “Viptory." The Week of Prayer
Seven gold star
ithers will be Fowle's Sunday school class will hold ciety the past ten years. Adjourned
iie hon- Flanagan, If .............. 4
11 began last Wednesday with a watch
3
guests of honor at t
Second Dis a social in M^rch for those who at to meet Dec. 15 with Mrs. Gertrude ors in both divisions. The nmary: Ellingwood, c ............. . 2
5 meeting, the specific subject being
1
trict Council meeting
the Ameri tend Sunday school seven Sundays Hupper.
Five Aces: Lindsey, 305: Clukey, Gay, rg ...................
1
1
3 "Victory over things that pursue:” ,
can Legion Auxiliary n
bum Tues
279; Stone, 289; Mitchell, 293 Meat- McAlary, !g ...........
0
0
0 Thursday evening, “Victory over
day afternoon.
Mi
Katherine
0 things that weaken," Miss Harriet ■
ing, 283; total, 1449.
Duncan, lg ................. 0
0
Hewins. who is engager in Child
1: Me- Glover If ................... 0
Under Dogs: C. Stev
0
0 Long, leader: Friday evening “Victory
t>v
Welfare work, will be tl
incipal
— — — over things that trouble,” S. L. Wall i
Kinney, 327; Abbott. 286; I Steves,
Budgeting Calories
speaker. Other speakers w. iclude
266; 8. Carr, 243; total, 1403
Jane Rogers
10 11 31 leader. The Sunday evening sermon
subject will be “Victory over things
Mayor McFadden of Aubun. 'omAlumni
mander McGee, Commander t van
that threaten;” Monday evening
WholeF.G. F. T.P. “Victory over things that hinder," [
for the Androscoggin Legion Co nLeft-over Vegetables Can Be Converted Into
1412
to
John Flanagan, If .... . 2
2
6 and Tuesday evening. "Victory over
cil, Mrs. Margaret P. Schoppe. rev nt
1373.
Rounds, If ................. 1
Tasty Bits By Proper Use of Salt,
1
3 things that destroy.' The week closes i
of Mary Dillingham Chapter. D.A.lt
Wiggin, rf ................. . 1
0
2 Wednesday evening with roll call j
Mrs Anne Snow, national poppv
Pepper and Sugar
Fowler, c ................... 4
6
14 servicc followed by communion.
chairman for the Eastern District
MICK1E
SAYS
—
Jud Flanagan, lg. rf .. . 2
0
4 Forty attended the Watch Night
and Mrs. Agnes Bradley of Rumford,
Gregory, lg ............... . 0
0
0 service and the succeeding meetings
president, of the Council. Weather
EFT-OVER vegetables—the cup
1
1 are being well attended.
Parsons, rg ............... . 0
permitting several members of Wins
■s
of peas or half cup of carrots,
low-Holbrook Post. A. L. are plan
WITH
O4RS,
WITCH
IS
A
UJf
IF
1
nnt
a
problem
in
kitchen
econ11 10 30
ning to attend this meeting, which
Now Is the time to buy your wall
, HARP WORK- AU' SUJW GO
om that often taxes the patience
Referee, Wotton. Time, two 8 and papers during our annual clean-up
promises to be rich in interest.
WOW twed PUT A MOTOR IK! TH'
of the most thrifty housewife. .
two 10 minuie periods.
sale.^ Papers as cheap as four cents
BOAT AUP GO LOTS FASTER.,*
Eve one hates to throw away
Score, Alumnae 18; High School 31. , a roll. We are prepared to hang
Considerable excitement was created
MR- 6USIUESSMAU, HAVE
good i ’, especially when there is
Lineups. High School—Mattson, If; I your paper by the hour or a flat
at Northend Wednesday night when
\0U GOT THE PEPPY MOTOt OF
a chance 'hat it might be converted
Howard, rf; Brewer, c; Lawrence, sc; | price tor a room. Gonia’s.—adv.
Customs officials captured John
APVERTtSlUG WORWU' f OR,
into some tasty dish and be made
Mattatall, whom they had pursued
■ i
..........
<
YOU, OR ARE HOU STivt,
to serve for another meal.
all the way from Maine Central
131
POKIUff
AtOMG
WITH
Q
PS?
wharf. Mattatall ditched his car
The prol ’ m is really not as com
near the Home for Aged Women on
plex, though is it seems. Almost
North Main street and took to his
any good conk book will offer a
heels. The officers found a way to
wealth of sugg tions in the form
cut short his flight, and in a sub
of recipes calling for a cup of peas,
sequent search of the car found
a few string beaus, or some cooked
A season to make repairs—replace parts on your Farm Tools and
three gallons of alcohol. Mattatall
carrots that can bt made into a de
Machinery.
was arraigned before the U. S. Com
licious casserole of vegetables,
Tell us your wants—we’ll fill them! Know our prompt service,
missioner in Augusta yesterday, and
tempting enough to f rm the main the three accepted seasonings, salt,
reasonable prices, and G1 years dcpandability.
was held tor the grand jury of the
dish for luncheon or an appetizing pepper and a dash of sugar. Every
United States District Court in Port
Then, too—get our prices on the
vegetable combination tor the eve one knows the functions of salt and
land.
ning meal.
Moulded vegetable pepper, and the sugar goes a long
NEW FARM EQUIPMENT
salads or soups are other possibil way toward blending the different
ities for these left-overs.
flavors and restoring their natural
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Maconiber
You have in mind to buy thir season. Our catalog lists over 5000
There is one rule, however, that sweetness.
.
Items. .Write for copy
of Augusta, who presented to the City
should always be observed. The
Continental chefs have long rec
of Augusta the World War memorial
original flavor must be restored ognized the value of sugar as a
which guards the western entrance
In Season Now—ICE and LUMBER TOOLS—Get Prices
to the town, were guests of honor I and accentuated. When small por third seasoning in the preparation
Thursday evening at the meeting of , tions of cooked vegetables are ot fresh or canned vegetables—a
placed in the ice box and kept secret which they kept for many
James Fitzgerald Post, American LeFARM, PAIKV ond
POULTRY SUPPLIES “ SEEDS
overnight, it is natural that much years and which perhaps explains
gion, and its auxiliary. Mr. Macomber
of the original flavor will be lost why the dishes of many ot our fa
was presented with a gold medallion
giving ‘he peas or carrots a “flat" mous hotel chefs have become abearing the Legion insignia and the
taste. *
tionaUy recognized for their disinscription “For services rendered ”
This is easily overcome by using | tin, five quality.
while Mrs. Macomber was given a
rcntRAL ond TEMPLE- STS.,
PORTLAND
MAINE
bouquet in patriotic colors.

The largest stock and widest variety of High Grade Clothing in the city, and the Tre
mendous Price Reductions from our regular low prices, makes this the Most Extraordi
nary Money Saving Event of Years.

BOYS’ SUITS

MEN’S SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$6.00
6.50
7.50
8.50
10.50

23 25
24.50
26 50

3 1 50

J Qg

J Q gQ

BURPEE 6 LAMB
WERE YOU!

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

DON T LET THAT COLD GET A START-

Ballard’s Golden Oil

L

ATTENTION FARMERS!

NOW

is the“Get Ready”Season

ul ENDALL 5 WHITNEY

CAMDEN

"ON MY SET"

TALK OF THE TOWN
Jan.
Jan.
under
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Standish Perry, formerly of this
city, has been engaged as teacher of
English in Camden High School.

Ever and anon we pinch ourselves
to see if it can be possible that such
excellent winter weather is smiling
upon us.
There will be a meeting of the R.
and R. Relief Association at the
Northend Dispensary next Monday
at 7 o'clock.

Ernest Erkkila a pupil of Ander
son School. North Warren, was
neither absent nor tardy during the
fall term.
Daily broadcasts are being made
bv Fuller-Cobb-Davis now up to
Nine Cent Day. forenoons, WLBZ
late afternoon, WCSH.
The monthly business meeting of
the Congregational Women's Asso
ciation will take place Wednesday
afternoon in the vestry at 3.

Misses Blanche and May Ingraham
have moved from the Kittredge-Gor
don tenement on Masonic street to
the Dondis tenement on Spring
street.
Class 26 of the Methodist Sunday
School will have a parsnip supper at
the home of Mrs. Annie Lothrop,
Grace street Wednesday night at 6.
Every member is requested to be
present.

Senator Dwinal and Beulah Rokes
Ames are the headliners at Monday's
Forty Club session. A fine series of
programs has been arranged for
January and a drive is on for record
attendance.
Interested Rockland folk are in-*
vited to attend the informal recep
tion to be given Monday evening to
Rev. and Mrs. George L. Currier at
the Rockport Baptist Church. The
hour is 8 o’clock.

Correcting an erroneous impression
that he has gone away on a vacation
tour. Dr. F. B. Adams states that
such is not his intention this season.
He will remain on duty here, and
with the customary office hours.

V.

3uy your paper during our clearce sale. We can supply you with
paper hanger or if you do your
n work we can supply the board
d the brushes for the asking,
nia's.—adv.
ANNUAL MEETING ROCKLAND LOAN A
BUILDING ASSOCIATION
The annual meeting of the sharehold
ers of Rockland Loan & Building Asso
ciation will be held at the office of the
corporation. No. 18 School street. Rock
land. Maine. Monday evening. January
12. 1931. at 7.30 o’clock, for the following
purposes: First, to listen to and act upon
the reports of the offleers. Second, to
eliose a board of eleven directors and an
auditor. Third, to transact any other
business that may properly come before I
the meeting.
H. O. GURDT. Secretary. |
Rockland, Maine, Dec. 27, 1930.
155-S-5 i

Why auffer torturaa from Rhaumatiam, Sciatica, Neuritia, Muicular Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
whan

METHYL BALM
will brinj* almost instant relief?
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should ba
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST,
ROCKLAND
Sant Post Paid on receipt of price
75 cents
«2tf

FATAL

CRASH

Z
Just why the New England
stations did not broadcast the
Alabama-Washington game is
not clear to me. I listened in on
WEAF with excellent results ex
cept for brief periods of fading
now and then. So ends football
broadcasting for the season of
1930.

The WGY Farm Forum, broad
cast weekly by the Schenectady
long and short wave stations,
announces another essay contest
for farmers and members of
their families. “How Electricity
Makes Farming More Pleasant
and Profitable,” is the subject
about which essays must be
written to a limit of 500 words.
Eighteen cash prises will be
awarded and the winners of the
first, second and third prises will
have the pleasure of hearing their
papers read from WGY during
the Monday evening Farm Forum.
The first prise is S100, second
S73, third, $50 and 15 more prises
are provided for lesser amounts.
••• •••
Boss Patterson of Rockport,
former engineering student who
took to astrology "because he
couldn't believe bis own mathe
matics,’’ is being heard at 6.30
o’clock each Saturday evening in
the first of a scries of programs
being transmitted from station
WTIC of Hartford, Cohn. A
graduate of the Drexel Institute
of Electrical Engineering, Ross
Patterson forsook engineering
when he convinced himself that
the mathematics of the celestial
spheres were more vital than the
mathematics of mundane science.
As evidence of his ability to fore
tell the future, he points to nu
merous clients whose fortunes
were spared from the Wall Street
crash because they took his ad
vice, and who have avoided seri
ous automobile and airplane
mishaps through heeding his
forebodings. He has been a stu
dent of astrology for 20 years,
is the inventor of the “futurescope," an automatic astrological
device, and is co-author of
“What’s Yours," well known
book on modern astrology.

' 1 ' t

the men of Knox County who want
to buy Gregory clothes at a I lg
reduction,
—says GREGORY.

****•

An automobile containing five Mr. and Mrs. John Wadsworth,
Camden young men and driven by Central street.
Joseph Marshall, was run into at
All of the young men were stu
Woolwich this morning hy the dents at Oxford College, Cam
train due in Rockland at 10.20.
bridge, Mass.
The victims were Joseph Mar
shall and Harry Walker.
CAMDEN
Sherman Mitchell of 25 Sea ‘
street, Camden is in serious condi-1 Mrs. Frank J. Wiley will entertain
the Monday Club next week at her
tion.
home on Union street.
The other occupants of the car
The first Masonic assembly of the
were Orion Wadsworth and David season will be held next Thursday
night. Music by Dean's jazz orches
Crockett.
The injured men are at the Bath tra and refreshments will be served.
Edwin French has sold the Sand
hospital.
wich Shop on Main street to Mr. and
Four of the motorists had been Mrs. Raymond D. Stockwell. It will
home for the holidays, and were re open every day from noon until mid
night and sandwiches, pies, cake, etc.
turning to college.
Marshall was a son of Mrs. will be served. A specialty is to be
made of waffles and maple syrup
Rena Marshall of 87 Pearl street, served to order at any hour.
and ,was. about
, .. 30
, years .of. age. He
Miss Marian Hall of Whitman,
taught in the Belmont, .Mass., High J Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. A. F.
School.
J Green, Elm street.
Walker was a son of Arthur | The regular meeting of Amity
Walker of Grove street.
He ! LodSe- F-&A.M., was held last evewas 19.
:ning‘
Mrs. Charles E. Lord will entertain
Mitchell, who is 20 makes his
the Friends-In-Council next Tuesday
home with his aunt, Mrs. S. M. at her home on Chestndt street.
Butler. Crockett is a son of Mr.
Howard Wilbur and family will
and Mrs. David E. Crockett, Cen move today into the Mqrk Ingraham
tral street. Wadsworth is a son of house on Elm street recently vacated
by Arthur Nutt.
■The body of the late Fannie B. Doug
lass, 86, arrived Thursday from Me
thuen, Mass., and was taken by un
dertaker P. j. Good to Lincolnville
Beach for burial.
Regular meeting oi the American
Legion Auxiliary Tuesday evening.
I Friends of Mrs. Louis Allenwood
who has been critically ill with ty
phoid fever and pneumonia will be
pleased to know she is convalescing
at her home on the Belfast road. ~
The annual meeting of Atlantic En
gine Company will be held this Sat, urday evening. Supper in Masonic
I hall.

The

Mazaroff
Mystery
?• ?• ?• ?• ?•
By
J. S. FLETCHER

Was it some enemy
from the diamond
fields of Africa or
was it some family
feud which caused
Salim Mazaroff to be
done to death in the
peaceful precincts of
his old home town?
Here is a typical
J. S. Fletcher story
which will engage
your keenest interest
up to the very end.

The rich man rode along the way
In a new eight-cylinder car
That buzzed and whizzed so neat and
trim.
With ne'er a bump or Jar.
The poor man tried not to envy him,
For the preacher said 'twas n sin
To envy the rich. Love should rule.
Then the heart would be right within.

BORN
CHISHOLM—At Knox Hospital. Rock
land. Dec. 31, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
D Chisholm, a daughter. Carolyn.
CONWAY—At Vlnalhaven, Dec. 20. to
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Conway, a
daughter, Edith Joan.
DYER—At Vlnalhaven. Dec. 24. to Mr.
and Mrs. Fay Dyer, a daughtej, Ethelyn Gertrude.

Read This
Thrilling Tale in
The Courier-Gazette

We know you know sales—and our request is
this—WALK IN—LOOK AROUND—and if
what you see doesn’t prompt you to stay and
buy—then walk right out again.

These drastic, super-reductions are made be
cause of necessity. We will not carry this
stock into another season.
We won’t have to if you’ll be here tomorrow.
DID YOU KNOW TjJAT
1 INTRODUCED
DAVE TO
|f.“ <1 . ’THAT

Young Men's Suits
$15.75, $16.75, $18.75, $19.75
Sizes 33 to 33

X

’vGolden
[opportunity '

Mens’ Suits
$11.75, $19.75, $22.50, $27.50, $32., $37.50

We WERE COMING OUTOF

Sizes 36 to 44

GREGORY'S

Men’s Overcoats
$19.75, $27.50, $32.50, $37.50

DAVE HAD ON A NEW SUIT.
\ IF THAT HEIRESS
HAD SEEN HIM
IN THE ClVlLj
WAR UNlfORi'
HEwofiC
IN THERE
HE'D
//

Boys’ Suits and Overcoats Marked Down

All Juvenile Suits, sizes 3 to 6, in one lot
Odd Lots in Every Department Priced To Sell
Quick!

New Lots Added Every Day

GREGORY’S
Bali

'..... ..

1929 Chevrolet Coupes, $150. Down. Choice of Three
1929 Chevrolet Coach, $150 Down. Choice of Two
1928 Chevrolet Coach, $900 Down. Choice of Three

1927 Chevrolet Coach, $75 Down. Choice of Two
1927 Chevrolet Landeau Sedan, $75. Down.

A small deposit will hold one of these cars for spring delivery

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

IN MEMORIAM
1827—January Third—1»31
In loving memory ol our beloved sister,
Mattle F. McAlister.
Leila McAlister Speed.
Clementine S. Kennedy

Camden Red Wool Coats

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear wife and
mother Josephine Decoster, who passed
away Jan. 1. 1930.
Gone but not forgotten by her husband and daughters.
W. E. Decoster and daughters.
Washington. Me.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Buck-skin Jackets
(green, blue, red or tan)

Leather Coats
(red, blue, green, brown)

SCALLOPS

SCALLOPS

27 Cents per pound

J
J

Fresh Every Day

<
U

tn

SCALLOPS

YOUNGS FISH MARKET
2*lt

SCALLOPS

SCALLOPS

Come in and let us explain it to you. Or call us on the phone and
we will call and see you

...»

Ski Suits and Breeches

SCALLOPS

.. -......

on Your Old Radio or Phonograph

Shown in our Display Windows

—

Rockland, Maine

WE WILL ALLOW YOU

SPORTS WEAR

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the doctors and
nurses of the Knox Hospital staff, and
the many friends and relatives, for their
kindness and consideration during the
illness of our two boys.
tn
Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Tabbutt and ft.
family.
•
Thomaston.
O

1

1929 Chevrolet Sedan, fine condition, small mileage, $140 Down

DIED

Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials In Stone
122S-tf

*DlD VOy READ ABOUT"]
DAME CrETiiNGr
? I
_ ___ MARRIED

USED CARS

ROBINSON—At Waterbury Conn . Jan
2. Harold F. Robinson, formerly of
Rockland.
CUSHING—At Boston. Dec. 31, Ella Caro
line Cushing, aged 75 years, 11 months.
14 days. Burial in Sea View cemetery.
HASKELL—At Rockland. Jan. 3. Lillian
Haskell, aged 57 years. Burial at Ston
ington.
ROKES—At Appleton, Jan 1. Rosalthe E .
widow of George W. Rokes. aged 90
years. 2 months. 2 days. Funeral Sat
urday at 1 o'clock.
BUTTOMER—At Rockland. Jan 2. John
Buttomer, native of London, England,
aged 75 years. 7 months. 28 days.
Funeral 8unday at 2 o'clock from his
late residence, 20 Clarendon street.

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

Gregory’s asks you to forget every other sale
you ever knew—and see these uncommon bar
gains in Men’s and Boys’ Clothing.

The Rockland Spiritualist Associa
tion presents tomorrow John Lunt
LUCK
of Bangor, trance medium, with
services at 2.30 and 7.30 in G.A.R.
hall. Miss Bertha McIntosh will sing
at both services.
• ♦ • •
At the First Church of Christ, Sci
entist, at 10.30 tomorrow, the subject
You'll fall for our splendid suit
of lesson sermon is “God.” Sunday
values
and your friends will fall
school is at 11.45, Wednesday evening
testimony meeting comes at 7.30. A
for your improved appearance.
REV. JOEL R. HERRICK
reading room is located at 400- Main
street and is open week days except
, The Rev. Joel Richardson Herrick, ing holidays from 2 until 5.
father of the Rev. Dr. Everett Carle
i.iiiHixij::!
, A,! ,i . !
ton Herrick, president of the Newton
At the Congregational Church to- '
.Theological Institution, died Wed
nesday at Bridgeport, Ct.. where he morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
■ and his wife were spending the win preach on the subject, "That Ye May
ter. The Rev. Mr. Herrick was born Be." The Lord's Supper will be ad
in Sedgwick, Me., Dec. 29, 1844, ar.d ministered at the close of the serv
was one of 11 children. He attended ice. The church school will convene r
Hamilton College, now Colgate Uni at the noon hour. The Comrades of
a □ o'clock.
versity, New York, and was ordained the Way will meet
• • • •
i to the Baptist ministry.
At St, Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
! He was twice married, first to
Jessie Chase of Fayette and their Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
j one child was the Rev. Dr. Herrick. ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
The funeral services were held at for the second Sunday after Christ
Newton Center and the burial was at mas: Holy Communion at 7.30 at St.
John’s Church, Thomaston; church
East Winthrop, Me.
All of Mr. Herrick's pastorates were school at 9.30; choral eucharist and
j in Maine, and he held high place sermon at 10.30; evensong at 7.
| during the. active period of his life, Tuesday the Feast of the Epiphany,
in which he was distinguished for holy communion at 7.30, evensong at
his pastoral zeal and pulpit eloquence. 7.30 p. m.
....
His faculties were retained quite
At the Universalist Church tomor
down to the end of his 84 years and
his interest in passing events re row at 10.30 Rev. George H. Welch
mained keen.
will preach on "The Load of Life.” i
; Communion will be observed. The
SPEAKING OF OLD BIBLES!
quartet will render as anthems
| Awake, My Soul,' Bullard and “Soft:
Friendship. Jan. 1.
As The Voice," Scott. At the Sunday :
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
school service at noon Mrs. Helen
I see by your paper that a Warren Wentworth, director of music, will,
resident has a Bible 100 years old. give an impersonation in costume of
I have one that is 161 years old, hav a Japanese girl from the Blackmer
ing been printed in 1770.
Home in Japan.
Knickerbocker
E. W. Bradford.
Class meets at noon; junior Y.P.C.U. IjU
at 4 with June Miles as leader and r
j senior Y.P.C.U. at 4, with Laurence i
Pike leading, and L. A. Walker to
give an address. The week's activi
ties include Chapin Class supper
Tuesday evening and the regular j
circle supper Wednesday evening.
■
HOMEY
“Worship Values For the Hew Year"
_7AeReliablcDmily <7/7c[TAR
will be the subject of the morning
Couch syrup compound sermon at Fratt Memorial Methodist
Church. Sunday school meets at 12
overioo mTllioh bottlesused
and Epworth League af 6 p. m. The
topic is "The Bible In Every Day Life' j
and will be led by Miss Marguerite de ,
Rochemont. At the evening service
the New Year message will be “The :
Gospel of a New Start,” A special
feature will be a reading by Louise •
Dolliver, "Little Jesus," a poem by
Francis Thompson. The orchestra ;
will lead the gospel singing and will
present a special number. The chorus
choir will sing both morning and
evening; in the morning "Light of the
World," Gray, and in the evening,
• Rejoice, the Lord Is King," Berlidge. Mid-week prayer and praise :
service comes Tuesday at 7.15.

CLOTHES FOR

DILLINGHAM-WHITE—At Rockland. Dec
31. by Rev. J. C. MacDonald. George
B. Dillingham of Jamaica Plain, Mass
and Miss Dorothy H. White of Rock
land.
MANNING-CARVER — At Winterport
Dec. 28. by Rev. Ralph J. Barron
Franklin Manning of Camden and Mil
dred F. Carver of Rockland.

1930

Phlox and Petunias
What manner of man is one to
whom flowers make no appeal?
We gaze enraptured at the beauty
of the sunset, and in a similar
way our artistic sense responds to
the riot of color in our gardens.
However, there is something
higher about flowers than mere
beauty. You may admire but you
cannot smell a sunset. How per
sistently and intriguingly flowers
claim your attention by their
fragrance.
You sit upon your verandah
and watch the mighty sea, and
suddenly you are made aware that
close at hand the phlox and pe
tunias are calling attention to
themselves by the subtle odors
that are their charm. The busy
mower, weary and perspiring, is
suddenly refreshed by the breath
of a rose, bringing him peace and
rest. It is like the gentle tug of
a toddling child pulling at the
garments of an abstracted think
er. Blossoms cannot articulate,
but they nevertheless speak to us
and we are drawn closer to the
finer things of life by reason of
this engaging quality of theirs.
So a beautiful life silently in
fluences by the fragrance of its
nobility.' “And thine ears shall
hear a word behind thee saying,
'this is the way, walk ye in it'.”
Possibly the voice of God speak
ing to you through the perfume
of a petunia.
W. A. H.

FCOUGHS

MARRIED

1855

SERMONETTE

The weather man’s antics in October and No
vember bring to you this downpour of bargains!

New Year’s Offering of

The delirious humor of Irvin
Cobb again entertained listeners
on WBZ and W.IZ last night.
Those who are following this fea
ture will be pleased to know that
next Friday night (9.30) Mr. Cobb
will present an all-request South
ern story program.

But where was the poor man’s love,
When he heard the big car purr.
And tried to hold his old four to the
road
When It missed on one cylinder?
Clara S. Overlook.
At the First Baptist Church, Wed
Washington, Me.

nesday night, a meeting was held to
watch the Old Year out and the New
Year in. The vestry was well filled.
A real old-fashioned service of
prayer and praise, led by Mrs. J. C.
MacDonald, was held. At the close
of this service the people repaired to
the upper rooms where hot coffee and
doughnuts were served and a social
hour was in charge of Opportunity
Class. Returning to the auditorium
the people found the room dimly
lighted with candles and 111 persons
remained to see Old Father Time,
with his scythe, take his departure,
and Young New Year advance to the
front. After a few hymns and
prayer by the pastor, each person
present was given a small slip of
paper on which to write one word,
indicating some fault of which he
wished to be free, and as the clock
struck the midnight hour, and the
last hymn had been sung, the people
marched around the church and
burned their slips on the lighted

IN

Harry Walker and Joseph Marshall Killed This Morning At
Woolwich—Three Others Injured

The Yuletide decorations are fast
being removed and Main and Park
streets have resumed their norma!
appearance. The decorations (par
ticularly the illuminations), served
their purpose admirably and without
a doubt Rockland will doll up again
Spiritualist services Sunday at 2.30
next Christmas season.
and 7.30 in G.A.R. hall with John
Lunt, trance medium in lecture and
Rockland's hillsides are covered messages.—adv.
with happy coasters these days, slid
ing conditions being ideal. Motor
Crockett's Baby Shop will have its
ists cannot be too careful in ap
proaching these inclines, for while it annual • Topsy-Turvy sale Thursday.
is easy to stop a motor car there is Friday and Saturday, Jan. 8, 9 and
no stopping a swiftly moving bob 10. The entire stock to be sold at
sled until momentum has ceased. practically cost. See Tuesday's Ad.
The suggestion is made that certain —adv.
streets be set aside for coasting and
that they be guarded by officers.
PREACHING AND PRACTICE

Herman Rogall, quartermaster, 2d
class, of the Coast Guard Cutter
Kickapoo, has gone to Florida for
practice with the Coast Gull'd rifle
team, and his shipmates are all pull
ing for him to “make" the outfit.—
Edgar Sukeforth. who recently un
derwent a tonsil operation at the
Marine Hospital in Portland, has re
joined the Kickapoo outfit, and is
' feeling very much better.

BOYS

“Here's news that will interest

17—Franklin’s Birthdav.
19-24—Food fair. Spear hall.
auspices of Veteran Firemen.
2—Candlemas Day.
12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
22—Washington’s Birthday.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues
day evening, with supper at 6.15.
• ___
There will be a baby welfare con
ference held at the Red Cross rooms
Monday from 2 to 4 p. m.
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Every C,her Day

SCALLOPS

The subject of the sermon at the j
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
ing will be, “Our Greatest Posses-1
sion.” The quartet will sing, “Hear
My Prayer," Phillips, and Charles :
Wilson will sing “Still Will We Trust," '
Mark Andrews. The church school at
12 o'clock and the Christian Endeavor
gathering at 6 o’clock will be inspira- |
' tion points in the day. People’s eve- j
j ning service will be at 7.15. There will
: be a special dedication of the new |
song books at this service. The
quartet will sing “O sweetly breathed
the lyres above," Chopin-Shelley,
and "Still, still with Thee," Lansing.
Mr. MacDonald will preach a special
1 "Hymn Sermon.” The happy prayer
and praise meeting Tuesday evening
is at 7.15.
• * • •
Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the
Littlefield Memorial Church, will use
for his morning topic "Christ's
message to the church at Philadel
phia.” The choir will sing the an
them “What a Friend We Have in
I Jesus,” Lowden. Sunday school im
mediately following morning service
, B.Y.P.U. at 6.15, leader Miss Ern' estlne Simmons. The evening topicwill be “Taking Stock." The choir
will sing “The Lord Is My Shepherd."
and there will be a special number.
tn The Week of Prayer will be thus ob
n served: On Monday evening Rev. J.
> C. MacDonald will be the speaker:
r Tuesday, Rev. George Currier of
r Rockport; Wednesday, Rev. J. L.
O Corson of the Penobscot Bay Mis
tn sion; Thursday evening, Rev. Jesse
Kenderdine.

All papers sold during the sale de
livered and trimmed free of charge
if desired. Gonia’s.—adv.

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON
CROSLEY AND AMRAD RADIOS

WILLYS-KNIGHT AND WHIPPET CARS
632 Main Street

Tel. 466-W

Rockland
/

1-3

THREE NEW CARS
You are cordially invited to call and see the new
tVillys motor cars for 1931

... A big Six priced like a four...

A powerful Eight... A brilliant Knight

«.. Finer in quality, greater in value

E, 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632 Main Street

Tel. 466-W

Rockland

Every-Other-Day
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Fifty Thousand Miamians Clear “Decks” to Entertain Winter Horde of Sun Seekers
BANGCRi

PROVIDENCE

■NEW MDRK
ILAOELPHIA
^BALTIMORE
WASHINGTON
RICHMOND:

Southern Resort
Prepares for Huge
Throng of Visitors
iami, FLA.:

RALEIGH

SANFORD /
SOUTHERN PiNEsI

Like a gargan

M tuan factory preparing for a

' COLOMBIA- MFCAM OEM
•■-asonal rush order, more than
MKEN
trty thousand Miamians, represent
IGUSTA
ing e»ery conceivable profession,
are busy today getting hotels,
apartment houses, theatres, stadi«ms, docks, toads, landing fields,
(Directly above): One of Miami’s tunkissed beauties. (At top
beaches, and what not ready for a
right): Going to the dogs—Miami Is the South's greyhound rac
half million or more bleached Yank
in': 1 eadquarters. (In circle): Madison Square Garden plans
BAXLEY
ees who will soon start for these
rr.eral big titular battles in Miami this season. (At top left):
The
Magic
Crty
itself.
»un-kissed snores to rest and play.
Ko other city in the United States
presents such an enthusiastic com owners summer in the North shed one can walk across its main thor
bination of excitement and effort their pall ot dormancy and come to oughfares blindfolded without fear
No less than two thousand of being struck by automobiles, lu
on the part of its citizens as does life.
hotel clerks, some five hundred winter, license plates from every
JACKSONVILLE
Miami
' en the season starts. otiefs, two hundred fishing guides, j state in the Union are seen on the
ST. AUGUSTINE
Rest!:::
i-ing a few summer two hundred aviation pilots, five | cars that throng the broad streets
I PAY TON A BEACH
i months aftei an exciting season, hundred manicurists, a hundred and highways. Almost 70% of
! Miami suddenly opens up lihe a beauty experts and many hundreds Miami's tourists, according to mo
j of others representative of almost tor club experts, come via automo
beehive. No one gives an order. ! every known profession in life bile, and no city in the country
fort pierce
No time is set. No whistle blows. ( eome to Miami prepared to cater to can display an assortment of cars
isVSST PALM SEACH
Nobody asks, “Is it time co get | the pleasures of sun seeking vaca from as many points as the Magic
tionists. They come from New i City. From France, England and
ready?”
York, Michigan, Ohio, California, | Germany come foreign cars with
Synchronization of mind and j Hawaii, from every state in the radiator hoods six and seven feet
(In oval): Racing starts January 15th. (At top):
muscle Is spontaneous. Over one j union, from South and Central long. From Juneau, Alaska, a Ford
On U. S. Highway No. 1, nearing Augusta, Ga. (In
of questionable endurance has been
thousand hotel executives send or America and from Europe.
KEY WESlU
slanting panel): Typical overnight cabins on Li. S.
ders to painters, furnishers, restau- i Miami in winter is nothing short seen steaming before a stop light.
hl/jf’.'vag Nq ?.$, near Axx^uXtx,
rateurs, and so forth. Factories an ; of a northern metropolis moved E1 en the historic ass was found
far away as Canada sense the ! body and soul into a tropical set- carrying one Jim Binqle from some
iport.mien arrive by pri-ate plane.
________________
in South Carolina huge Mail lison Square Garden Sta-1 D. Hertz, the Drlve-T’r-Seh' i •n"
annual Miami awakening. Some j ting in the latitude of the second unheard of town
Sh-rkcy-Scott fight at theidium last winter In contrast, John Gar Wood and other mill: it- * Cb'ius U. K. Curtis, publisher of
three hundred small sto-* s v host cataract of the Nile, la summer

ROCKVILLE

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE!

The v:!!age school reopened Monday morning after a *-'o weeks’ va- '
cation.
a.xai— •
ry
The Communitv Christmas tree
3 i 9 io
4
1 2 3
'.v\ ics has been a delight to so many
, and presented such a spot of real at
i4
12
II
tractiveness has now been dismantled
and removed. It is going to be
,b
great)" missed.
15
i
Matthew Stair has undertaken the
i
breaking out of the state road
18
17
through Rockville. Fe has a plow
W
attachment to his truck. It is splen
23
24
r i
20 21
2X
23
did travelling now through to Roekland. the hard surface making either
27
2b
motoring or travelling on runners
h
just about neffect. It recalls past
1
_j
years wlten the big sleighing pr.ff.es
1
-.v?r“ so much eiroved. The road
condition now would be excellent for
.
a big sled filled with enough straw
1 39
to be comfortable and drawn bv four
1
1
33
34 35 | [3b 37
38
Strong horses. Can t you hear th”
jingle of the be'ls on the frosty air
M4
43
bo
Ml
between the happy songs of the
young peonle?
47
4b
-15
...
Clinton Young who has had em
.
w
ployment In Rockport is now at
m
5^
46
home.
Mrs Jason Packard who observed
54
her 92d birthday Tuesday was given
i
51 52
a surprise party Thursday evening
□ Fi
, bv members of Penobscot View
5B
5b
55
Grange of which organization she
, has long been a member. A large
|to
birthday cake appropriately decorated and a bunch of lilies were pre, sented to her. Sandwiches, cake,
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
; doughnuts and coffee were served.
19-Excursion
1-Cotton cloth
46- Betoken
! Many cards and a telegram have also
21- A diving bird
47- Ex'stcd
6-Verses
afforded Mrs. Packard much happi22- Fcmale saint
11- Moved swiftly
48- Skilled aviator
' ness. Coincidentally Jan. 1 was the
(abbr.)
12- Attentive
49- Boy
28th wedding anniversary of Mr. and
24- 2order
observation
51-Specter
Mrs. Karl Packard, a son with whom
25- King (Latin)
13- Busy insect
53-Looking fixedly
i Mr. and Mrs. Jason Packard make
27-Parsnt language of i their home.
14- Metal in natural
55- 3hip’s record
the Indo-European
state
56- Over (poet.)
family
15- Prize
■57-Turkish hat
SOUTH HOPE
22-Devasiation
16- Director
58- French coin
17- Floor-cleaning
59- Em,ts watery vapor 32- A beverage
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mer-’
33- Mass of flexible
implement
60- Blct out
: rifield Christmas were Mr. and Mrs.
material
19- Summit
Albert Heath of South Hope and Jed
24-Stretches forth
20- Sailors
VERTICAL
Merrifield of Union.
35- Genuine
23- Re!ish
The Sunday school had a tree and
36- Man's name
1- Ridges of v/aves
24- ln this place
an entertainment Christmas Eve.
37- Maddened
2- Possesscs
26-Strengthen
The children who attended the
33-At this time
3- C' les
28-Escorted
kindergarten school conducted by
39-Sand
bank
4/.I.
jund
30- Formerly (poet.)
Miss Anna Dart last summer all re
5- Morbific fermenta 43-Creeps
ceived a present from her at Christ
31- Twenty quires
41-lnterlock
tion
mas. It was very kind of her to re
33-Excrescence
43_Review and amend
6- Compunction
member them.
36-Mexican laborer
i44-Confederacy
7- Pile
I School reopened Monday after two
40-N eater
48-Minute particle
8- A parent
weeks’ vacation.
42-Hooked or curved
9- Before
r0-Dazzle
Marcellus Taylor cut an artery in
(Zool.)
10-Atterded
52-Decav
his hand Wednesday while shoeing a
18-Breathe rapidly
,5 Negative
45-Tear
horse. It was not a very large wound
but quite painful.
I Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Christmas day guests of Mr. and
PORT CLYDE
Mrs. _
W. C. Wellman
, , . were
, „Mr. and,
Fred Bu.c. died in Rockland last Mrs. Raymond Ludwig of Hope and
Thursday. Mr. Buker had been in Mr. and Mrs. Charles Childs, son Arpoor health the past two years.
nold and daughter Muriel, and Mr.
Mrs. Franklin Trussell entertained and Mrs. Fred Potter and daughter
the Baptist circle Wednesday after of South Hope.
noon.
Next Wednesday night South Hope
William Brenner is spending a few : Grange will confer the first and sec days in Boston.
) ond degrees on one candidate and all
After spending the holidays at their members are asked to be at the hall
homes Morris Simmons and Miss Ma at 7 o’clock sharp as there will also
CIL
rion Davis have returned to the U. of J be installation of officers after the
ch
M.; Har’and Hupper to Boston, where degree work.
he attends Art School; and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Lermond and
Alma Seavey to Rockland Commercial Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Taylor spent
sTf
College.
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Lyman
Miss Elsie Puffer has returned to Jones.
her home in Lowell, Mass., alter
spending the 1 olidays with Mrs. Alice
FRIENDSHIP
I russell.
Mrs. Celeste Harris and Mrs. Em- Eatofi Davis of Lexington Mass,
Few who write to the newspa
m i Keene of Martinsville spent is spending the holiday vacation with
per realize that thirty lines will
Wednesday v.it'i Mrs. Alice Trussell. his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lauresto.i
secure a hundred readers, while
Daniel Simmons has moved into the B. Davis.
half a column secures one.
Miss Mary Shirreffs returned WedI house owned by Fred Ingerson.
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(Attop): Miami
ihas accepted the HulaHula. (Below): Pan Amer
ican planes carry passengers
to South America.

ROCXMGHAM<
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LEXINGK
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(Above): A six hours’ sailfish
catch off Miami,

the Saturday Evening Post, Andrew
Mellon, Secretary of the U. S.
Treasury, and over five hundred
yacht owners come gliding into Biscayne Bay aboard floating palaces.
Miami is the winter magnet of
the nation. It lures more people
than any other winter resort in the
world. Why do they come? Sun
shine Is the briefest answer. Save
Switzerland, no other spot offers
the ultra violet ray that a Miami
sun gives its worshipper. Even Dr.
John Harvey Kellogg of Battle
Creek Sanitarium, Michigan, world
renowned health authority, has
started to build a massive sanitar-

THORNDIKEVILLE

Terranc" Young of Camden is.
visiting his sister M:s. Joseph
Pushaw.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Hemenway
i
I were dinner guests Christinas of
■e Foreman Ellis • f the Home Service Department >( the
1 their daughter Mrs. James Dorman
Central Maine Power Company)
| at East Union.
George Davis of Port Clyde is
spending his vacation guest of his
cousin Myrven Merrill.
Smokeless Broiling
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Price of Bos
ton and Mrs. Lorania Y'oung and
A great many it finally “goes up in smoke." The daughter Margaret of Thomaston ■
electric and gas circulation of air prevents this.
Allow the meat to sear on one side were visitors Friday at Mrs. Eliza
rance customers
beth Howard's.
complain of the fo" a moment or two then turn and
Jepthft Curtis who is staying at
great amount o 1 allow it to sear on the other side. John Pushaw's was in Newport Sat
smoke and odor 'hat Alter the juice is properly scaled in urday returning Sunday.
fill the kitchen hen the meat may he salted without the
Mrs. John Pushaw left Monday for
they undertake the juice being extracted.
In order to have the chops or steak Lpwtston wheie she will enter St.
broiling ol meat.
Marie's Hospital for surgical treat
Because broiled a golden brown it is necessary to turn ment.
often
—
this
also
prevents
the
meat)
meats and fish are
C. C. Childs ar.,i family with Mr.
more healthful and from curling around the edges The ,I and
Fred Porter were Christreally more pala length of time required in brollir.v 1 mas Mrs.
at W. C. Wellmans in
table than fried depends upon the thickness of the I Southguests
Hope.
_________ -2; meats and fish and meat and upon how well done the in
Dinner guests at J. M. Pushaw’s
because there is no dividual likes the meat.
Gas Range Broiling: This is ac Christmas day were Mr. and Mrs.
reason for the offensive smoke and
odor if the broiling Is properly done, complished in the same manner as Elmer Yout g and daughter of Rock
I want to explain what we in the electric broiling. When the gas is port, Wilbur Mills of Camden, Mr.
Home Service Kitchens find to be lighted instead of allowing it to a"ri M’F. J. C. Pushaw and son: and
flame until there are long yellow I.ucretia Fushaw of this place, Clif
the best method for broiling.
tongues of fire, turn it to an even ford Wellman of East Union and
Jeptha rurtis of Newport.
Electric Range Broiling: Turn the glow so tit at it will not swoop down
Char’ s Childs and Fred Potter
top oven unit to high. Do not touch upon the meat and burn it. If the are employed in South Warren.
e bottom unit. If the range is au fir me is kept low and the meat
Mrs. Abbie Merrill is visiting rela(tomatic,
0,
first push the thermostatic turned often it will be an even ■ tives in Bluehill.
brownness
al!
over.
control to 500 degrees in order not
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Potter and
Fish is delicious broiled but it
to limit the heat. Place the chops
daughter have taken an apartment
breaks
so
easily
that
turning
is
al

or steak on the tack of the broiler
in Rockland for the winter.
pan and before the unit is hot ar most impossible. If allowed to broil
more
slowly
than
meat,
turning
is
range the pan in the oven so that
HEAVY FIRE INSURANCE
the meat comes within two inches not necessary.
If
there
are
dampers
to
be
conof the unit. Remove from th oven
The amount of fire insurance risks
and allow the unit to get red. Then sidered these should be wide open.
written in Maine in 1929 was $1,029,Broiling
is
realty
the
simplest
place the pan of meat, unsalted, on
837,738, a figure far in excess of the
the runner you have found to be the method of cooking meat, or fish. By actual assessable value of all the
•o doing, one has entire use of the
correct distance from the unit.
surface units. It also does away with Property in t.ae State, according to t.ae
Leave the door open.
report of the State DepartMuch emphasis upon that. When hot fat flving into one's face and biennial
ment of Insurance. “The apparent
one is broiling meat over a wood fire eyes and last but not least, as we excess of insurable over taxable
in the open, one does not have a hot have already said, it is the most values may seem inconsistent, but
oven surrounding the meat—merely healthful method.
Remember to leave t’-e oven door can be explained by the fact that in
the diiect heat. The open door al
order to avoid State taxation, mu
lows a circulation of cool air through open, to have the toD unit red hot nicipal property is never fully as
the oten and prevents fat particles and to turn the meat frequently. I sessed," Commissioner Spencer wrote
from burning. Practically all the fee! sure that if broiling is done in in the report. The State valuat.on
smoke that comes from broiling with this manner, the result will be so sat was named at $757.239 579, in a re
the door closed Is cause;’, not by the isfactory that any added attention cent report of the board of State as
meat burning, but, by the fa: that one lias to give to the turning will sessors to the Governor and Council
spatters about, becoming so het that be forgotten.
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OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN

nesday to her home in Quine after
visiting her grandparents, Capt. and
Mrs. Melvin Lawry, for ten days.
James Hoffses of South Waldoboro
died Dec. 30. He is survived by two
sons, William who made his home
with hini, and warren of Friendship;
a[SO lwo daughters. Mrs. Walter Wotton and Mrs. Levi Noyes of Friend
ship.
Mrs. H. L. Fossa and Miss Marv
Gay are visiting relatives in Gardner,
Mass.
1
Jonas I.indsey of Gouldsboro is
visiting his daughter and son-in-law,
Mr' and Mrs' I'!oyd Simmons.

RAZORVILLE
The winter term of school in this 1
place be-an Dec. 29, with the same j
teacher, Mrs. Clara Overlock. R”
ports show that for the fall term of
15 weeks which closed Dec. 19. the
following eight pupils were neither
absent, tardy nor dismissed: Amy
Powell,
Alice
Savage,
Mildred
Turner, D. cal Powell, Clyde Prescott,
carl Prescott, Eugene and Kendall
Dutton. Aileen Leigher had perfect
attendance except one dismissal
Prizes'were given for attendance and
in spelling.

TEMPORARY CHANGE
IN FREIGHT SCHEDULE

S earner CORNISH will make regular
sailmt-S lor Coston, lreight only, leav
ing Rockland for Bos: on Wednesdays
and Saturdays, at about 5.45 P. M.;
leaves F.ockland tor Bangor and in
termediate landings Tuesdays and
Fridays at about 5 30 A. M.
During the holiday w eeks the sleainer
WESTPORT, freight and passengers,
leaves Rockland lor Ear Harbor and
intermediate landings Tuesdays and
Saturdays at 7.30 A. M. For Erooklin
and intermediate landings on Mon
days and Fridays at 7.30 A. M. instead
EAST WASHINGTON
of the usual sailings for Bar Harbor
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
on Tuesdays and Fridays and for
Robert Cargill of South Washing
STEAMBOAT CO.
Brooklin on Mondays and Thursdays.
ton was at W. M. Prescott’s Tuesday
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
and butchered a big hog.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 Effective week of January 4 regular
George R. Ripley is working for A M , Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
schedule wifi be resumed
Calvin Maxey Bowes for a few vieks. Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.36.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Finley
of.Ra-.
...
_
XvrLtxt
Return—Leaves iwvrviaiiu
Rockland ov
at x1.mw
30 xP.• ***■.
M
zorville were Sunday visitor.- at the vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Stonhorne of .Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlook. ln8tou at 4 40; ^ue to arrive at Swan's
steamship lines
Earl Boynton was a business caller Isla"dBlbHUtSTINSON^General Agent.
in this locality last Saturday.
j
143-ti
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firm on the estate of the late Glenn
Curtiss, aviation pioneer.
Miami this year is about to un
fold a panorama of sports contests
that will sweep the field ranging
from championship boxing and
horse racing to golf and the milder
forms of outdoor entertainment.
She is determined to wipe out the
lethargic condition in the heavy-’
weight muddle. Madison Square
Garden, with a beautiful $100,000
outdoor fight stadium, is ready to
perform a veritable monkey-gland
rejuvenation In the pugilistic
world. A total of $20,000 in golf
prizes awaits the best in the pro
fessional world. On January 15 the
Miami Jockey Club starts a fortyfive day racing season at the Hia
leah track. On March 13 and 14
the Eighteenth Annual Speed Boat
Regatta in Biscayne Bay gets un
derway. This is the premier win
ter speedboat meet in the United
States. Jai-alai, world’s fastest
game, imported from Cuba, the
“baseball'’ game of the Spanish na
tions begins at the Biscayne Fron
ton shortly. More than 2500 fleet
greyhounds are already in their
stalls and on the tracks getting in
shape for another record breaking
dog-racing season on Miami’s two
greyhound tracks.
xjx

xj. xj. xj. xj.

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

The
Mazaroff
Mystery

By NELLIE MAXWELL
►J»

xjx
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“Monday’s child Is born for
health:
Tuseday’s child is ■ born to
wealth:
Wednesday’s child1 is fair of
face:
Thursday’s child Is full of
grace:
Friday’s child Is loving and giv
ing:
Saturday’s child must work for
a living:
But the child that Is born on
the Sabbath day
Is xucky and bonny, and wise
and gay.”

From an Old Cook Book
O KEEP oyster plant from dis
coloring, scrape under water,
and as each root is clean, cover
with cold water.
When making candy, to prevent
the sugar from granulating, add
one-fourth teaspoonful of cream
of tartar. The jelly to be used in
making bon bnns may be homemade
jellY or jam, or a gelatin jelly.
Gluten Bread.—Beat the whiles
of two eggs and add to them one
pint of lukewarm water and half a
yeast cake dissolved. Stir in suf
ficient gluten flour to make a still
hatter and beat for live minutes
Turn nt once into a square, grease.<
bread pan, stand In a warm place
for two hours and bake In a mod
erate «ven.
If one is troubled with lime gath
ering in the teakettle, drop into it
an oyster shell; the lime will elim;
to the shell, which should he well
cleaned each day and the kettle
left to dry overnight.
Cream Cheese.—Take four quarts
good thick milk, pour into it two
quarts of boiling water, turn Into «
hag to drain. Next day put cheese
through a sieve, add two table
spoonfuls each of butler and thick
cream, one teaspoonful of sail
Pack Into small cups and set in a
cool place for two or three weeks
At the end of that time remove
the top and turn out the cheese,
which will he ready to use.
Lemon Filling for Cake.—Pul
one-quarter pound of butter, one
half pound of sugar and the yolks
of four eggs Into a double boiler.
Stir until thick and smooth, take
from the fire and add the juice of
two lemons, and the grated rind of
one. Stand'aside until cool nnd use
for cakes or tilling pastry shells.
These, if covered with meringue, are
much like small lemon pies.
Fruit, if thoroughly floured and
the batter not too thin, will never
sink to the bottom of a cake mix
ture.
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Ideal, Also Extraordinary

The Ideal wife is one who can
love a husband even when lie can’t
make enough to pay easy payments
for them to keep Just a lap ahead of
their friends.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
The Cause of It All

The women are crazy after the
men. The men are crazy after the
women. And that conditkm has
caused 99 per cent of the trage
dies of all history.—Alehlson Globe.

By
J. S. FLETCHER

When a boy leaves

home and returns
after many years,

a rich man, he is

generally the pride
of the countryside.
In this case it is

different. The mil
lionaire comesback,
not to find praise
and the open arms

of welcome, but

to meet a very
malign fate.

New Serial
Story in
The Courier-Gazette

TUESDAY
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

35 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

Osteopathic Physician
Telephone 136

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Dentist
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 915-M

Every-Other-Day

Review of the Year 1930 at
Home and in Other Lands
I

-----------------------------------------

Unemployment and Economic Depression Generally
Prevalent—Steps Toward World Peace—Demo

crats Win in United States Elections—
South American Revolutions.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
rosperity, which was "just >

During

the

year there

were

around the corner” at the begin- i many indications that Italy was
Pning
into close co-operation witli
of 1930, gave the world nodrawing
j

more than an occasional glimpse
of her face during tlie year. Busi
ness depression, increasing unem
ployment, continuing low prices for
agricultural products and declining
markets for securities prevailed
generally.
Skilled observers professed to see
war clouds again gathering over the
Balkans, but notable steps were
taken in the direction of world
peace and disarmament. The United j
States, Great Britain and Japan
signed tlie London naval limitation
treaty, and toward tlie close of the
year there were indications that
France and Italy, settling their
parity dispute, would make it a
five-power pact. Some progress
was achieved by tlie preparatory
disarmament commission of the
League of Nations. The revision
of German reparations, known as
the Young plan, wa3 adopted by all
nations concerned and put into ef
fect, although Germany was not
hopeful of its ultimate success. The
evacuation of the Rhineland by the
allied forces was completed.
China's long, bloody and con
fused civil war ended in victory for
the Nationalist government. Popu
lar and military revolutions upset
the governments of five LatinAmerican republics.
Though governmental and other
agencies in the United Stales strove
throughout the year to relieve the
unfortunate economic conditions,
results of these efforts were slow
ln appearing. Consequently the
voters went to tlie polls in Novem
ber and expressed their dissatis
faction in tlie customary manner.
There was a Democratic landslide
that covered most of tlie country
and the Republican party virtually
lost its control of both houses of
congress in March, 1931. However,
tlie national leaders of the victori
ous Democrats pledged their party
to co-operation with the Republican
administration In all measures de
signed to bring prosperity around
the corner, and business was re
assured by the promise that there
would be no attempt for some time
to revise tlie tariff act passed in
June.
Industrial and financial distress
ln the United States was greatly
increased by drought that prevailed
all summer in tlie Mississippi and
Ohio river states and extended as
far east as the Virginias. National
and state governments afforded
speedy relief to the sufferers. As
winter neared numerous organiza
tions throughout the country went
Into action to alleviate the unem
ployment situation, their aim be
ing to supply those out of work
with jobs rather than charity doles.
Public building and highway proj
ects were started and speeded up,
and the great industrial and trans
portation concerns sought means to
increase tlie number of tlieir em
ployees.
All in all, 1930 was not a happy
year for the world.

Germany and Russia.
After being ratified by all tlie na
tions concerned, the Young plan for
reparations was put into effect on
May 9. Gates W. McGurmh of
New York already had been elected
president of tlie bank for interna
tional settlements created by tlie
plan. On May 19 tlie last of tlie
French troops in the Rhineland be
gun moving out, tlie evacuation be
ing completed June 30. A separate
reparations settlement was signed
in April by Hungary, Austria and
the states in tlie little entente.
Frank B. Kellogg, former secre
tary of state of tlie United States,
was elected a member of ttie World
court in September to fill out tlie
term of diaries Evans Hughes.
The mandate commission of ttie
League of Nations made in August
its long awaited report on tlie Pal
estine conflicts between Jews and
Arabs, placing the lilatne on Great
Britain. In tlie fall the Britisii
government announced a new- pol
icy concerning Palestine which
would stop for the present any fur
ther immigration of Jews into the
Holy Land. Zionists everywhere
protested vigorously and President
Chaim Weizmann and other chief
officers of the World Zionists or-,
ganization resigned,
Russia's Great Conspiracy Story.
Early In November the govern-1
ment of Russia announced that it
had uncovered a gigantic plot
against the Soviet regime in which
a number of "capitalistic” states'
were said to be involved. Among)
many individuals who were al-'
leged to have a part in the eonspir-j
acy were Former Premier Poincare)
and Foreign Minister Briand of
France and Sir Henri Deterding,
British oil magnate. Eight Russian)
engineers were put on trial, con-)
fessed and were sentenced to terms
in prison. Paris and London looked )
on the whole thing as a "frame-up.",
Late in January Mexico severed (
diplomatic relations witli Russia lie-’
cause of alleged Communist insu|ts. )
In the United States the advocates l
of a policy of resumption of rela- •
tions with tlie Soviet government i
were jolted by revelations that the)
latter had been selling wheat short'
on tlie American grain exctianges, I
aiding in tlie demoralization of)
prices. At the same time it be-1
came evident that the Moscow gov-:
ernment was dumping grain in tlie i
European markets at pn.es far lie
low tlie cost of production. Tlie
whole affair created a- great stir
here and abroad, hut nothing much
could he done uhout it.

f

FOREIGN
reat

Britain's Labor gov-.

G ernment struggled
throughout the year to

manfully
solve ttie
nation’s economic problems, hut
found that this could not he done
in a short time. Unemployment
continued to increase, passing the
two million mark in June, and in
f
INTERNATIONAL
) dustrial depression was little light
ened if at all. However, no one
seemed to have a better smution to
HREE months of Intensive de offer than Primp Minister MacDon
bate, diplomatic negotiations, ald and his ministers, so they held
study of experts’ figures and mu
on to their power. They had tlie
tual concessions brought forth tlie aid of a national advisory council.
London naval treaty, which was Chancellor Snowden devised a sat
signed on April 22, by the delegates isfactory budget that was by no
of the United States, Great Britain, means socialistic, and parliament
Japan, France and Italy. By this passed some of the legislation
pact the first three powers agreed asked by ttie government.
to tlie extension of the Washington
Two matters of vast import de
treaty so that the reduction and manded much attention from the
limitation of ttieir navies should ap British empire’s rulers. One was
ply to cruisers and lesser vessels. the effort to develop the empire as
France and Italy failed utterly to an economic unit, and tlie imperial
reach an accord as to what tlieir conference which was held in Lon
relative naval strength should be. don undertook this task. Tlie va
Consequently they subscribed to rious dominions were represented
only those parts of the London by some of ttieir best minds and
trentv that provided for a battle the discussions continued until well
ship building "holiday” and pre into November. But the results
scribed various rules designed to were extremely disappointing. The
humanize submarine warfare.
main issue was economic co-opera
France and Italy held intermit tion, and in this nothing was accom
tent conversations during the rest plished. because tlie dominions nnd
of the year, but could not settle the British government could not
their differences. Tlie one Insur agree concerning free trade, protec
mountable obstacle was Italy's de tion and preferential rates within
mand that her right to naval parity the empire.
with France he admitted, and
Problem of India.
France flatly refused to yield this
Tlie increasing Independence of
point.
the dominions was marked by the
League Receives Briand's Scheme. tacit understanding Hint hence
In September tlie assembly of the forth they shall have the right to
League of Nations listened politely accredit their own diplomats to for
while M. Briand, Frencli foreign eign countries, and may communi
minister, expounded his pet scheme cate witli one another and with
for a federation of European states. Great Britain, not through gover
Other statesmen cautiously praised nors general, lint directly. It was de
the plan and It was accepted in cided to create a tribunal for tlie
principle by the assembly and re settlement of intra-imperial dis
ferred to a special committee which putes.
will report to the 1931 meeting.
Tlie future status of India within
Twenty-eight of the nations rep the empire was a question that
resented nt Geneva signed on Oc troubled the Britisii throughout the
tober 2 a treaty guaranteeing finan year, and it was complicated by
cial aid to any signatory state that the non-resistance rebellion con
is the victim of warlike aggres ducted by Mahatma Gandhi and his
numerous followers. As is their
sion.
Late in August nine of the small custom, the Communists took ad
er nations of central Europe held vantage of tlie situation to convert
a conference In Warsaw- and agreed tlie peaceful revolt of tlie Indian
on a concerted program of action Nationalists Into riotous demonstra
mainly in the furtherance of their tions, and tlie police and military
agrarian interests. Tlie pact was forces liad to handle not only these
signed by Bulgaria, Czechoslo hut also attacks on the northwest
vakia, Estonia, Finland, Hungary, ern frontier by tribesmen. Gandhi
Latvia, Poland, Rumania and Jugo and many of his lieutenants were
slavia. Lithuania was absent be put in prison but tlieir civil dis
cause of her political differences obedience campaign never slack
with Polnnd. France was quick to ened. One of its frequent mani
strengthen her friendship with festations was tlie making of salt
contrary to ttie laws. The Aiithese states by offering credits.
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Indla congress, consisting largely
of Gandhi's adherents, decided to
boycott tlie roundtable conference
arranged for late in the year, be
cause their demand was for the
absolute independence of India.
Tlie roundtable conference opened
in London November 12 with much
pomp and ceremouy, the native
princes, tlie Hindus, tlie Moslems
and even tlie “untouchables” being
represented by their ablest men—
and by two brilliant women. The
Indians made it clear they would
accept nothing less than dominion
status, and some of them bitterly
attacked the British methods of
rule in India. The problem before
the conference and the government
was so complex that there was no
chance for Its solution for many
mouths. One definite decision
readied was that Burma should be
made a separate dominion.
In the Canadian national election
on July 28 the Conservatives com
pletely upset tlie Liberal govern
ment headed by Prime Minister \V.
L. Mackenzie King and secured a
comfortable majority in the domin
ion parliament, and Richard B. Ben
nett, tlieir leader, became prime
minister. The new government
took steps at once to relieve the
unemployment situation and to
lielp tlie farmers, one being the al
most complete discontinuance of
immigration from Europe.
German Fascists Win.
As in most other countries, polit
ical events in Germany reflected
the prevailing discontent of the
people, and there it was aggra
vated by the feeling that they were
oppressed by the reparations. Chan
cellor Mueller and ids cabinet re
signed in March because of dissat
isfaction with the ratification of
the Young plan and with the bud
get and financial reforms proposed.
Heinrich Bruening, Centrist lender,
became chancellor and formed a
ministry of members of the five mid
dle parties. Tlie Nationul Social
ists and tlie Communists kept up
continual agitation and President
Hindenburg dissolved the reiclistag
on July 18. In tlie elections which
were held September 14 the Na
tional Socialists, commonly called
tile Fascists, won a most surprising
and tremendous victory. They in
creased the number of their seats
in the reiclistag from 12 to 107, and
their popular vote from 800,000 to
more than 6,000,000. Their titular
leader is Adolph Hitler who, being
an Austrian, could not be elected
to the reiclistag. These Fascists
stand for repudiation of the treaty
of Versailles and of the Young plan
of reparations. Tiiey were in a po
sition to cause a lot of trouble in
the reiclistag, but Chancellor
Bruening had the support of enougli
members of other factions to keep
control and put through the meas
ures of economy and financial re
form necessary for the salvation of
tlie nation.
France, Spain and Italy.
One small provision ln the
finance bill brought a vote of lack
of confidence in tlie French cham
ber of deputies in February and
the Tardleu ministry was forced
to resign. It was succeeded by a
Radical-Socialist cabinet formed by
Cliautemps which was defeated on
Its first appearance. Tardleu then
was recalled, and held on througli
a stormy summer and fall, but early
in December tlie senate forced him
and his cabinet to resign, and Theo
dore Steeg undertook to form a
new ministry. France maintained
her position as one of the most pros
perous countries of Europe and
gathered an immense store of gold.
She was largely preoccupied with
national defense and went ahead
with her plan for a powerful chain
of fortifications on her eastern fron
tier.
Gen. Primo de Rivera, who had
been dictator of Spain for more
than six years, resigned on Jan
uary 28, partly under compulsion,
when faced with the threat of a
military revolt. He was succeed
ed by Gen. D'amaso Berenguer.
Throughout the year there were
repeated strikes, food riots and vio
lent demonstrations by students
and in tlie middle of December a
serious rebellion broke out In the
northern part of the country.
Economy was the continual cry
of the Italian government, Premier
Mussolini being its spokesman, and
his measures toward that end were
put through with thoroughness and
dispatch. They extended to the re
duction of salaries of all govern
mental employees, who are remark
ably numerous there, and all em
ployees were urged to follow suit.
In compensation, the cost of living
was brought down by the lowering
of prices of food and other necessi
ties. At the same time the Puce
continued his program of extensiva
public works, like drainage and res
toration of waste lands, giving em
ployment to many men.
Carol on Rumanian Throne.
Carol, former crown prince of
Rumania, with the aid of promi
nent Rumanians, executed a star
tling coup d’etat in June, From
his exile in France he flew to his
native country in an airplane, and
two days later the parliament de
clared him king and his little son,
who had held the title, heir to the
throne. Carol soon began plan
ning for his coronation, but his
estranged wife declined to be rec
onciled and the statesmen said the
ceremony could not be held unless
she were present or tlie marriage
were dissolved. As a result of this
dispute Premier Manlu resigned in
October and Carol went ahead with
his plans.
An interesting if not Important
event was the marriage on October
25 of King Boris of Bulgaria and
Princess Giovanna, daughter of the
king and queen of Italy.
Latin-American Revolution*.
Revolt flamed in four South
American republics. Four men who
liad been virtual dictators were
ousted.
Four new governments
were established. As a prelimi
nary to these events there wag a
revolution in the Dominican repub
lic in February, the immediate
cause being tlie announced Inten
tion of President Horacio Vasques

to stand for re-election. After a
few skirmishes Vasquez was forced
out of office, being succeeded tem
porarily by General Urena. Elec
tions were held on May 16 and Gen,
Rafael Trujillo was chosen presi
dent and inaugurated three months
later.
Bolivia was next on the list.
There Dr. Hernando Siles tried,
like Vasquez, to perpetuate Ids rule
and was driven from office in May
by the insurgents. He was per
mitted to take refuge in Chile, and
his much hated right hand man,
Gen. Hans Kuudt of Prussia, tied
back to his German home. A mili
tary Junta took over tlie govern
ment, its chief being Gen. Carlos
Blunco Galllndo.
Peru followed suit In August. The
officers of tlie army led a movement
against President Augusto B.
Leguia who had held the office for
more than ten years and consid
ered himself almost irremovable.
He was forced to resign, turning
over his powers to a military junta,
and later Lieut. Col. Luis M. San
chez Cerro was made provisional
president. Leguia had been recog
nized as an efficient business presi
dent and Peru made great material
strides during his regime, but tlie
revolutionists accused him of “de
nial of civil liberties" and also of
nepotism and the sale of conces
sions. He was imprisoned to await
trial.
Late in August President Hipolito Irigoyen of Argentina was
warned by his minister of Justice
that a revolution might breuk out
Immediately. A few days later the
prediction was fulfilled, tlie high
army and navy officers leading their
commands In a revolt that speedily
ousted the aged chief executive,
who was seriously ill. Only In
Buenos Aires was there any popu
lar opposition to the revolution, aud
this was soon quelled with some
bloodshed. Gen. Jose Francisco
Uriburu, chief of the insurgents, be
came the provisional president on
September 6. Irigoyen for several
years had enjoyed great personnl
popularity in Argentina, was presi
dent from 1916 to 1922 and was
elected again in 1928. But he had
become senile and sick and lost ills
hold on the people.
Varga* Rules Brazil.
Brazil’s revolution broke out
tarly ln October and was in a way
i war between the states, the lead
er of each striving to seize the cen
tral government. Tlie term of Pres
ident Washington Luis was soon to
expire, but his favored candidate.
Dr. Julio Prestes, president of the
Mate of Sao Paulo, had been elect
ed, allegedly by fraud, Tlie defeat
ed liberal candidate, Dr. Getulio
Vargas, former president of the
state of Rio Grande do Sul, started
a revolt to prevent the Inaugura
tion of Prestes, and the movement
spread to state after state, all the
Insurgent armies converging on Rio
de Janeiro, the national capital.
Tlie government resisted stubborn
ly, but considerable parts of the
army and navy deserted it and
after a few weeks of bloody fight
ing Luis was ousted. The members
of the Junta that took over tlie gov
ernment at once began quurrellng
and scheming, but Vargas promptly
came up from the south with a
large force of gaucho soldiers and
his authority was recognized. He
was Installed as provisional presi
dent on November 3.
Pascual Ortiz Rubio was Inaugu
rated as president of Mexico on
Februai^ 5 and selected a strong
cabinet under whose rule the coun
try promises to prosper. Especial
attention is being paid to reorgani
zation of agriculture and to edu
cation.
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ITH less cause for complaint
than the peoples of most other
countries, the inhabitants of
United States were nevertheless
dissatisfied and pessimistic. Over
production by farmers and manu
facturers and timidity of consum
es resulted in business depression
ind unemployment that lasted
throughout the year, despite all
tfforts to restore prosperity. Tlie
great drought played its evil part,
affecting conditions in the entire
land.
President Hoover’s administration
tad another exceedingly difficult
rear. In the senate the Democrats
were reinforced by the radical Re
publicans and the coalition fought
many of the Chief Executive’s poli
ties. After more than six months
of debate the senate passed tlie
Smoot tariff bill, embracing two
features that were obnoxious to tlie
President. These were the export
debenture provision, carried over
from the old farm relief legislation,
and a danse transferring the flex
ible tariff power from the President
to congress. The house of repre
sentatives eliminated these fea
tures, the senate was forced to
yield, and on June 14 the so-called
Hawley-Smoot tariff measure was
finally enacted. It reached the
highest protective level of any
tariff law ever passed, with an av
erage of about 20 per cent above
that of the Fordney-McCumber bill
if 1922. In its entirely it was satsfying to nobody, but President
Hoover signed it because he saw in
II* flexible provision the means of
righting Its injustices. Protests
against the higher duties were re
ceived from many foreign govern
ments.

W

Veterans* Pension Act
There was another long and hit
ter wrangle over the veterans’ pen
sion bill. As first passed by con
gress It was wholly objectionable
to the administration and was
promptly vetoed, partly because It
granted compensation for disabili
ties not incurred in active service
and partly because it went “beyond
the financial necessities of the situ
ation." The house sustained the
veto but the senate repassed tlie
bill with some amendments. These
were rejected by the representa
tives and a measure fairly accept
able to the administration was
passed and signed. It inaugurat

a vast pension system for all
partly or wholly disabled veterans
not already receiving compensation,
no matter what tlieir illness or
when contracted. Soon after the
enactment of this law the Presi
dent put into effect the consolida
tion of the three bureaus that had
been in charge of veterans of all
wars and appointed Gen. Frank T.
Hines as chief.
Some of tlie recommendations of
the Wickersham law enforcement
commission were adopted by con
gress, the most important being tlie
transfer of the prohibition bureau
from the treasury to the Depart
ment of Justice. Tlie change was
made on July 1. Col. Arooi W. W.
Woodcock took command of tlie
new bureau and former Commis
sioner James M. Doran was made
head of a new industrial alcohol
bureau under the Treasury depart
ment.
When William Howard Taft re
signed as chief justice of tlie Su
preme court on February 3, only
five days before his death. Presi
dent Hoover immediately named
Charles Evuns Hughes to succeed
him. The appointment was con
firmed by the senate with 26 votes
in opposition. Then Associate Jus
tice Edward Terry Sanford passed
away and Mr. Hoover picked Fed
eral Judge John J, Parker of North
Carolina to fill the vacancy. Labor
and negro organizations rose in
opposition and tlie senate rejected
tlie nomination by a vote of 41 to
39. The President then named
Owen J. Roberts for the place and
lie was accepted.
Prohibition and the Election.
Prohibition as a political issue
increased in importance as tlie
months passed. A poll conducted
by the Literary Digest indicated
that the country was largely in fa
vor of repeal of the Eighteenth
amendment or at least of modifica
tion of the enforcement law. Tlie
liquor question was a great factor
in the pre-election campaign in
many states and had a decided ef
fect on the results when the people
went to the polls on November 4.
The voters of Illinois, Rhode Island
and Massachusetts in a referendum
were against prohibition by large
majorities.
The election turned out to be
very much of a landslide for the
Democratic party. Ttie Republican
majority In both senate and house
were almost wiped out for the next
congress, and many states and cities
elected Democratic officials to re
place Republicans, Naturally the
more rabid opponents of tlie admin
istration saw in all this a severe
rebuke for President Hoover and
his policies; but sane opinion was
that it was the natural result ol
unfortunate economic conditions.
With large appropriations avail
able the farm hoard worked for tlie
relief of agriculture by promoting
and financing various co-operatives;
aud later lu the year undertook,
with some success, to stabilize the
price of wheat, which had fallen
rapidly in all world markets. In
this latter operation the board was
forced to accumulate something
like 100,000,000 bushels of wheat,
tlie future disposal of which was
an unsolved problem. Chairman
Legge of the board campaigned un
ceasingly for reduction of wheat
acreage.
Diplomatic Posts Filled.
Among the diplomatic appoint
ments by the President were;
Ralph H. Booth, minister to Den
mark ; Fred M. Dearing, ambassa
dor to Peru; John N. Willys, am
bassador to Poland; Hanford W.
MacNider, minister to Canada; W.
Cameron Forbes, ambassador to
Japan; W. M. Jardine, minister to
Egypt; Herman Bernstein, minister
to Albania; Nicholas Roosevelt,
minister to Hungary, and J. Reu
ben Clark, Jr., ambassador to
Mexico.
Taking of the fifteenth decennial
census began on April 2. The final
tlie
figures, announced In November,
gave the population of tlie United
States as 122,775,046. The increase
for the decade was about 16.1 per
cent.
On November 28, President Hoo
ver appointed William N. Doak of
Virginia secretary of labor to suc
ceed James J. Davis, who had been
elected senator from Pennsylvania.
The short session of congress
opened December 2, and tlie Pres
ident's message was largely con
cerned with measures of relief. Fol
lowing to a great extent his rec
ommendations, congress appropri
ated more than one hundred mil
lions for an emergency construction
program designed to aid the un
employment situation, and also set
aside a large fund for loans to
farmers who had suffered from the
drought. Mr. Hoover transmitted
to the senate the revised protocols
of the World court and asked early
action on them.
ed

Belgian hanker; Mrs. Williams Jen
nings Bryan; Stephen T. Mather,
former director of national parks;
Viscount Esher of England, Mrs
Rebecca L. Felton, former senator
from Georgia; Dr. Harry B. Hutch
ins, president emeritus of Univer
sity of Michigan; Rear Admiral
W. W. Kimball and Thomas Snow
den; MaJ. Gen. Harry Taylor; Em
my Destiun, Hungarian prima
donna; Dr. W. H. P. Faunce, presi
dent emeritus of Brown university.
In February—Rear Admiral W.
L. Howard; Brig. Gen. M. P. Maus,
noted Indian fighter; Former Sena
tors Fred T. Dubois of Idaho aud
C. F. Johnson of Maine; C. A. Weyerhauser, Minnesota lumber mag
nate; Alexander P. Moore, Ameri
can ambassador to Poland; Cardi
nals Perosl and Merry del Val in
Rome; Mabel Normand, firm star;
MaJ, G. H. Putnam, New York pub
lisher; Ahmed Mirza, former shah
of Persia.
In March—D. H. Lawrence, Eng
lish novelist; Dr. Arthur T, Hadley,
president emeritus of Yale; Viscount Herbert Gladstone of Eng
land; Grand Admiral von Tirpltz of
Germany; Primo de Rivera, former
dictator of Spain; Lord Balfour,
Britisii statesman; Walter Eckersall, authority on athletics; Nicho
las Brady, public utilities magnate
of New York,
In April—Cosima Wagner, widow
of tlie famous composer; Albert H.
Washburn, American diplomat;
Zauditu, empress of Ethiopia;
Queen Victoria of Sweden; W. G.
P. Harding, governor of Federal
Reserve hank of BostoD; Lord Dewar of Great Britain; Dr, H. H.
Furness, Jr., Shakespearean au
thority ; Cardinal de Arcoverde of
Rio de Janeiro; Charles Scribner,
publisher; Robert’Bridges, poet lau
reate of England; Adele Ritchie,
actress; Maj, Gen. George Barnett,
former commander of tlie Marine
corps.
In May—Charles S. Gilpin, noted
negro actor; Robertus Love, poet
and critic; Earl D. Church, com
missioner of pensions; Dr. Fridtjof
Nansen, Norwegian explorer; W. J.
Locke, English novelist; Herbert D.
Croly, publisher and author; Col. J,
i Gray Estey, organ munufucturer;
William Ordway Partridge. Ameri
can sculptor; Lord Randall T. Da
vidson, former archbishop of Can
terbury ; Cardinal Lucon, arch
bishop of Reims; Dr. J. Walter
Fewkes, ethnologist.
In June—Gen. Herbert M. Lord,
fonner director of the budget; Her
bert H. Winslow, playwright; Maj.
lien. C. A. Devol; W. E. Nickerson,
Boston financier; Chief Magistrate
William McAdoo of New York city;
I T. De Tliulstrup, illustrator; Henry
0. Folger, oil magnate; Sir Henry
O. Segrave of England, auto and
boat speed record holder; Kirk
Munroe, author of boys’ books; earl
of Mar, premier nobleman of Scot
land; Melville Davisson Post, au
thor; Dr. Kuno Francke of Har
vard ; J, K. Vardaman, former sena, tor from Mississippi; Harry Stutz,
»utomohile manufacturer; Dr. Har
vey W. Wiley, pure food specialist, t
In July—Grant Overton, author;
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, British
author; Muj. Gen. W. C. Neville,
commanduot of tlie Marine corps;
Cardinal Vannutelll, dean of the sa
cred college; Gen. von Bernhardt,
German soldier and war writer;
Rear Admiral A. H. Robertson;
Henry Sydnor Harrison, novelist;
1 Leopold von Auer, violinist; James
M. Lynch, veteran lender of Ihter| national Typographical union; Har| ry S. Black, New York capitalist;
Field Marshal Count Oku of Japan;
James Eads How, “millionaire
hobo”; D. Joseph Silverman, Jew
ish leader of New York.
In August—Archbishop Messmer
of Milwaukee; Seigfrled Wagner,
j son of the composer; Mrs. Isabella
M. Alden (“Pansy”), author; J.
I Fred Booth, Canadian lumber mag1 nate; Edwin Clapp, economist and
financial writer; James D. Phelan,
fonner senator from California;
Maj. Gen. C. T. Menoher; Gen. Sir
Horace Smith-Dorrien of England;
Van Lear Black, publisher of Balti
more News; Marlon Terry, English
actress; Eugene Silvain, dean of
French actors; duke of Northum
berland; Lon Chaney, screen actor;
Maj. Gen. Henry T. Allen.
In September—Robert M. Thomp
son, New York financier aud sports
man; Mrs. Frederick Dent Grant;
Rear Admiral Simpson; S. W.
Straus, financier; Milton Sils, stage
und screen star; Capt. Boy-Ed, for
mer German navul attache at
Washington; John Lind of Minne
sota, former governor and con
gressman; Dr, J. T. Dorrance, orig
inator of condensed soup; Henry
Phipps, retired steel magnate; Philo
A. Otis of Chicago, civic leader; W.
L. Tomlins, noted choral conduc
tor; Lucien W. Powell, American
artist; Daniel Guggenheim, capital
ist and philanthropist; Prince Leo
pold Maximilian of Bavaria; Lord
Birkenhead, English statesman.
f
NECROLOGY
In October—Rear Admiral G. W.
Baird; Allan Pinkerton, detec
v___________ _____________ >
tive agency head; Joeiah H. Mar
IRST among the eminent Ameri
vel, president of American Bar as
cans who died In 1930 must be
sociation; Alexander Harrison,
placed William Howard Taft, whoI American painter; Rear Admiral H.
had been governor general of tlie ' J, Ziegemelr; E, V. Valentine,
Philippines, chief Justice of the Su
sculptor; Gen. Valerian Weyler of
preme court of tlie United States
Spain; Cardinal Casanova of Gra
and President of the Republic. On
nada ; Rear Admiral C. W. Dyson,
the day Mr. Taft died, March 8,
designer of marine engines; Ed
Associate Justice Edward Terry
ward H. (“Snapper") Garriaon,
Sanford of the Supreme court also
once king of Jockeys.
passed away. Elmer A. Sperry. In
In November—Gen. Tasker H.
ventor of the gyroscope, and Glenn
Bliss, U. S. A.; Thomas Coleman
H. Curtiss, pioneer in aviation, were
du Pont, former senator from Dela
taken by death, ns were also Con
ware; T. W. Guthrie, Pittsburgh
gressman Stephen G. Porter of
Pennsylvania, Indomitable foe of i si eel magnate; C. H. Markham,
i
chairman of board of Illinois Cen
the “dope” traffic; Bishop C. P.
; Capt. Otto Sverdrup, NorweAnderson, primate of the Episcopal I tral
gian Arctic explorer; Episcopal
church In America; Harry Payne
Bishop S. M. Griswold of Chicago;
Whitney, financier and sportsman,
and Gen. Tasker H. Bliss, chief of ' Most Rev. Austin Dowling, Catho
lic archbishop of St. Paul; Mother
staff of the American army during
Jones, labor leader.
the World war.
In December — Courtland H.
Other names worthy of record
Young, New York magazine publish
are;
er; Dr. W. E. Huntington, educator;
In January—George E. WoodtierDr. W. E. Barton, noted churchman
ry, author and educator; Clare
and author; Sir Otto Beit, South
Briggs, cartoonist; John D. Arch
African diamond niagnute; Fattier
bold, oil magnate; Prof. Henry J.
Jerome Rieard of San Jose, Cullf.,
Cox, veteran weather forecaster;
astronomer; Lee S. Overman, sena
Edward Bok, editor and philan
tor from North Carolina.
thropist; Baron Leon Cassel, noted
($) by Western Newspaper Ualea./
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Order Your Spring Chicks Now-See Everybody's Column

, was for 24 ' ears superintendent of
I i the Sunday School.
Sarah L. Pascal was elected presi
dent of Joel Keyes Grant Circle, La
dies of the G A R. in Camden.
W. B. Stickney was elected com
A review from the columns
mander of William Pavson Post,
G.A.R., in Warren.
of this paper of some of the
James Rilev was elected master of
happenings which interested
St. George Grange.
Rockland and vicinity in this
Henry Ames was elected Master
month 1905.
of Knox Pomona Grange.
The Warren skating rink opened
Maine Shipyards turned out a ton with much enthusiasm.
Edward Brown was elected super
nage of 41,972 during the year, the
Waldoboro district, in which Rock- intendent of the „Baptist Sunday
land is located contributing 7833 ; Scho°l m Thomaston,
tons.
w r- Young was elected master
of Megunticook Grange in Camden.
Austin Russell succeeded his
Rev. Thomas E. Brastow died in
brother as travelling salesman for li( „kun...
St. Clair & Allen.
: KocKPon a»ecl 7UH. N. McDougal! became associat
MARTINSVILLE
ed with Mayr.ard S. Bird in the in
Tills community was recently sadsurance and brokerage business. He
had been ln the firm’s employ 12 de»ed by the death of Rose (Russell)
years. The firm was soon to occupy Hupper, which occurred at the home
the new office on School street.
7ltI" taught .. Mrs. W. M. Harris.
Mc^
k
' C H°d3" “’ness was of but two weeks' durakins as teacher.
, lion shc was Lorn ,n Waldobor0i
Dr. J. C. Hill was elected rom- Mav 24. 1819. daughter of Seth and
mander of Ivanhoe Commandery, Joanna Russell, but having married
Golden Cross.
a resident ot St. George had lived
A Portland firm had the contract here ior a great many years. She was
for building a ntw wing on the a kind neighbor and a tender, loving
Samoset Hotel.
mother. She leaves a daughter with
George P. White was elected whom she made her home; a grandchancellor commander of Gen. daughter, Mrs. W A. Simmons, and a
great-grandson, William Emery Sim
Berry Lodge, K. of P.
The Lighthouse Department recom- mons. Interment was at the Ridge
mended that new stations be built at ceni<?tery. the bearers F. H. Pierson,
Isle au .Haut and in the lower Penob- Harold Hupper, G. N. Bachelder and
William Cook.
scot, east of Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. H. II. Hupper enter
Rockland High School won every
game of football in which it partici- tained a family party at Christmas
pated. The principal players were dinn/r' <?Pt a-.id Mrs. S. T. Lowe,
McRae. R. Whitney, R. Green. Ca^'Jlnd
Y W Torrey Capt.
Trainer, H. Green, Karl, Richardson. and
C- * J °?c; Mr' and Mrs:
Veazie, Blackington, Marshall and Cec!.' Andrews. A Christmas tree and
L. Whitney
Whitney.
Marshall was the music were enjoyed during the aftersprinter of the team while Leslie noon.
Calvin Pease of Port Clyde is visit
Whitney was the best halfback the
ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
I school had known in years.
I Alonzo M. Newbert sold his fast William Pease.
Elmore Spear of Warren was a Suni mare, Goldie, to Boston parties.
, day guest of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Frank F. Harding was elected Dow
noble grand of Knox Lodge of Odd
Miss Dorothy Louise Jacobson of
Fellows. John A. Karl was elec'id -re'iiatit's Harbor is tlie guest of Mr.
chief nntriarch
Ene-’nimn- nt, a,.d Mf;. Jer0„e jon(s
patriarch of the Encimpme
Mrs. George K. Merrill was elected
Miss Genevieve Watts spent Christ
noble grand of the Rebekah Lodge. mas in Camden with her mother.
Mrs. Florence E. Livingston was
Miss Mariella Lowe of Abington,
elected worthy matron of Golden I Mass., is a weekend guest of Mrs. H.
Rod Chapter, O.E.S The Chapter II. hupper and Capt. S. T. Ixiwe at
had a membership of 321.
i Tenant's Hartor.
Anderson Camp, 8. of V. had ns its 1 Through error of tlie correspond1 new commander Charles H. Bu-pee. lent, Gatekeeper Charlis Ervine’s
Tlie Congregational Church ex- name was omitted in tiie list of offitended a call to Rev. John H. Quint j eers-elect of Ocean View Grange.
Miss Marjorie Hupper of Rockland
, ol Falmouth, Mass.
Albert Winslow was promoted tr was a recent guest of Misses Lena and
Elizabeth Harris.
I foreman in A. J. Bird’s quarry.
Capt. and Mrs. 8. T. I.owe of Ten
Capt. Thomas R. Pillsbury, retired
shipmaster, who had sailed to all ant's Katbor entertained Saturday
quarters of the globe, died at his evening in honor of Harold Hupper,
home on Middle street, aged 86 year it being his birthday.
Vincent L. Hunt bought the Stanley
Lane property at the Northend.
WALDOBORO
Prescelle, the hypnotist was draw
Mias Marcia Baney was hostess
ing crowds at Farwell Opera House. Friday evening a: the meeting of the
A. H. Ricker who had been travel Auction Club.
ing salesman lor the John Bird Co.
A telephone lias been installed in
114 years, resigned to enter the em- tlie residence of Pearl Whitehouse—
| ploy of a Portland firm.
145.
! Henry J. Fitch leased the store al
Mr.;. Idella fjabourin of Lynn lias
the corner of Main and Pleasant ■>,„.„ a
al Mrs Oeneva WelVs
I streets, formerly occupied by Harry
George and Cedric Kuhn i Who
; Flint.
passed the holiday recess witli their
I Lorenzo S. Robinson was elected parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hadley H.
j thrice illustrious master of King Kuhn, have returned to tlieir schools
! H'.ram’s Council.
in Pottstown, Pa., and Exeter, N. H.
The battleship Louisiana was tried
John Devorak, who was at home
m“‘"“ ’ l”™
««—•"■
turned.
Dr. E. W. Gould moved into his
Mrs. Benjamin Reed and sons who
new office on School street
have been at George W. Simmons',
James A. Smith was elected ven have
returned to Portland.
erable consul of the Modern WoodWalter Sturrock, who was a guest
J men.
Lieut. C. F. Snow who had been Christmas of Miss Ethel Overlock at
| serving on the gunboat Princeton, her home here, has returned to Provi
was at tlie Naval Hospital, Mure dence.
Mr. and Mrs. Melrose Scott and son
Island, suffering from malaria.
of Gardiner have been guests of Mr.
♦ • ♦ ♦
and Mrs. Fred W. Scott.
These births were recorded:
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell is in Glouces
Rockland, Dec. 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
ter. Mass.
Harold W. Carver, a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Achorn and
Friendship, Dec. 24. to Mr. and
Mrs. Blanchard Orne, a daughter— daughter Esther of Thomaston have
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Winfield
Lorinda B lie.
Deer Isle, Dec. 21, to Mr. and Mrs. Davis.
The date of the annual meeting of
Arthur B. Haskell, a daughter.
the Library Association will be Jan.
The marriages for this period were:
J
oclock. Ilie officers are
Rockland, Dec. 19. Warren Ott of g‘ving this early publicity in order
Rockport and Mrs. Mary Ames Baird td seear«’ lf.
a ^11 attendof Camden
unce of the Cltlz, n'' "* the community.
Unity, Dec. 20. Frank M. Piper ol 1 Although cveryon, is interested in the
Troy and Georgia L. Tozier of Unity. progress of the library, few attend
Warren. Dec. 20. Ralph Sylvester
'a,d
Students not absent or lardy during
Robinson and Miss Julia Thomas
the
fall
term
of the High School were
Vinal.
Rockland, Dec. 23, Fred E. Harden Rosalind Kaler. Dorothy French, Ma
of Salem. Mass., and Aubine Cables rion Waltz, Everett Achorn, Jack
Feyler. Herbert Leavitt, Evelyn Love
of Rockland.
Tenant's Harbor, Dec. 18, John F. joy. Virginia Brown, Burton Carter,
Waller Kaier, Barbara Lovejoy, Bar
McNeil and Ida M. Gould.
Waldoboro, Dec. 21, Forrest W. bara Pitcher, Grethel Pitcher, Vir
gin!: Rowe, Virginia Simmons, Elsie
j Creamer and Miss Mary Flagg.
South Thomaston, Dec. 21. Fred Staid, Beulah Wlnchenbach, Chris
j A. Williams and Miss Leonia M tine Winchenbach, Maynard Winchenbach, Louise Leonard. In the
Warren.
Rockland, Dec. 27, Jonathan S Junior High, Evelyn Benner, Barbara
Gardner and Mattie N. Blackington Benner, Genevieve Creamer, Annie
Rockland, Dec. 27. Ernest B. Pack Ellis, Mona Jones, Carlene Levensaler,
Waltz Benner, Helen Oldis, Esther
ard and Cora I Sawyer.
Martinsville, Dec. 25. Albert W. Reed. Warren Vannah and Russell
Hooper and Miss Margie L. Hender Winchenbach.
son.
An apple a day may keep the docThomaston. Dec. 26. Fred H.
_
I tor away, but he will probably hang
Smalley and Flora J. Jameson.
POrt'cTyde.'lkc” 19.”wiiifred Flin- around unti it is made into hard
ton of Cushing and Maude M. Willey I cider.-Philadelphia Bulletin
of Port Clyde.
Vinalhaven,
Dec.
22,
James
Christie and Christina Turner Bissett.
Vinalhaven, Dec 26. "Dr. William
W. Whitney of Bath and Alice C.
We want all your LIVE POUL
Hopkins of Vinalhaven.
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
Esther Newbert was elected presi or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tai*
dent of William Payson Relief Corp
in Warren. Mystic Rebekah Lodge Warron 3-3 and trucks will call at
of Warren elected Alice Ames as your door. References: Any poul
try raiser.
noble grand.
The George B. Phelps summer
residence in Camden was burglarized.
CHARLES SHANE CO.
The armed robber was captured after
27-tf
a hard struggle.
Capt. Moses W. Wallace, 59. died
I suddenly in Friendship.
YIELD TO
Mrs. Ellen Andrews was elected
CHINESE
president of Fales Circle, Thomaston.
HERB
Frank J. Orbeton was elected com
Don’t suffer another minute from
mander of De Valois Commandery, blind,
itchinff, protruding or bleed
K. T., Vinalhaven.
ing piles without testing the newest
Hiram B. Merrifield, former pro and fastest acting treatment out. Dr.
’s Chinaroid, fortified with
prietor of the Carleton House in Nixon
rare. Imported Chinese Herb, with
Rockport, bought the Criterion Cafe amazing power to reduce swollen
tissues, brings ease and comfort in
In Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
few minutes, enabling you to work
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S. of annd
enjoy life while it continues its
Vinalhaven elected Miss Laura San soothing, healing action. Don’t de
lay. Act in time to avoid a danger
born as worthy matron.
nnd costly operation. Try Dr.
L. C. Lermond was elected master ous
Nixon’s Chinaroid under our guar
of Highland Grange, East Warren.
antee to satisfy completely and be
The Elm Street Congregational worth 100 times the small cost or.
Church in Camden held memorial your money back.
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland <
services for Rev. T. E. Brastow who
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The Professor and./
an Instructor f
' *

Join Our 1931

By JANE OSBORN

MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY
;

—by—

Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street

iTfe 1 well,You ought Why, how you Ta«_k, just like a WOMAN/DoYT

The nt?ST To make a new Polly anne/ Oor^'T VOU KNOW The used car
oay-of* YEaR'5 resolution You WANT ME To
OF THE
5ave?
YEAR/-] not to &uy so

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements in this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
lines 5 cents each for one time, 10 cents
for three times. Six words make a line.

Lost and Found
O YOU'RE the new English
many cars
/CERTAINLY.7
LOST—Black Boston bag containing
instructor," said Blaire O'Neill, ,
X /YEAR'S’-*
electrical tools between Rockland and
A,(that's
scrutinizing the young woman
DAY
Warren Dec. 22, Finder notify HARRY
across from him at one of the small
MOORE. 10 Bunker St. Tel. 246-X. 2*4
tables of the College Inn in the
ARE So GREAT THAT Th_ ,
LOST—Long haired burnt land hound,
tan head and cars, dark spot on back;
small college town of Kingsberg.
I
More- i Buy the WOrt
on
Clarrv Hill, Dec. 18. C. E. BRIDGES,
“And you’re the new associate j
I
15 Oak St._______________________156*2
MORE t SAVE ?/6E<AU5
NOW FORMING
professor,” she said with something j
LOST—Large doll, boxed, lost from
YOU
I
in the same tone that Blaire bad
auto between Amesbury St. and Camden
^Slipped
used in addressing her.
Christmas Day. TEL. 43-W. Rockland.
__________________________ 155-1
"Is there anything remarkable In
at
I
FOUND—Sh^e skates in my car on
that?” he asked.
Main St.. Tuesday. Apply to I. LAWTON
“Only that you don’t look like 1
I
BRAY or to Thc Courier-Gazette.
a professor or even an instructor,
155-1
1 o start off the New Year on the profit side of thc ledger—buy a used car HERE and NOW ! We ll make it
and you don’t act like one,” she
FOUND—Black and tan hound with
s-.id.
two white feet. TEL 277-J.
156*158
worth your while to be an early buyer.
“And you don't act any more like
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 32518. and the
an instructor,” he said smiling.
owner of said book asks for a duplicate
Then in spite of herself Jane Hol
in accordance with the provision of the
land laughed and Blaire O’Neill
State Law.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS
BANK. Bv E D. Spear. Treas. Rockland.
1 laughed loud and long—laughed as
Miscellaneous
WARREN
Probate Notices
Notices ot Appointment
Maine.
Jan.
3.
1931.
2*S-8
I perhaps ill became a newly appoint
THOMASTON, MAINE
T rbarin- t
nt P-n.
PATCHWORK-Beautiful dress percale
STATE OF MAINE
ed associate professor of English.
The village hiUs arc dangerous at
I, Charles L. Veazie. Register of P.o Hinnintrs (7 lbs $1) fancy shirting
all persons interested in either of bate for the County of Knox, in the State jHpplngs. (7 lbs..
y Quite funny, site I all times for coasting parties and slid- theToestates
For Sale
hereinafter named:
of
Maine, hereby certify that in the fol- goN TEXTIlE qq 9 Aster St.. Proviagreed. “What would staid old Pro- |I ing
ine h
nrnhihited
is prohibited.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, lowing estates the persons -were apR T
2*4
FOR SALE -Double house, large lot,
fessor
Ormsby,
head
of
the
depart
in
and
for
the
County
of
Knox,
on
the
pointed
Administrators
or
Executors
and
_
__________________________
144-tr
corner Park and Ulmer Sts. ERNEST C.
«
Mrs. Inez Libby returned Thursday 16th day of December in the rear of our on thr dates hereinafter named:
JOHN A. LUNT, medium and mag- DAVIS.
2-7
*a»>,3.aasixasis»&Si5,a*5(3iSi5i5!3ias!a»iSiSiSt3tSi5i2.3s3iSiSi3!5.aaii3isaotJi5i3Si ment, say if he knew that on the to Thomaston after spending a lew Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
FRANK B MILLER late of Rockland netlc healer. Readings and treatments
way to Kingsburg his new associate
FOR
SALE-Large
house
and
lot
on
thirty
and
by
adjournment
from
day
to
deceased, December 2nd, 1930. Rodney I.' Tuesday from 10 a. m. to 6, at 7 Llmerock Camden St. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
2-7
professor and his new instructor, ds.ys with friends in town.
d e from the 16th day of said Decem
of Rockland, was appointed St. TEL. 713-M.
152-S-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Brown of Cam- ber the following matters having been Thompson
neither one knowing the identity of
FOR
SALE
—
35
Barred
Plymouth
Rock
Special Admr. and qualified by filing
THOMASTON
for the action thereupon here bond on that date.
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale pullets with cockerel, not related. Large
the other, had mildly flitted for nn I den were guests Thursday of Mr. and presented
HITLER, GERMAN LEADER,
inafter indicated it is hereby Ordered:
wihiau D ni'OMPTT
by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. pretty birds laying. DR SHERMAN,
hour or so. If I’d known who you Mrs. Herbert Kenniston.
155-11
That notice thereof be given to all 1 WILLIAM R. BURNETT, late of Rock- BARTLETT Harmony. Maine.
1-3
Young men and boys are numerous
deceased, December 2nd. 1930. ----------------------------------- •«-------------------- Rockland. Tel. 598-W.
were I would have been very re
MAN
WITHOUT
A
COUNTRY
Ralph Libby expected to return to persons interested, by causing a copy | land,
FOR SALE—Ladv’s raccoon coat. Rea
Parker
Burnett
of
Rockland,
was
apLET
E.
A.
KNOWLTON
file
your
saws
among the smelt fishermen on the
served when you began by asking Belmont. Mass., Friday to resume his of this order to be published three weeks pointed Admr. and qualified by filing and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEsonable price. Tel. 326. 45 MASONIC ST.
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a
Oyster river.
1*3
me if I wanted to borrow your mag teaching duties there.
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
146-tf
newspaper published at Rockland in said bond on that date.
azine. I wonder why yon ever de
ADA S. GARDNER late of Rockland.
County that they may appear at a Pro
Mrs. Sarah Winslow, who had been Aspires to Be Second Mussolini;
FOR SALE—One 2-horse sled, one 2LADIES
—
Reliable
stock
of
hair
goods
Arthur
Mullen,
the
new
designer,
bate Court to be held at said Rockland, deceased. December 16th. 1930, Mattie H at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St horse wagon, one l-horse Jigger-body
cided to be a professor—you look
cared for in the home of Mrs. Sarah
He Hates Women and They
the 20th day of January A. D. 1931. Barter of Rockland, was appointed Mail orders solicited. H. C. RHODES new. W. D. ERSKINE. 29 Jetlerson St.,
more like a budding young author.” came from Camden Monday to take on
Foster the past two years, died Dec.
nine o'clock in the forenoon, and be Admx. without bond.
_________________________156*2
Love Him.
up his position in Georges River Mills at
146-tf Clty
Tel. 519-J.
“
Thanks
awfully,"
said
Blaire.
heard thereon if they see cause.
30.
Funeral services were held
ANNIE H HART, late of Hope, de
FOR SALE—Six room house and
Mrs.
Clement
Moody
of
Thomaston
JOSEPH
D
DUNCAN,
late
of
Merion
”
1
didn
’
t
say
you
looked
exactly
i
ceased. December 16th. 1930. Halver A.
Thursday afternoon at Sawyer &
garage, large lot at Pleasant Gardens.
New York.—Adolph Hitler, the
deceased. Exemplified copy Hart of Hope, was appalnted Admr..
like a budding young author. Only- visited Mrs. Michael Halligan Thurs Pennsylvania,
For sale on rent plan. $15 per month.
Wanted
Simmons' parlors, Rev. H. S. Kilborn man who, aspiring to become the
of-the Will and Probate thereof together without bond.
day.
Price $1500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
more like one than a college profes- I
with a Petition for Probate of Foreign
officiating. The remains were en Mussolini of Germany, has put Eu
HARRY L FOLLANSBEE late of Cam156-tf
WANTED—Girl for housework, Apply Tel. 1080
W. H. Rice of Thomaston has been Will asking that the copy of said Will den.
sor.”
tombed at Warren and will be taken rope on edge by liis announcement
deceased.
December
16th.
1930
at
13
BUNKER
ST
l*lt
be allowed, filed and recorded in
FOR SALE—One-horse covered sled,
“The trouble Is I’m only halt a sp.-nding a few days witn Mrs. R. E. may
to Union later for burial. Mrs. Wins of a political program that would
Probate Court of Knox County, and that Charles C. Wood of Camden, was apgood condition; for peddling ment or
WANTED—Dress-making, or altering. milk. EDWIN A. DEAN. Tel. 671-J.
writer,” said Blaire with something ' Cutting.
Letters Testamentary be issued to The P°lnted Admr. without bond.
low leaves a nephew, Lewis H. Grieve inevitably precipitate war, is an
by the day—reasonable.
MINNIE A. CLARK, late of Rockland, at home
156*2
Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia,
of a sigh.
Mrs. Flora Jones has been ill.
of Brooklyn, N. Y.. and Mrs. Alice ojd-fashioned politician. He lias
deceased.
December
16th,
1930.
Herbert
MRS.
K. S JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane.
without
bond.
Faye
Martin,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
“Which half?" asked Jane.
FOR SALE-Eight pullets, good layers.
Gordon, a distant relative, of Warren. built up a party of six and one-half
156*2
C. Clark of Rockland, was appointed Tel. 522-M.
SILAS MATSON. Bccchwoods St.. Thom
KATHERINE MATHER, late of South Exr. and qualified by filing bond on that
“I'm all right on characterization, Mrs. George Martin, has been visiting
Mention in a recent issue of a millions by the time-honored
aston. R. F D.
155-1
WANTED—Second-hand saw and table____
personality, local color—that sort her aunt. Mrs. Clarence Benner, at Thomaston deceased. Will and Petition date.
Bible owned by Spofford Cra.
1
method of making speeches.
— -- •
for Probate thereo. asking that said Will
HELEN McLOON late of Rockland de- complete with one-half h. p. Elec, moFOR SALE—One "National Income
of
thing,
”
said
Blaire,
becoming
Waldoboro
this
week.
printed in 1825, moved Leon Haupt to
Hitler doesn't think much of
may be proved and allowed and that ceased December 16th 1930 Anne Me- tor' als0 Elrc- motor for lobster hoist. System." When using this system you
much interested In the trend ot the { Mildred Waltz of Friendship is Letters Testamentary issue to Gilford Laughlin of Rockland was appointed also assorted sizes seconds bbl heads.; have detail figures to make up your lnlook up some old Bibles he hau books and pamphlets and news or
Butler, he being the Executor named Admx. and qualified by filing bond on above must be bargains. J. C. HARMON. come t««
tax without trouble
or worrv.
imnhie nr
wnrrv.
conversation, "but I'm lacking in spending the vacation with her par B.
fallen heir to. One bearing the date gans as winners of converts to his
.
that
that datp
date
Rockland. Tel. 661-IV.
155*1 Regular price was $6.00. We will sell
plot sense. Plot doesn't appeal to ents. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waltz. in said Wilt with bond.
1819. published in New York by the cause. His method is to go from
the one we have for $j.00 cash. H .H.
MELINDA
A.
ADAMS,
late
of
RockHARRIET
A.
MORTON,
late
of
St
me.”
Parker Spear wPnt to Waldoboro land, deceased. Will and Petition Jor 1 George, dc-eased. December 16th, 1930
CO . Rockland. Maine.
155-2
WANTED—Position as housekeeper or CRIE
American Bible Society, and another beer garden to beer garden and talk
“How funny,” said Jane, eyes Y ednesday to tewith his hrother Probate
151-tf
thereof asking that said Will Leland G. Morton of _St. George,
_
___
FOR SALE—Electric radio, battery
99 years old, published in New Hamp
directly to the men he is trying to
was ap- companion. TEL. 1158-W.
sets of all kinds, and eliminators. Bar
giay be proved and allowed and that pointed Admr. and qualified* by filing
shire. Mr. Haupt's ancestors lived in influence. He believes in personal I wide with interest. “Plotting is the Earl a few days.
gains. C. M. COOK. 71 Tillson Ave.
The C. S. Club met at the home O' fetters Testamentary Issue to Carlotta bond on December 23rd. 1930.
only thing I can do."
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Waldoboro and were much given to politics.
,
155*1
»<•
*. rrsr 4
,
Adams Burns of Rockland, she being Attest:
“
Between
the
two
ot
us
we
ougtit
Miss
Margaret
Thornton
last
Saturthe
Executrix
named
in
said
Will
with2-S-3
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE.
Register
Whereas.
Joseph
Anderson
of
St.
reading and study of the Bible.
Yet, although he depends on di
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
to
make
one
first
rata
story
writer.
George
in
the
County
of
Knox
and
State
day
evening
and
enjoyed
a
pleasant
out
bond.
__
.
Mrs. George Ludwig returned Fri rect contact, lie is not a man of in
some nice hound pups. Now is the
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated also
Let’s go into partnership.”
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glensocial time with a Christmas tree the
william H. smith, late of Thomasday from Attleboro where she went to spiring appearance. He is thin, al
the 2d day of June. 1928. and recorded cove.
Me. Tel. 256-4
153-tf
Thus
was
created
the
individual

principal
feature.
Members
who
went
ton.
deceased,
win
and
Petition
for
■
Eggs
and
Chicks
in
the
Knox
Registry
of
Deeds.
Book
206.
attend the funeral of her brother-in- most to the point of emaciation; lie
Mr and
and Mrs
asking
that said
Will
ity of Blaire Holland, whose short from
Page 601. conveyed to the Rockland i FOR SALE—Wood, fitted 4nd under
irom Wan--n
wan_n were
were Mr.
Mrs. HaHa.- Probate
may be thereof
proved and
allowed
and that
law She was accompanied by her is nervous, and looks overworked.
Loan and Building Association, a Corpo-, cqver, $14 per cord. TEL. Thomaston
stories appeared with remarkable Old Pease and Mr. and Mrs. George Letters Testamentary issue to Charlotte
sister.
'
* But when he speaks his eyes blaze
ration legally organized and having its1 122-2.
_______________________ 148-tf
success in the magazines and whose Martin.
M. Alley of Rockland, she being thc
Miss Alice Felt and Miss Jane Mil with fanatic zeal.
place of business at Rockland in said , por
f
Fiftv Housps of *ill deserinExecutrix named in said Will without
e
K
s?a°i
whh\Vbuimmes
P
X7eon°^^
“geS^'t ofauiSfirst
novel
published
the
following
■'He utterly despises women,”
ler will leave Sunday on their return
bond.
i
estate
with
the
buildings
thereon,
situmpr
cntt'ieps
In fact all kinds of real
autumn
was
one
of
the
two
or
three
Mrs.
Clifford
Overlook
and
to Keene, N. H„ where they are stu says the Review of Reviews, “and >
J
son
HIRAM
SMITH,
kite
of
Rockland
deCome and talk over my list if
best sellers of the season. Before Tnecdore have spent the pastweek ceased Will and Petition for Probate •
Knox and State of Maine, and bounded 1 estate.
he gives them little chance for
dents in the Normal School.
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS.
autumn had come both associate. with ner daughter Mrs George Pole thereof asking that said Will may be
and described as follows:
power in the party. Yet they adore
375
Main
St. Tel. 77.
146-tf
Winfield Demuth, Willis Thompson
Beginning at stake and stones on the
professor and instructor had ten-1 in Swamns-ntt Mass
proved and allowed and that Letters
and Harold Armstrong have hauled him. ‘Der Sclioene Adolf,’ they call
ui owampSvOii. Mass
Testamentary issue to Ava Smith of
________________
~____
Fast side of the Town
Road leading
from, FOR SALE—Dry cord wood, $10; fitted
dered
their
resignations
from
the!I
Turkey Cove towards Thomaston and at, wood, $14; junks. $12; soft wood Junks,
him, and flock to his support at the
Miss j-iuvy
Lucy Teague
left Friday
for Rockland,
,
u t— -C __ ™ » 4 _ it
xvague xcll
rnuay iu$
KocKiana. she
sne being
oeing the
tne Executrix
r.?
their smelt houses to Oyster river to
the Southwest corner bound of land of! $8 cord. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13,
faculty of Kingsbery, college, but no | Cranford. N. J., after spending the named in the Will without bond
be ready for business when the river polls,”
nna tborn crnnccorl tbnt tbo i/lnnfirv i
&
...._ ____It. DECROW, late
. ot Thom
Charles R. Wiley; thence E. S. E. by land of Rockland.
150-5
one
there
guessed
that
the
identity
J
CHARLES
This personification of the spirit I
Christmas
vacatioh
here
with
Mr.
and
firtzes.
satj Wiley seventy-seven rods to stake and I' poR sXLE-P^bS'ot Bay farms and
of the much talked about Blaire' Mrs. Edwin Teague.
aston deceased. Will and Petition for
of German nationalism is, para
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cushing have
Probate thereof
n
cottages ivi
for rtnv
sale and rent, ovv»<*vv»»o
attractive
nv,wnvc
vxivtvvn «asking
wah.r that
v»«ot Eaid Will
BABY- CHIX. WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C n
Clark twentv rnrl« tn qtaVp find ctnnpg'! vvuvnevs
Holland was really these two rath
doxically, a man without a country.
The Card Club met at the home of may be proved and allowed and that r i R?d Bred for eggs, type and color
'land of thThelrs of He^rv Younefor-1 priccs’ ldPal loa^Tloi}s' rJfa«*UiUR»’,rand
the sympathy of the community in
er quiet and unassuming person Mrs.
5
tl'. ■57"
"if" ""hit
t lallcl
of the-heirs
of Henry Young forLetters Testamentary issue to Lulu F
Born in tile Austrian Tyrol in 1889,
e state
accredited
for 'white
$22 anlPr
ty now
-?
Flora
Peabody
this
week
Thurs

r»nr kdvx
Hvoh
™
4 1 <diarrhoea.
t? v,
Franklin
Trussell; thence I
l0tS ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast,
the death of their infant son.
ages.
D.-crow of Thomaston, she being thc
146-tf
he lost his Austrian citizenship by
L-k
xMC5lU?ry w. N VV by land of said heirs seventy-’
----------------------------------------------The Alumni turned the tables on
By this time they had rented bn day evening instead of Saturday in Executrix named in the Will without m
uh,i in
, l3th °f, APr,'1 ,500
les6 ‘even rods to stake and stones at said
FOR SALE -Gas range -with oven,
fighting with the German army
order
not
to
interfere
with
the
parish
bond
the High School basketball teams
J;,..1pTr
,pSRf
Town Road, thence Northeasterly by, broiler and 4 burners Used very little,
office in the city and spent four or
from 1914 to 1918. Since then he
meeting of the Congregational church
Catherine bickmore late of st rival ruaranteed t H WXLLIE & SON sald Town Roacl twenty rods to thp
Tel 185-R 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf
Thursday night. Score: Alumni boys
five hours a day there—sometimes which
Phone of beginning, containing nine acres and
has been unable to obtain German
occurs this Saturday evening.
deceased. Will and Petition for Thomaston Maine. Route 1.
FOR SALE Two electric motors, 7'i
20, H'gh School boys 18: Alumu. girls
Warren
19-6.
longer
—
collaborating,
writing,
re

1-tf
mho
„r
,
Probate
thereof
asking
that
said
Will
one hundred square rods more or less., h
„nd 2 „ p ln ?ood shapc; also
citizenship. Hence, although he is
22. High School girls 11.
The kodj o* Miss Ellen Winslo.t
he proved and allowed and that
writing, amending, planning.
AINoi ,Pbe^.CTve,n?Jnheorr,h. hrs. . Otehdard computing scales. W. F. TIBthe leader of the second most pow
was brought from Thomaston ThU'.s letters Testamentary issue to Fred N
The Baptist Church enters Sunday
Now therefore, by reason of the breach' retts 148 Union st Tel 297-R
“
I
was
just
thinking,"
said
Jane
erful party in Germany, he may
of the condition thereof said Rockland
unlon st- TelR ,,6..
Kart of Sthe being the Execuupet. two weeks of special meetings
one morning after she had seen her day and placed in the tomb
. - tor named in the Will without bond.
Loan and Building Association claim.; [---------------------------- —- not take a seat in the reiclistag.
under thc leadersn p of Rev. Ben
hC“VEm,C
, ESTATE LILLIAN A. HOMER, late of
partner
dancing
Interestedly
with
foreclosure
of
said
mortgage.
(
.
Six years ago he was the laugh
jamin Beatty, well known evangelist.
Uunea the Club of Twelve Wednes- Boston, deceased. Petition for Adminls- '*J^You get almost instant rcIn witness whereof, the said Rockland ,
1 O Let
another
girl
the
night
before,
”
1
ing stock of Europe as the result
Loan and Building Ass’n has caused this-------------------------------------------------------day evening and watched the old year tration asking that jo;epn o. Homer of
The meetings will be held every eve
was just thinking that perhaps for out
to be sealed with its cor-. TO LET— Five room apartment on
of the ludicrous failure of his at
and the new year in. Prizes were! B'.'ston. or some other suitable person 35c lief with one gwallow of 60e instrument
ning except Saturday at 7.15 o'clock
our
mutual
protection
we
ought
to
porate seal and signed in its corporate! Talbot avenue. $16 per month, payable
be
appointed
Admr.
without
bond,
tempt to seize power by the putsch
awarded George Counce and Mrs A.
Services at the Federated Chui eh:
name by Harry O. Gurdy, its Secretary, in advance No children. Apply I’REEdraw
up
some
sort
of
contract
—
”
ESTATE
FRANK
B.
Mil
I.ER.
late
of
of November 9 in Munich. Since
thereunto duly authorized, this 24th : MAN S. YOUNG, 163 Main St., Rockland,
Sunday school 9.45 a. m.. morning
V. McIntyre, the consolation price Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin
“Exactly what I was thinking,* going
day of December, in the,year one thou-' Tel 736-J.
2-7
then, converted to legal methods of
istration asking that Rodney I. Thomp
to
Mrs.
George
Counce.
service 11, subject, "Difficulties About
sand nine hundred and thirty.
said Blaire O'Neill, with a curious
accomplishing what he wants, he
son of Rockland, or some other suitable
TO LET—Six room house on Fern St.
Religion;” the Sacrament of the
Misses
Arlene
and
Evelyn
Sawyer
(Signed)
person be appointed Admr. without
unsteadiness in his voice. He was
has proceeded more slowly, and the
ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING AS- ggNEST C._DAVIS.-------------------------2-7
Lcrd't Supper will follow tnis service.
thinking of the interesting stranger and guest. Miss Gertrude Adams, bond.
SOCIATION
TO LET—Six room house Broadway,
position he has attained, as shown
Evening service 7 o'clock, subject.
started
for
Connecticut
Thursday,
ESTATE
OF
NINA
P
FEYLER.
late
of
By HARRY O. GURDY
bath, hot water heat, all modern, fine conwho had danced three dances in
by Ids strength in the recent elec
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin
(
Corporation
Seal)
Secretary
ditlon.
rent reasonable. Write F. W. P.,
"The Way of Glory.”
expecting
to
go
as
far
as
Miss
Adams'
.THE
IHAMONH
BBANli.
A
succession with Jane. “Together we
tion, makes him a butt of jokes no
istration asking that Jesse Feyler of
1-6
STATE OF MAINE
i care The Courier-Gazette
J. ad I ci* t Affk your DrugsM for A\
Llewellyn Oliver is spending a few
Chl-nhes»(er-a Diamond Brund^\\
can make a more than enviable in home in Ogunquit where she will visit Rockland, or some other suitable person
longer.
Knox _SS:
Dec.
24th.
1930.
....
.
J i TO LET—If you don’t get comfort and
for
a
while.
The
Misses
Sawyer
re

weeks with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
be
appointed
Admr.
without
bond.
I’ll!!* in Red and OoI4 metal? W/
come and can have the joy of writ
Personally appeared the above named satisfaction for the money you spend on.
"lie speaks with perfect self-con
hoxes, sealed with Blue Rl’ bon. \/
Clayton Oliver at home from MilESTATE MARY E EL
late of
Take no other. Ruy of vom* ’
KtSFy4 . Gurdy, Secretary and made, your home see Mike Armata and hire
ing really successful stories. If one sumed their journey Friday morning Thomaston,
trol,” the Review of Reviews says,
oath to the truth of the foregoing notice his modern 7-room home in Rockland’s
deceased. Petition for Ad
l>ruffy*li«t. Aw forCIII.CIIF.f8.TER %
to
Middletown
and
Glastonbury,
re

bridge where he has a position teach
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for
should draw off the other would he
“but his words are uttered with
of foreclosure, in his.j5aid capacity.
ministration asking that Oscar J. Hodg
up - to - thc - minute apartment house.
ing school.
years known as Be-jt,Safest, Always Rcliab’Before me.
in the lurch. Of course you would spectively.
kins of Portland, or some other suitable
such fervor that lie easily sways
Seven rooms with bath, sun porch, fire
Mrs.
George
Gardiner
(Sltned) EDWARD K. GOULD
Mrs. Ruth Creighton returned to
returned
person
be
appointed
Admr.
without
SOlDBYCSLOaiSfSEVERVWKERf
place. garage, heat, janitor service—every
the emotions of an audience. For' he more likely to desert. I'll al
155-S-5
Justice of the Peace
bond.
modern idea. $10.00 per month. No
Thursday
from
Augusta.
day to her position at Smith College,
ways have to earn a living anyway
the old, he recalls the golden days
water to pav for—no coal to pay for.
ESTATE MARY E. DOW Irtc of Wash
Northampton, Mass.
,
John
Robinson
has
been
ill
at
liis
It doesn't seem fair for ine to ask
of the fatherland. He appeals to
Fine neighbors. Neat and immaculate,
ington. deceased. Petition 1 ,r Adminis
Mrs. Nellie Starrett is leaving to
, home on Matonic street, Rockland
even electric door opener and speaking
you to promise—’’
tration asking that Clara S. Overlook of
TOWN OF UNION
their sentimental pride, liut it is
tube
Also cold storage for your car
There
will
te
a
child
health
me~tday for Genisco, N. Y., where she has
Washington,
or
some
other
uitablc
per

youth that idolizes Hitler. The
“But I want you to promise, too ! ing Wednesday at 2 o'clock in the son be appointed Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a
very cheap Cedar St. at Brewster, opp.
STATE
OF
MAINE
a position as teacher.
young people, who did not fight in
Christian
Science Church. Call at THE
If you—you should marry—some l Congregational chapel and all are with bond.
’
taxes on lands situated in the Town of Union, Maine, in the County MEN'S SHOP.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cogan arc
Park St., opp. Park The
the war, voted five million strong
one—that some one mightn't like | cordially invited to attend.
ESTATE SUSAN E. MAXWELL, late of of Knox, for the year 1930.
atre.
Rockland.
1-6
visiting their son Gleason in Lewiston.
Cushing. Petition for Administration
for their hero."
r
f°y°wlh8 Ust of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town
having you spend so much time
Mr. Miller of Friendship is visiting
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett entertained with the v ill annexed asking that Rod- ci union aforesaid, for the year 1930. committed to me for collection for said Town
TO LET—Six room house and garage
with another girl every day. She
his daughter, Mrs. Clayton Oliver.
i at New Year dinner Thursday Mrs. ney I. Thompson of Rockland, or some on the 31st day of Mav. 1930. remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if at 492 Old County road TEL. 963-J.
might be jealous."
other suitable person be
appointed «»aid ta..»s with interest and charge^ are not previously paid, so much of the
156-2
Mrs. Nellie E. Smith who purchased
Demand Is Increasing
r<*al estate tax. d as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest
"Little chance I’ll ever marry—m | Sherbourne Kaliock. Miss Jennie Sta;- Admr. c. t. a. without bond.
TO LET—On Adams St., 5 room bun
a farm nt Mr. Seekins a few clays age
I rett and Mrs. Laura Starrett.
FRANK E MILLER, late of Rockland. r,n , ^}nrres. will be sold without further notice at public auction at Town Hall ln galow, toi’et. lights, garage. E. H. PHILleast
anyone
that
would
be
jealous
for Light Airplanes
* « . •
deceased Nuncupative Will and Petition said Town, on thc first Monday in February. 1931. at nine o'clock A M.
is having repairs made upon the
BRICK Phone 1188-M Rockland. Cam
of you.” said Blaire.
Probate thereof asking that said Will
den 2580.
156*5
i Frank Rowe, accompanied by Clar for
buildings. The barn is being fitted
London.—Use of light airplanes j
“Of course, 1 shan't marry.”
may be proved and allowed and that Let
Amount
of
Tax
Due
TO
LET
—
Four-room
apartment,
mod
for dairy purposes, and it is planned
(or hard military and commercial ,
Then in their embarrassment ence Madden Jr., motored to Belfast ter.-. Testamentary Issue to Frank A. Name of Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest and ern conveniences, heated if desired.
to keep ten cows. Mr. Lermond who
service appears to be constantly
Charges
their eyes met and each held the Tuesday evening where they attended Crute of Cushing, he being the Executor
Furnished or unfurnished. W. L. BAL
has been on a farm of Mr. Ludwig in
growing.
LARD, Rockport.
156*2
other in a long glance. Blaire a banquet and meeting of the South- j “amed ln the WU1 without bond.
H.
E.
ADAMSField
near
Law
’
s
Corner.
Value
$40.00
......
..........................
$1 92
C/Ub tClH \ateo,ATh0XtAonE™caidBF0ctiu™Afor W. S. CREAMER OR OWNER—Three-fifths land near F. L. Walker.
Eighty-three Moth light planes ' walked slowly over to the chair
Waldoboro will have charge of Mrs.
TO LET—Small South bedroom; warm
are now being constructed. When
Smith's farm. He also was manager
and sunny.
Priee very reasonable.
15 acres. Value $90.00. Two fifths land near Norris Sidelinge’-.
where Jaue had been sitting cor at the Windsor Hotel. Drs. Crawtoid License to Sell Real Estate located in
MRS. ROBBINS. 20 Maple St. Tel.
they are completed and tested the j recting manuscript lie carefully and Luteus were the speakers. There Rockland, and described in said Petition.
of the Thomaston town farm a few
12 acres. Value $70.00. Pasture and wood land. 37 acres. Value
143-P-.
155*1
$175
..............................................................................................................
filed
by
Arthur
K
Walker.
Admr.
16
15
royal air force will use them for ! took the papers and pencils from were 22 members present and
years ago.
ESTATE OF MAHALA L. VINAL. late R. A. GUSHEE -Casewell Pi? e at North Union. Me Value $200.00
TO LET—Tenement of 7 rooms, electric
training and general service duties, j her lap and then sat dowD on the a very enjoyable occasion.
Mrs. Byron Bur'..: ome of Attle
House. Stable and Lot it Union Common. Value $1000.00 Onelights, gas. hot and cold water, bath
of Vinalhaven. deceased. First and Final
The New Zealand ministry of de
boro, Mass., is the gui : of her niece,
third Tannery Lot at Union Common. Value $100.00 .....................
C2 65 room, set tubs, furnace and garage. $25
Mrs. Charles Wilson expresses account' filed ‘for"aiiowance" by Louise B
floor at her knees.
ROSCOE KILT—One-half Waiting Wood Lot. 12 acres. Value $60.00 ......
fense also has ordered t4ght light
2 90 per month. W. F. TIBBETTS. 144 Union
FoIsoil and Edith Smith, Exxs.
Mrs. William Smith.
in street.
through
this
column
her
appreciation
“Suppose we marry each other.
155-tf
7 23 St. Tel. 297-W or 297-R.
planes and ten are being construct
ESTATE OF WARREN H SMALLEY’ ALFRED HANSON—House and Land. Value $150.00 ....................................
Enos Parks, a long tin • mployed in
It occurred to me that first day for the thoughtfulness of Warren late of Washington, deceased. First and WALTER D. RESE -Farm and Buildings. Value £2500.00 ....
115 59
TO LET—Garage or storage $5 per
ed for the Chinese air corps.
Spear's market, has clo 1 his servfriends
since
her
accident.
She
re

f™ASAVA°E
—
Emma
Sukeforth
Farm.
Value
$500
00
....................
24 10 month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
account filed for allowance by
Four of the planes Imilt for | we met—when we were going to ports that on her birthday and at Final
—Fielcl near Otto Karl. Value $50.00 ..........................
ices there.
2 40 Tel. 1080
Marion R. Miiler. Admx.
153-tf
FRANZ SILONEN TRUSTEE —Land near Ida Robbins'. Value $200 00
Cftina will be equipped with inter- ’ Kingsberg—that you were the wom Christmas time especially these kind
9 64
Miss Helen Carr enter ied the
ESTATE
OF
ABBY
H.
8TRAWBRIDGE.
TO LET—Six room house. 146 LimeH.
H.
ferOVER
&
CO
—
Land
and
Buildings
near
Depot
at
Union
an
I
wanted
to
marry.
Then
yon
changeable float undercarriages. [
dnes•Episcopal Guild at her hon
Common.
Value
$2000.00
.......................
...................
rock
St.
Furnace,
electric
lights,
people
very
happily
remembered
her.
j
,ale
of
.
Ca
mcien.
deceased
Petition
to
96 38 closet. No children. TEL. 819-W. flush
Determine Inheritance Tax, filed by
One of the planes ordered by New ! turned out to be an English in
day evening.
„
ROY H OOULD.
Sidney and Leon Caler returned James Nowell of Winchester. Mass.. Exr.
structor
and
I
was
afraid
to
ask
December
22,
1930
148-tf
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Union. Maine.
Zealand also is to be fitted for sea
Miss Lois Hallowell who 1
been
ESTATE OF CHARLES F MORTON,
you, and_then we went into part-' Wednesday to Thomaston *after
155-S-5
TO
LET
—
One
6-room
and
one
7-room
work.
visiting relatives and friends in his
epending a few days with vheir unt. of Camden, final account filed for al
rent, at 17 Warren St.; also 7-room house
One British company alone has | nership and yon seemed so much Mrs. William Russell.
lowance by Charles A. Perry of Camden,
town and Rockland, has return to
at 6 Knox St. All pleasantly located in
guardian.
new contracts for light aircraft to- l preoccupied with your work that I
good neighborhood, newly repaired, and
Brockton. Mass., where she teachi
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler enter
TOWN OF APPLETON
thought you’d never want to think!
ESTATE OF LAURA E. WADSWORTH,
moderately priced. Apply to MILDRED
taling f340,200.
Capt. Earl Starrett made a bin:
tained at dinner New Year Day Mr. late of Camden, deceased, Petition for
of marrying—me.”
OXTON CRIE. 12 Warren St. or Tel.
STATE OF MAINE
nes strip Thursday to Boothbay Har
Administration asking that C. D Wads
and
Mrs.
Fred
Wyllie.
Maurice
Wyli
e,
577 *_________________________ ___ 143-tf
“
I'd
been
wondering,
”
said
Jane,
worth
of
Camden,
or
some
other
suitable
Kno?
n
fw'
1
the
X
year
n
i&
1
*0
M,S
sltuated
ln
the
Town
of
Appleton,
tn
the
County
of
bor.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie and person be appointed Admr. without
TO LET—Eight-room house, all mod
Sunday
School
Claims
“
what
1
would
say
if
you
ever
Work at the Gray boat shop has
family. Rev. and Mrs. Howard Welch bond.
of
°/
on real er-tatc of non-resident owners ln the Town ern improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In
should
ask
me
to
marry
you,
though
quire
10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787.
been suspended temporarily.
Record for Attendance 1 didn’t much expect yon would. and son Howard, Jr.
I7fh rt 1' f°Vthe ,£>nr 1930' commlHet* to me for collection for said
ESTATE MARGARET ULMER,. late ot
of Town
___________________ 136-tf
for An- S ^rt0? 11
y 1 May- 1930' remaln unpaid; and notice is hereby given that
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
Kathryn
Peabody
went
as
usual
to
And then last night there was thiit
1 vetteville, N. C—The First
that the
the IL]
«es ---------art' not -----------previously
paid,wx sovx»vmuch
of LET
the —Unfurnished 5 room tenement
_ ,
. .
. iPt'erc^,t ,and char
-----—
444UV44
, To
pointment of Trustee, asking that
daughter have returned to Castine,
the
meeting
of
the
Baptist
Girls
’
es
,
late
taxed
as
is
sufficient
to
pay
the
amount
due
therefor,
including
interest
I
and
sarage.
North
Main St. ROBERT U.
other girl, and I Just made up tn.v
st church of Fayetteville
Rockland National Bank of Rockland,
Mr. Robinson's vacation having 1
and charges will be sold without further notice at public auction at the Town COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77. 146-tf
ndnd you'd have to marry me. I'd Club Thursday evening, but during may be appointed trustee in place of House
«
several attendance endur
in
said
Town,
on
the
first
Monday
in
February.
1930.
at
nine
o'clock
A.
M.
closed.
Frank B. Miller, deceased, filed by Nina
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
made up my mind if you did marry the session there was a great disturb M.
O'Connell.
Miss Nellie Gardner who spent her mice ■cords among its Sunday
MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St.
anyone else I'd never work with ance at the outer door. Upon open
school
•fleers.
Amount
of
Tnx
Due
Tel.
874-W.______________________ 146-tf
ELLEN
E.
WINSLOW,
late
of
Thom

vacation with her sister. Mrs. George
ing it several packages were disclosed aston deceased, Petition for Probate of Name of Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest and
you again.”
Four o the officers re-elected nt
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
Cross, has returned to Castine to re
Charges
(Copyright)
and upon removing the wrappings j Will, and the codicil therewith, asking
______ _ _____
___
recc
annual election have
AH modern improvements. Inquire at
sume her duties at the Normal School. the
were found to contain n hfirid^nmp that the same may be proved and alw
12 ELM ST.
146-tf
held the costs continuously for
hirthdav nob > condtid/'ViAf
•
lowed that Letters Testamentary laaue '
AM?rODYof Stover lot located at West Appleton.
Miss Frances Hahn is returning to
Dirty
Clouds
periods ruby g from 35 to 48 years,
Dirinaay
cake,
sandwiches,
cookies
to Jessie Green, of North Andover. Mass..
,2 A; gained at $34.00. One-half of Edna Moody farm located at
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
Malden. Mass., today. Another teach
West. Appleton.
A Valued
” ’ ' at $134.00.
-------- .. ..
. Edna
Apply to B. B SMITH. Thorndike <fc Hix
__
-- 22
— —
Buildings
on the
The Ion.',
term of continuous
Marjorie, age three, who had and fruit punch. The Boys’ Club who she being the Ex named in the Will
146-tf
er also returning there is Miss Edith
I’PTDO
valued at si 16.00. Total amount of valuation $284.00
$20 31 Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
been out playing suddenly came in. were nearby sliding. w«re invited in ! wlthout bond
service, is I 1 by W. H. Powell,
HEIRS
OF
EDNA
MOODY-Two
thirds
of
Stover
lot
located
at
West
Wilson.
celebration was enwitness, melzer t. crawford. eswho was elec 1 recording secresaying: “Mother, I believe it’s go and a ■ pleasant
Appleton
30
A.
Valued
at
$67.00.
Two-thirds
of
Moody
farm
,
...
_ , ,
quire. Judge of the Probate Court for
The Lord's Supper will be ob
Appleton. 44 A Valued $267.00. Value of buildings
I ary 49 times, lle has begun his
ing to storm.”
joyed in honor cf Miss Peabody 12th Knox County. Rockland. Maine,
served at the Baptist Church Sunday
39 56
fifty-first year - a member of the
“Why, dear?” asked mother.
birthday. Mrs. Arthur Peabody was] Attest.
MOSES HALL—J Davis place located on East side of Sennebec Pond,
morning.
Sunday school.
“Why just look how dirty those the one responsible for the novel :______ CE?.r.LEs l. veazie. Register.
«*?/!ind™d (?n thc South b*V the Aaron Wiley place. Land valued at
John A. lines !
been superin
clouds ore,” Marjorie replied.
ln»gs
/he above farm valued at $300; due ...................
31 80
scheme.
, WHEN IN Portland—You /can bqy t tw POWELLr —
Lenville Hart place located near Clark's Corner
tendent for 35 years.
Miss Lillian Russell entertained a few i copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the LiGLiE
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You -sn buy
at
AKTo?x£
al
«^L
West
Appleton.
40
A.
valued
at
$300.00;
due
.................
6 10
Edward J. Kennedy is tbe second
friends informally Friday afternoon home news, at Centra! News Co.. 66 Con ALANSON WENTWORTH HEIRS-Arnold Wentworth Place. Land
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the '
Phytician’, Calisthenlc,
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381'2 Con
home news, at Hotaliug’s agency, 303
bounded W. and N. by land of Mrs. Geo. Fowles, on E. by land
oldest officer in point of service,
at
tea
and
indoor
golf.
Miss
P.ussell
gress
St.
Work you don't get paid for Is
West 40th St.
of Laura Fuller, on S. by road leading up Noah Robbins Hill, sohaving begun his thirty-. _-hth year
Saturday morning for Eoston
r cai*ed 75 A Valued at $175, buildings valued at $75. Total $250 ....
called exercise. Yet, according to started
18 00
as assistant superintendent.
where
she
will
resume
teachim:
J.
Q.
ADAMS—Piece of land in West Appleton known as the Ranlett
that, the doctor frequently gets up
Lot, 24 A. Valued $150. Galen Keene Place in West Appleton, 62 A.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Waltz
sort

for exericse at 2 a. m.—Santa Bar ed for Keene. N. H., Tuesday plan
Valued at $600 ............................................................................................
'SrWxi
52 00
HEIRS OF JAMES FULLER—Piece of land located in North Appleton,
bara Daily News.
POULTRYMEN
CJTo Us Printing is more than
It Was Just an Osprey,
ning stops at Rochester and Antrim,
13 A. Valued at $50 .................................................................................
4 40
ALDEN FULLER- Piece of land located ln North Appleton, 13 A. Valued
just putting words into type.
to make relatives a short visit.
ATTENTSON!
nt $50 ...........................................................................................................
Not a Vicious Eagle
Like Love
4 40
It is the creation of a work of art,
New Year guests of Mrs. Annie J
MRS.
ROBERT
GREENE
—
Farm
at
West
Appleton
known
as
the
Harry
We Want Your
Grandville, Mich.—Alfred lloch,
The course of true growth never Spear were Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Davis, i
be it a simple little announcement
Miller place consisting of 80 A. Valued at $350. Buildings on
Since 1840 this firm has
twenty-two, of Grandville, vvliil,.
runs smooth.—American Magazine. Miss Frances Batchelder, Albert
thc above place. Valued at $150.00 ........................................................
35 00 or an elaborate booklet. Hence
LIVE POULTRY
faithfully served the families
ISAAC
QUIGG
—
Standing
lumber
on
A.
A.
Rowell
place,
bounded
on
hunting ducks recently had a hand! Thomas and Mrs. Bessie Sumner all I
we take all the pride of an artist
And Will Pay Highest Market
of Knox County
South West by land of Addie Robbins; on North West by land of
to-hand battle with what lie I"
in his craft, in each job; and that
' of Rockland.
S. B. Miller; on North East by Grafton Sukeforth place; on South
Price
LADY ATTENDANT
thought was an eagle. After kill- !
East by road leading from Robbins' Corner to Proctor’s Corner.
is the secret of the superlative
Tsl. Day 450;
781-1
Call or write and trucks will call.
Valued
at
$600
...........................................................................................
ing the bird lie marched tri- j
quality of The Courier-Gazette
COHEX BROS.
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
M.
B.
HOBBS
—
Standing
lumber
on
land
formerly
owned
by
Daniel
R.
W.
TYLER
i umphantly home to tell of liis cap- i
Printing.
Wentworth at North Appleton. Valued at $500 ..................................
35 00
Care CHARLES McKEEEAR
ture. There more experienced bird
HEIRS OF ARTHUR MARTIN Pasture land at. West Appleton. 38 A.
RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS
WARREN, ME.
What
Your
Want
Valued at $200................................................................................................
14 CO
hunters said it was a harmless spe
Telephone Warren 2-2
In the WANTAHSl
155-S-5
NEW BICKNELL
cies known as the osprey. Bird !
ROCKLAND, ME.
NELLIE E. JOHNSON
Reference: Any poultry raiser
j
Phone
710
P*
O.
Box
359
men said the osprey Is very rare in ]
Dec. 20, 1930.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Appleton. •
IQStf
109-tf
YlicliJgaij.I54-TU-4 I

V

S

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL

BANK

i

COUGHING

THOXINE

CHICHESTER S PILLS

BURFEE
UNDERTAKERS

'a

BURPEE’S

The Courier - Gazette

1
Evkry-Olher-Day

9

Society

High School Notes

FULL.ER-COBB-DAVIS

Harriet Lufkin is taking her turn |
in the office.

» * • •

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department
especially desires Information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladlyreceived.
TELEPHONE ......................... 770 or 791-W

Pa

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 3, 1931

Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Butler en
tertained at a five table bridge
luncheon New Year Eve at their
home on Talbot avenue. Bridge
honors were won by Mrs. Harold E.
Jackson, Mrs. George H. Welch, Mrs.
Clinton Bowley, Mr. Jackson, Dr. E.
L. Scarlott and Sumner Perry.
Luncheon was served at 11.30 and
when the New Year was ushered in,
the party aided in and added to the
radio celebration with noise makers
of all sorts, including bells, whistles
and horns.

6

Begins Friday, January 9th,

Once Again!

The juniors have the library nearly I
ready for its reopening.
« « « »
!
Anywhere from 30 to 50 skaters
have been enjoying thc privileges of
the new skating rink afternoons and
evenings lately.

A SPECIAL PRICE
for JANUARY, 1931

♦ * » »

Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Mr.
More interest than ever is being
and Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury and Mr.
shown in the Winter Carnival which
and Mrs. A. C. McLoon entertained
is to take place Jan. 31. This year
at dinner and bridge Wednesday
skating events can be specially fea
evening at the Crane home on Beech
tured.
street, with 38 guests. Honors werp
• • • •
won by Mrs. Alan L. Bird, Mrs. C.
inclusive
The painting crew—Merton Hask
M Kalloch, Mrs. Henry B. Bird,
ell, Myron Haskell, Byron Joy and
Mrs. George B. Wood. Henry B. Bird, I Miss Helen Fifleld, who was operBart Pellecane have finished paint
Ensign Otis, C. H. Duff and E. L. j ated upon for appendicitis last week
ing the walls of the corridors andJ
Full
advertisement
in
Thursday
’
s
issue
of
Brown. Among the out of town ag Knox Hospital, is improving.
three of the Junior High rooms.
guests were Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
___
The Courier-Gazette
Good work!
White of New York, Mrs. William I Onnortunitv class met at the Pirst
$ * « *
Sharpe of. New York and Mrs. Flora 1 „ °PP°rtu«W Dlass met
™
Baptist parlors Wednesday evening,
Already
there
are signs of spring!
Folsom of Boston^
wjP 23 ^embers present A pleas.
Listen To Our Daily Broadcast From WLBZ in the
The sophomores have just ordered
Forenoon
and
WCSH
Late
Afternoon
,
, .
! ing feature of the meeting was the
enough barberry bushes to set out
Mrs. Oscar Nelson and Miss Vesta vocai duet given by Mrs. Lola Willis
a 200-foot hedge along the front of
Lane of Vinalhaven visited at Pleas- and Mrs Maud Mather. Adjournthe schoolhouse grounds. However
ant View Farm Glencove Thursday. ■ lnen(, was made to attend the watch
they are not to be delivered for some
night meeting where the members of
months yet.
«*
• • ♦ ♦
The Sunshine Society after the i the class served refreshments.
holiday recess will resume its week- !
___
The Junior play, "Peg O' My'
ly meetings Monday afternoon at the i The Universalist ladies wm serve
Heart,” is to be given Feb. 12 with j
room, 447 Main street.
this cast: Peg, Naomi Stearns: Ethel
supper Wednesday evening at 6,
Joan Moulaison; Mrs. Chichester,
with Mrs. E. F. Berry as chairman.
Miss Mabel Dorgan of Hartford is
Ruth Perry; Inlaid, Madeline Coffey:
visiting her parents in this city.
John Robinson, salesman at the
HAROLD F. ROBINSON
Jarvis. Sherwood Small; Jerry, Ken
George Adams and sister. Miss
neth Orcutt; Hawkes. Merton Hask
Rose Adams, left Thursday for feos- Stonington Furniture Company store,
A telegram received at The Cou ell; Alaric, Clinton Fickett; Brent,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis A. Sprague an- i ton to be guests of friends for the has been confined to his home on
nounce the engagement of their 1 remainder of the week, returning to Masonic street by illness this week. rier-Gazette office from Waterbury, Malcolm Haskell.
daughter Myrtle Verneta to Herman the Wassookeag School at Dexter
Conn., late last night announced the
Miss Ruth Searlott leaves Monday sudden death of Harold F. Robinson
Frederick Rogall of Baltimore.
Monday to resume teaching.
All the men of the High School
to resume teaching at Kent's Hill
faculty attended the meeting of the
at
Hotel
Elton
where
he
was
serving
School Mens League in Belfast
Mrs. Statia Harmon of 29 Park
Mrs. Edith Bachelder entertained Seminary, after spending the holiday
Tuesday evening. Prof. J. R. Craw
street is home after spending the j the Tango Club at bridge Thursday season with Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scar as assistant manager.
The deceased was a son of Mrs. ford of the University of Maine was
holiday’s with her sister and friends evening, an appropriate favor being lott.
in Augusta.
awarded to each player.
Estelle Robinson, now of Boston, and the principal speaker. His subject
Captain and Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw the late Capt. J. Ferdinand Robinson was the forthcoming scholastic com
Miss Harriet O'Brien who has been | The Thursday Club was entertained arrived home Saturday from New of Rockland. He was an employe at petitions to be arranged between the
various High Schools of Maine.
visiting her sister. Miss Etta O'Brien, Tuesday evening at the home of Mrs. York accompanied by thei r niece.
returns to Danbury. Conn., today.
Maurice Gregory. Glencove, with Miss Edna DuBois, who has been j the Samoset Hotel under the late Al- Competitive examinations are being
mon C. Judd, and had been asso- prepared in Literature, English,
Mrs. Monira Blodgett and Miss Eliza their guest for a few days.
----elated with him since in Waterbury. Mathematics,
American
History
• Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Sprague Patterson as hostesses. Honors were
Supper will be served at the Con- He possessed an unusual aptitude for Ancient History and Science. Strange
(Lena Post) were tendered a surprise won by Mrs. Harrison MacAlman, gregational
vestry Wednesday at 6 I the hotel business, and as assistant as it may seem, this form of compe
party Wednesday evening at their Mrs. Ralph Glendenning. Miss Elizai____ Y __
beth Dnct
Post, with
with aa cnipct
guest nri7f»
prize for
for "Mrs
Mrs. p. m., with this committee in manager of Hotel Elton was one of tition is actually beginning to rival
home on Masonic street, the guests • kofh
charge: Mrs. A. H. Jones, chairman, the most popular and capable offi- athletic contests in the interest it
being Mr. and Mrs. Carl Borgerson. Marcia Femald of Lancaster, Mass.
Mrs. N. F. Cobb. Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, cials in that State. Although his arouses in the student body in those
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Post, Mr. and
Dana Cummings who has been Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Mrs. Alan L. visits to this city had been infrequent schools which have already partici
Mrs. Wilbur Ames, Mr. and Mrs.
■Bird, Mrs. E. K. Leighton. Mrs. C. in recent years, he was held in affec- pated.
Clarence Joy, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. spending the holidays with his M. Kalloch, Miss Etta O'Brien,Mrs. ’ tionate memory by many friends.
* 0 ♦
Blackman, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. brother, Donald, North Main street, Harry Hanscom. Mrs. Basil Stinson,
He is survived by his mother and
Thursday morning the biology
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hayes has returned to Topsfield. Mass
and Mrs. Eber J. Davis.
two sisters, Mrs. A. Earle Putney classes celebrated the opening of the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Simmons.
---arfd Asenath A". Robinson, both of new year'by assembling in the gym
Miss Edna DuBois who has been
Cards, radio and refreshments were
Chapin Class will- hold a supper Boston,
nasium to listen to an able and in
enjoyed. Mr. and Mrs. Sprague were the guest of Captain and Mrs. W. H. for its members Tuesday evening in '
presented with many 'useful and at Wincapaw leaves tomorrow for her the Universalist vestjry, with Mrs. j Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street, teresting discussion of "The Blue
berry Fly” by Glenn A. Lawrence
tractive gifts, including electrical home in New York.
Ruth Palmer as chairman.
will be open Saturday nights here- of The Lawrence Packing Co.
appliances, glass, etc.
after for the special convenience of
« * • «
Miss Margaret Adams entertained
........
— out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head
Mrs. Nettie Drown ...
of........
South
Wal“The blueberry fly,” said Mr. Law
Mrs. Susan Foss is confined to thc two tables of bridge Tuesday evening doboro was tbe gUEst of her cousin, light adjusting etc.
114-tf
rence, “has a long Latin name which
Foss House by illness.
at her home on Berkeley street, with
Epa R0bins0n, Knox street, New
___
honors won by William Rounds, Alice ’ ycar .
I cannot pronounce but which is
Miss Nellie Snow leaves today for Flanagan and Clifford Ladd. Miss
'
----probably the right name for a bad
fly. He or she is considerably small- i
Southampton, L. I., to resume her Adams returns to Naseon Institute,
j^iss Jennie Crockett of Chelsea,
Hints For Homemakers
er than the smallest house fly, and
position as supervisor of music in the Sanford, today.
, Mass.. wb0 has been spending the
By
Jane
Rogers
seen unde;: the microscope is a dirty
public schools.
holidays in this city returned yesterMiss Katharine Veazie gave a j day.
white color with black zigzag bars
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White enter three-table bridge Thursday evening
on its wings. The male has two bars
tained at dinner Tuesday evening at her home on Shaw avenue. Honors
and the female three. The male fly
Several members of Kalloch Class
with Mr. and Mrs. W. T. White of were won by Mrs. William Vinal, met at the church Wednesday afteris evidently a peaceful chap who does
New York as honor guests. The Mrs. Seymour Cameron. Arthur | noon for relief sewing. A number of
not harm anyone or anything and second egg kills the first egg and
guests were Hon. and Mrs. W. T. Orne and Cedric French. Buffet gafa-iEnts were made, some taking
probably stays jit
at home where heI next year there isn’t any bluaberry
i work home t0 finish. Fourteen reCobb, Mrs. George B. Wood, Mrs. lunch was served.
belongs. His wire, however, is a dif fly. So you see nature keeps up her
Fred R. Spear. Mr. and Mrs. E. K.
ferent story for as soon as she gets balance as usual.
---. . ■ j J mained for supper and the watch
Mrs. E. K. Leighton entertained at j mCeting.
Leighton, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kalloch,
dressed up she starts around thc
"What man docs to kill the fly is
___
Mrs. Flora Folsom of Boston, Mr. a bridge luncheon Wednesday, with .
neighborhood looking for trouble. to spray poison dust over the vines 1
and Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. White cf New’ York as
A public card party will be given
She is especially interested in a nice during the 14 days that she is grow
Mrs. Alan L. Bird and Mr. and Mrs. honor guest.
in the Thorndike grill Wednesday
ripe blueberry in which she can lay ing to maturity and as she feeds
G. A. Lawrence. Bridge followed
----! evening for the benefit of St. Beran egg and she will surely find one over the vines she cats thc poison
Miss Ruth Hanscom entertained at [ nard-s Catholic Church, it being the
dinner.
and as surely lay her egg unless and goodbye fly.”
___
\
bridge and luncheon Thursday eve- | first in a series to be conducted
sudden death in some form over
Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R., meets ning in honor of Miss Edna DuBois of ■ through the winter season. Misses
takes her.
DILLINGHAM-WHITE
Monday afternoon at the home of New York. Bridge and dancing were Marie and Emma Dorgan. and
"As soon as the lady has found her
Mrs. Hester Chase, 45 Talbot avenue. enjoyed. Those present were Nathalie Jnanna Patterson are in charge.
ripe blueberry she lays an egg just
Thc marriage of Miss Dorothy II
Mrs. Sadie Leach who is to give an Jones, Constance and Luella Snow.1 piaying will begin at 8.
under the skin by punching a small White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
address on the Passion Play at Elzada North, Ruth Gregory, Sophia
‘
—
more hole with her ovipositor and her life Ia-on J. White of this city, to
Obcrammergau, which she witnessed Cohen, Esther Nickerson. A dainty | Installation of officers will take ■
during her recent European trip, will guest prize was presented to Miss p]ace at the meeting of Ruth Mey- 2V frequent appearance on our work accomplished in about lour or G(0,.g(. B. Dillingham of Jamaica
menus. They are easy to prepare five days she goes where all bad flies Plain Mass., wa3 solemnized at the ,
begin her talk promptly at 2.30. this DuBois.
i hew Tent Monday evening, with Mrs. and add a note of real distinction
go. The egg she lays is so small pjrst Baptist parsonage Wednesday i
feature to precede the usual business
----Lizzie French as installing officer. to the meal. Soak in cold, salted
that it is hardly visible to thc naked evening, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
session.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Dick. Waldo | supper will be served at C.
water for five minutes. Drain,
eye and I want you to remember this officiating. The couple was attended .
----,
j avenue, entertained at a
especially because I will tell you i by Miss Lillian Perry and Sidney |
Mrs. Frank A. Tirrcll Jr., is able to SUppcr and bridge Tuesday evening.
Leon C. Staples, superintendent of place compactly in pot and cook
be out, after an illness of 10 days.
There were four tables of bridge, I schools in Plainville, Conn., wdio has slowly in boiling, salted water until something interesting about it later. Maringo, the other guests being the
i honors falling to Mrs. Harry Brown, J been spending a few days at the tender. Serve as vegetable or salad The egg now being left alone inside bride's parents and two brothers,
of the blueberry starts to grow and Mr. Dillingham is a radio technician
Cedric French leaves tomorrow for Mrs Sumner Perry, Miss Elizabeth home of Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Simpson, with mayonnaise dressing.
in about nine days has become a lull- witli thc Eastern Radio Company,
Boston where, he will resume his Knight, Harry Brow’n, Earl Barron , Beech street, returned to Connecticut
Keeping comfortably warm when grown maggot about one-eighth of Main street. Thc newlyweds are to
studies at the Bryant-Stratton busi-■ and Benjamin Philbrook.
J yesterday.
the mercury persistently hovers in an inch long and white In color. The reside at the bride's home, 19
ness school.
—
'
----i
-----. .
,
Marcus Chandler joined his family
Miss Mildred F. Carver, daughter the lower half of the thermometer food necessary for its growth it has Orange street, for the present,
1
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Dunbar and Wednesday at the home of Mr. and ol Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver of is a matter of diet as well as of obtained by eating the inside of the------------------------------------------------WHEN IN NEW YORK You can buy
children, Philip and Virginia who , Mrs H N‘ McDougall in Portland for this city, and Franklin Manning of proper clothing and close attention berry. As soon as the maggot ha;
of The Courier-Gazette, with thc
have been spending several months New year.
j Camden were married at Winterport, to the furnace. The carbohydrates, reached its full size it begins to look copies
home news, at Hotallng's agency, 308
in this country, guests of Mr. Dun----. Sunday, Dec. 28. by Rev. Ralph J. particularly sugar, are nature’s around for a place to spend the win West 40th St.
ter and as there Is nothing left of thc
bar's mother. Mrs. Mary F. Dunbar of
Miss Eliza Patterson who has been Barron. They will make their home great fuel foods, providing the body
with internal warmth.
blueberry, the maggot drops to the
Winslow and other relatives in ^be guest of her sister, Mrs. Charles : at 52 Cedar street for the winter.
ground and burrows into the soil
Maine and Massachusetts, started gchofleld, leaves today for Somer- ________________________________
about two inches.
Monday on their return journey to vHje Mass., where she teaches school.
Shanghai, Chinn.
----"The metamorphosis of this kind
WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?
of a fly is one of the most wonder
----Dr. Charles Popplestone of Swan’s
Elden Jones is quite ill at his home, Is]and was a guest Christmas at
ful transformations known to a nat
ural history. From an egg hatches
Stanley lane.
Basil Stinson's. Masonic street.
a wormlike creature always hungry,
One of the jolliest social events of
Miss Eleanor Bird arrives home
growing rapidly until its full size is
MONDAY-TUESDAY
the holiday season was the New tcday from Boston where she has
attained when it suddenly stops
Year Eve ball given by the Har- I been tbe gUest for the week of her
feeding and changing to an appar
mony Club. Temple hall was at- aUnt. Mrs. Ernest Young, and Miss
ently lifeless object becomes a pupa,
One of thc season's most
tractively decorated in evergreen Dorothy Jones.
remaining almost motionless in this
■harming comedies—Mi
trees and a color scheme of red and j
—condition until it breaks open and
Davies' best performance
green in keeping with Christmas and
Miss Nellie Snow entertained a
gives forth a much larger being pos
io date.
New Ycar. There were about 125 sman group at bridge Tuesday evesessing many organs not found be
couples present, dancing to the latest, njng at her home on Suffolk street,
fore in the earlier stages, and able
MARION
tunes played by Kirk's Orchestra. A
----to fly about, to mate, and to lay eggs
large number of the younger set
Miss Emily MacDonald leaves toagain.
home from college for the holiday re- dav to resume her studies at the
“This is what our blueberry mag
cess were noted, the evening gowns Wheaton (Ill.) College, after spendgot does. It weaves a silken quilt
of the yoTing women being particu- mg the holiday recess with her par- around itself until it is about the
larly attractive and colorful. The ents, Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles Macsize of a grain of wheat and lies dor
New Year was ushered in with great Donald.
in
mant in the earth until winter and
merriment and noise, even the or----spring have gone and when the
THE
chestra taking part in the fun-makMrs. Chauncey Keene was hostess :
warm sun of July begins to ripen the
ing. Mrs. Leola Noyes and Mrs. to the T Club last evening at her
blueberries it emerges as a fullFaith G. Berry, chairmen, were as- home on North Main street,
grown fly ready to start Its cycle of
sisted by Miss Alcada Hall, check
----life over aga'n. If the summer is
room; E. L. Toner, door; William T. | The Junior Harmony Club meets
cold and rainy and the blueberries do
Flint, favors; Mrs. Nellie Peterson. Wednesday evening in the BPW
not ripen early our little fly stays
decorations. The patronesses were 1 rooms at 7 o’clock, when a program
right ln its silken nest and does not
Mesdames Everett Munsey, A. R. will be presented. The teachers to j
come out until nature tells it that
Havener, E. L. Toner, Albert Peter- furnish pupils for this program are (
the berries are ready.
son, Clarence Shaw, Charles Wotton. Miss Lamb. Miss Stahl, Mrs. SanAn M. G. M.
"Of course you understand that no
Ray Eaton. Fred Veazie and Arnold born. Mrs. Leach and A. R. Marsh.
fly is ready to lay an egg as soon as
With
Rogers. A neat sum was realized.
—,
she is born. She has a lot of court
____________
Miss Ruth Scarlott entertained at
ing, house-hunting and other work
Our annual clearance sale of a bridge luncheon Thursday after
to do and nature gives her just 14
wall papers starts Saturday, Jan. 3. noon.
days from birth to get ready to lay her
5000 rolls of wall papers at 1-3 to 1-2
——
egg and if man is to prevent her
the regular price. Gonia's.—adv,
Tlle home of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
SMART!
laying the egg he must in some way
____________
I Murray, Talbot avenue, was the
kill
her
within
the
14
days.
You
are
FUNNY!
Crockett’s Baby Shop will have its 1 scene of a jolly club gathering New
probably now wondering what means
annual Topsy-Turvy sale Thursday, Year Eve. The garb of the ladies
nature has provided to keep this lit
DELIGHTFUL!
indicated
that
time
had
turned
back

Friday and Saturday. Jan. 8. 9 and
tle pest from destroying all the blue
10. The entire stock to be sold at ward instead of forward, as many of
berries. Well here to me is the most
practically cost. See Tuesday's Ad. them came in old-fashioned cos
ALSO
wonderful and amazing thing I ever
tumes. Bridge favors were won by—adv.
heard of.
Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence. Mrs. John
SELECTED
“You remember the size of the egg.
G. Snow, Charles G. Hewett and
PARISIAN BEAUTY
As Ritchie says ‘believe it or not but
John Pomeroy. Midnight luncheon
SHORT
there Is another fly much smaller
was served, a feature being the New
SALON
SUBJECTS
Ycar cake, decorated with a clock
than the blueberry fly that hunts
Complete Beauty System
around the berries and when she
dial.
Fredericks Permanent Waving and
finds one that the blueberry fly has
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
Rewaving
Spiritualist services Sunday at 2.30
NOW PT.AYTNO
laid he>- pgg in she lavs her egg not
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND and 7.30 in G AR. hall with John
“Hr,ok, l ine and linker"
only in tin- b ry but actually inside
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will take
Phone 898
Lunt, trance medium in lecture and
Wheeler and Woolsey
the egg that the first fly has laid.
YOU to find them.
’
150tf
messages.—adv.
Of course what happens is that the 1

to Monday, January 19th

Men’s Suits Cleansed and Pressed
for $1.50

Regular Price $2.00 and $2.50
PRESSING ONLY 75c

•

-

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Also

Continuing Our December Special

Ladies’ Dresses Cleansed and

Refinished for $1.00 to $1.50
CLEANSED in the purest of solvents

DRYED in a breeze of warm fresh air
PRESSED by live purifying steam
(

Wear Clem Clothes

ARTHUR F. LAMB

Cleansing

ressing

.’.

Dyeing

Rockland, Maine

BETA SAW...

I with to enter Miss...............
......................... as a candidate

■^kHere arc three

or Miss Hr ox County. Her ad

yt’ rules! for ^ood.

St.

dress is

coffee ; Keep thc

Rockland, Maine. Tel.

Mail coupons to K. P. Moran,
45 Broad St., Rockland, Maine,
by Jan. 19, 1931.

? pot clean... use
j^cnc tablespoon.

of coffee to the cup

. .cook only a fevz
minutes'.

RAINIER LIME RICKEY
A new sparkling Fresh I ru I Bev
erage—a perfect miser
Listen in every Friday evening at
6.15 nil WBZ anil WBZA
Distributed by

WHEN IN BOSTON You rnn buy
copies of The Court L-Oazette, with the
home news, at the* Old South News
A'.encv. Washington St., next Old South
Church: also at M. Andelman . 234 Trcmont St.

Rockland Produce Co.
Now nn sale at Tillson Avenue
Miniature Gulf Course
146-29

MON.-TUES.

DAVIES

Bachelor
Father

Roland
West’s

“THE BAT WHISPERS
with

CHESTER MGRZL3
UNA MERKEl

Ralph Forbes

Spine-tingling adventures in a house of
terror. Phantoms, weird noises and -trange
disappearances attend the daring exploits
of this arch criminal! But was he a match
for love? Au amazing rapid fire entertain
ment that will make you laugh, shriek and
throb . . .
NOW SHOWING

“EX-FLAME”
Modernized Version of “East Lynne”

A
Paramount
Publix
Theatre

Home of
Paramount
Pictures
Tel. 892

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 3, 1931

Pnce ri lit

riCKING TIIE STARS
fUjiT.

a,

Lefty Grove of the Athletics Takes
Lead—Is Babe Ruth's Popularity
Waning?

'ANDER^rJl
-L

,/$TC c Sc/

J

owns t’’e desert, about the footballligi.tning bu s 1 discovered at 4
a m while riding in a sleeper across
t'° desert. I haven't given up hope.
The desert men know about them,
bu; have never taxen the time to tell
anyone. For me to so on with the
story as it is row. without the docul tents. would be to invite the readers
to call me a monumental Christmas
season fabricator with a penchant
Talked with a native last night fr prevarication. Ain't that sumr.- 'l told Win I wa !( iking fo; un thin’?
usual things. This morning he took
me out and showed me a rose Lush
Well, anyway, everything conies to
wit 1 green ros s all reen on the
bu i'i, and they come that wa; and him who waits—and to him who
stay that wav. They wer-' b 'a.’tiful. orders hash in the Magic Valley.
• <$- < ••
I suppose because they were sc odd.
This bush was owned bv Mrs. R. L.
A Mexican, on a hike, when
lewis of 403 No th Eioadvav Mc 1 unpry, pulls tip his belt one notch,
Allen, Texas—in case anyo ; wants 1 ght.; a cigarette, and is good for
to know more about them.
another hour or two of hard travel
ing. As ciga-ettc smokers they are
as persistent as the Russians, who
.Maybe you wr.r not reading this •cm never to be without a cigarette,
co'umn six years a o, but if vou were especially the radical communists.,
you recall niy telling of robins com They smoke in court—judge, wit
ing south in the wir.ter. feeding on nesses. lawyers and everyone else.
c, ■ in-wood berri .
u
• <• ■’?>
on them, and going around ail win
ter with ruffled feat ci a c
yed Ever hear of orange blossom wine?
look, and in a disgraceful state of Probably not. Maine has always
been such a staunch prohibition
Intoxication.
state, even before the 13th amend
ment and the Volstead act, that na
Now comes this one. As I have tives there are not supposed to know
said in a previous article, there are . i '.thin" about home brew, dande
many blackbirds spending the winter lion wine, elderberry wine, or elder
her.:. Today I learned tl at when berry blow. This elderberry blow is
grapefruit ripens on the tree and a favorite drink in Ohio, where they
bursts open as It : oir.ctitr.es does, it make it from the elderberry blos
lpaves the pulp expos. d to the air. soms. Of course, Ohio is so far away,
The sugar in the fruit, the acid and you are probably not interested in
the hot sun conbine to make a little anything concerning elderberries.
alco ol right it t
However, should there be any
a 1 Mr. Blackbird 1 no.vs I'ris. So strangers there who understood’ the
when he feels a little dull and bi ■anguage of the blossoms, speaking
need of a stimulant. h» r.( :d:s around convivially, permit me to inform you
the trees until he finds an expled-d that the Mexicans here in the orange (
grapefruit, then hi sticks hi bill mi l graptliuit country pick the blos
in the crack, sins a little of the juice, soms and from them make a wine
and then a little mote and b old. that Iras champagne backed off the
with no prohibition agent to stop map. botli for immediate effects and i
him, he proceeds to i t a beautiful the after effects. It is rare and ex
little bun on. free of r targe, and pensive, for every blossom means one
without going down across the crarge less on that tree, and if you
border to Mexico as the Americans have ever picked dandelion blos
do. The same thing 1 ipp n3 to us som;—for pastime—you know how
if we eat too much b'own s igar many it takes. And somehow,
candy and drink so.... orau ■ '" re every time I think of dandelions, I
but of course you all know that.
think of Matinicus, for the fields
there are covered with them, in sea
I am still waiting patiently to hear son. And if it is treason to divulge
from the government fri Was ting- this secret, then I must stand ac
ton, and the Mexican rancher who cused.
Manic vnlby of Texas.
D cember II an.1, it was 31 on the
thei mometcr after tl'.t sun got up a
bit But don't b .« ous I have 1
fo’vitl a pood stea'. in T’e whole val
lr
after a thiee months’ hunt I
t’-.ii k they ship all the ;.oofi st?a s te
Maine. I know Morris Perry has
so;ne.

r-

-=r-

SAUNTERINGS
T is morning opens fair, thermo
meter 36. with a heavy white frost.
An old salt would put his finger in
his mouth, hold it up. sa- ' Wind ,ouW’ St, heavy fro t. T collate w 're in
for a change of weather.''
Ec. before the change camp, I
sr.tr tered. Where tv.o weeks ano the
due. s weie diving in the lake, today
they were skatinv on the ice. I
imagine their fert got cold, for they
would rise every few minute?, circle
around three or lour times and a'ight
in tile same place.
Coming back through the woods I
heard the familiar "rat-tat-tat!'' 1
stonped, looked in the trees, but
couldn't find him. 1 ciicled aiound
ai d finally found I fr. Woodp'cker.
He was very busy, on the under side
of a limb. The Spanish call him El
Carpenterio, tlfi carpenter. We used
to say you cou’d tell by the way a
carpenter was working whether he
was by the day or by the job. If bv
the dav the saw was going: “By—the
—day—by—the—day.” If bv the job
1’ was going :• hejobbvthejob. Wei!,

that woodpecker must have been bv
the ob. for he sure was working fast.
O e day I was sauntering along a
footpath with bushes on either side
when a blast was touched off on
Border Road where men were work
ing. A gray squirrel jumped out of
the bushes b” my side onto a stump,
stared stiff. She sat right ud. her left
paw on her chest and eyed me. I was
only five feet away , my glasses
trained on her. but she paid no atten
tion to me Finally she must have
taken some “acrobatic spirits of am
monia " for she climbed a tree. I
heard in squirrel language. “Get out
of here, you big two-legged thing
down there, and quit scaring us
-qn’rrols!”
Using my best away from home
manner I said: “Pardon me. madame.
but I did not do that.” But she war
nt mollified, for as she ascended the
tiee. she continued hollering. "Get
;out of here!" As a gentleman, there
was onlv one thing to do. take the
: hint and get out—which I did.
The Saunterer.
Somerville. Mass.

INFORMATION WANTED

The Clarkson Yress of 130 Oak Hill
avenue. Attleboro, Mass., wishes in
formation as to Hannah Clark, who
Fc RHEUMATISM take mar led Zenas Wilder of Dennysville,
Me. Also information of descendents
BUXTON’S
of John Clark. Jr., who married
RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC Sarah Thompson. Also of Elisha
You will not regret
For saie ai all Clark, who married Lucy Smith.
leading drug stores,
us send you Readers of this notice can com
atic Medi municate directly with the newspantr
a booklet. Buxton h:
as above.
cine Co.. Abbot Vil

Pi mit us to create
a P" onality in your
prim ii.' work . . . such
personal as you would
prefer in the human
salesman that you would
employ.

We plan a id print
. . . booklets, inserts,
sales bills, broadsides,
annouuccmen s, office
and factory forms and
supply estimates on a
competitive basis.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

* behind the gates o* memory
-a/yt
A thousand things ore hid.
-v The races of the friends we knew
And things they said and did;
The color of a colt that died,
Or pup that passed away;
The winds that swept the winter hills,
The flowers that bloomed in May '<
And sweet perfumes still linger there,/
The winds have blown away;
The fragrance of the orchard lot,
And swaths of new-cut hay;
The odor of the civet cat.
Uncivilized and wild,
Jhat in the early autumn time
The evening air defiled.

It footed from the pasture lands
And by the breezes borne
It drifted over stubble fields
And ranks of ripening corn.
It's tangled in my memory
With gomes we used to play
Around the born and cattle sheds
And ricks of qroin and hay
If I should buy a thousand forms
Whatever else I'd do,
On every farm Id propagate
A civet cat or two.

Lefty Grove, pitching acc of Con
nie Mack’s Athletics, is the star of the
1930 all-stars.
Such is the verdict of 228 members
of the Baseball Writers' Association
of America, 218 of whom named the
southpaw twirler in ballots, returned
to Sporting News of St. Louis in the
selection of its mythical club.
Cochrane, Grove's battery mate,
now named as the Sporting News' a;istar catcher for the third successive
year, ran a close second in popularity
with the experts, pooling 2’.2 votes.
For the first time since the selec, tions were inaugurated six yea s ago,
Rogers Hornsby failed io place. Anotner feature of the vote was the
j strong competition against Ru.h in
right field. Once the almost unani' inous choice lor this position, t.ie
Babe received only 80 votes this year.
• compared with 63 for Hazen Cuyler
’ of the Cubs and 56 for Chuck Klein
of the Phillies.
At first base Terry was far ahead
1 of his rivals with 196 votes to 24 for
i Lou Gehrig, next in line. There were
! in fact no close races for infield posi
tions.
PIE FOR BREAKFAST

SINCLAIR
This Gas is used by the
FIRE DEPARTMENTS
of AUGUSTA and PORTLAND

On the bill of fare of a Bingham
ton hotel is the following note:
“In order that American traditions
may be preserved and that the timehonored customs of our forefathers
may endure, at the request of many
of our patrons we have placed pie
upon our breakfast menu."
THE OLD FAHM SBR«S tCheered by such reverence for the
past, the patron lets his eye fall to
the next line and finds that only two
and more forsaken until the day kinds of pie are to be had—apple
REVIVED INDUSTRY
came when all was silent as the and custard. If the patron is sufgrave.
Granite Cutting Gets New The sheds and blacksmith shops i liciently filled with the historical
! sense it must occur to him that the
Lease of Life At Mt. Wal stood for many years, but one by | omission of mince pie is a betrayal of
one they fell to pieces, the machinery the
v
______
~
______ ________
pioneers.
Standard
historical
do Quarries
rusted and what was not disposed of works (j0 not throw any light on the
became a lonely waste. For years , probiem, but it is nevertheless virtuAfter a silence of more than 35 one of the b’gBest sheds stood l ally certa[n that it was mince pie
was responsible for the notion
years, the hammers are ringing, en against time and the elements until
Yankees ate pie for
gines are puffing and whistles are one night before the Fourth some that aU
tooting. Frankfort has once more one set it on fire and the dry umber breakfast. In the days before mince
come into her own and the village made a fine blaze. It looked like the j meat becaine a confection it was
will take on a new lease of life after end of Mt. Waldo. The old trestles suitable and palatable nourishment
■ears of business depression. Per which used to bring the huge blocks {or one wb0 began a long day’s work
ajBraizjararejziarafzr ^mBrc^fEJBJHiBramafajgrdi£f?JErejgHizfZfgJ2rafziaranJBigfl/aiararaJHJgiafararajfi3|
haps the day will never come when of granite from hign up on the jn a cojd cbmate Not so much can
mountain
to
the
cutting
.sheds
near
be
Q{
modern
wince
meat
But
15C0 or more lusty stone-cutters,
| j( tbe proprjetor of the Binghamton breakfast; it fortifies labor and
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
quarrymen and smithies will circu the docks were no longer of use.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
Too late to be of any use to the | hotel wishes to observe the amenities strengthens thought.
Welcomes contributions from Its read copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
late their high wages in the village,
company,
the
Bangor
&
Aroostook
but there will be work for a good
How much of the land would have ers upon any subject of public Interest. home news, at the Old South News
he should hasten to add mince pie to
many, in fact the quarries are al Railroad Co. built its line right i his bill of fare. Properly made and been cleared of the virgin forest by AU communications must be signed, al Agency, Washington St., next Old South
signatures will be withheld upon
ready in production and two barges through the property. It too will be handsomely baked, mince pie is not men breakfasting on custard pie?— though
request. No attention paid to anony Church; also at M Andelman’s. 284 Tre
filled with granite for the new Hud of use now and the resurrection of only a suitable breakfast dish, it is New York Sun.
mont St.
mous contributions.
son River bridge from Riverside the old quarry, its new lease of life;
Drive to the Jersey side, have been will mean much to all within the dis- (
loaded and have arrived in New trict, and when people who live along
MAKING NEW FRIENDS
York. Motorists on the Atlantic the Penobscot visit New York and see
AND KEEPING THE OLD
Highway, which was never dreamed the beautiful approach to the new
of in the olden days, but which bridge connecting the city with the
passes directly through the property, Palisades, they will be filled with
are surprised to see activity in the pride that the granite comes from
long doimant plant if they have been old Mt. Waldo, sleeping these 35
absent for some time, but hereabouts years and once more wide awake.
it has been a topic of conversation
for some time, the purchase and re
VINALHAVEN
opening of Mt. Waldo by Grenci &
Ellis of New York.
A special invitation from the
About a year ago there began to be pastor Rev. P. J. Clifford is extendrumors that the property was to be, pd t0 people of advanced years to
sold, but this had been reported on attend Union Church Sunday mornand off a number of times in the past jng. At the 7 o'clock service, “Skv30 years so the sceptics were sur" wjn be giVen in story and song
prised when the deal was closed and special music will be rendered,
a deed recorded in the Waldo County
our representative W . Adelbert
Registry announced that Grenci <Sr gmith expects to leave Tuesday for
Ellis of Poughkeepsie. N. Y„ were the AUgUSta
attend Legislature,
new owners. Thy bought it of a New
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert Smith of De
York bank which owned it and the
town of Frankfort compromised on troit. Mich., are spending the winter
the taxes due on the property. En months with Mrs. Smith's father
sign Otis of Rockland was the agent Frank Osgood.
Mrs. Hannah Hatch is the guest of
for the People’s Trust Co. of New
York which controlled the property. her brother W. Y. Fossett.
Mabel Carlon who has been the
guest of her sister Mrs. Owen Rob
Then rumors concerning what was erts left Friday for Brookline. Mass.
to be done with the property were
The following students who spent
circulated for weeks and later it was the Christmas recess in town have
learned that Grenci & Ellis, were returned again to take up their
really to operate, to install all elec- studies: Alec Lowden to Bangor
trie equipment, to build the last word Theological; Edith Nickerson and
in sheds and shops and soon men Irma Whitmore, Farmington Norwere on the ground clearing up the mal; Elwood Sails, Harvard College;
land on both sides of the highway, a Neil Calderwood and Allegra IngerIN ROCKLAND
IN ROCKLAND
construction crew repaired the dock, son. University of Maine; Keith
I derricks went up and the place all Carver. Wentworth Institute; CeAnne*
For the 2-door sedan,
4»1 non For the 2-door sedan,
at once became a hive of industry leste Carver, Bates College; Doris
> / /S
equipped and delivered.
n I III II I equipped
and delivered.
$1000
coupe
.
$1
100
4
.
where silence had reigned so long. Holmstrom, Burdette Business ColV• • u
$775, coupe; $845, 4Not only does the Atlantic Highway lege; Toivo Holmstrom and Forrest
DELIVERED door sedan; $885, cus
DELIVERED door sedan; $1,160 cus
run through the property but the Anderson. Northeastern College.
tom sedan; $815, sport
tom sedan; $1,080, sport
; tracks of the Bangor & Aroostook
Alden Miller left Thursday for
coupe; $845, convertible
coupe; $1,100, convertible coupe. These
i Railroad also do and the granite can Bath where he has employment on
coupe. These cars are fully equipped—
cars are fully equipped—even front and
1 be shipped by rail or by water, with the 243-foot Diesel yacht Aras
even front and rear bumpers, extra tire.
rear bumpers, extra tire, tube, and tire
out the expense of the old days when owned by Hugh J. Chisholm of
tube, and tire lock are included.
lock are included.
: to ship by rail meant to lighter the Portland.
These teachers spent the holidavs
! granite to Bucksport first.
These quarries were opened some in town and have now returned to
I time about a century ago and worked resume their work: Cora Vinal to
Style, dependability characterize these two fine cars. You note modern mode, rich finish
for about 70 years. In 1846 when South Portland: Sara Bunker to
Fort Knox was under construction Ridgefield, N. J.; Harriet Vinal,
and detailed attention in these achievements by Oakland, Fisher and General Motors.
the granite was quarried at Mt. Natick, Mass.; Helen Carlon and
Wa’do.
Like Solomon's Temple, Glennis Coombs to Boonton, N. J.;
evei j piece was fitted at the quarry Louise Hardison, to Orange, N. J :
OAKLAND’S 85 h. p. V-Eight motor, inherently
PONTIAC’S big 60 h. p. motor is economical, yet
exactly by patterns and when put in Flavilla Arey and Phyllis Black, Port
smooth and quiet, delivers brilliant, rugged power.
powerful, with quick, smooth acceleration.
place “not the sound of a hammer Jervis, N. Y.; Fanny Ames, Swan's
was heard." Every stone went into Island; Arlene Clifford, Weymouth,
LONG WHEELBASE—Wheelbase is lengthened,
SYNCRO-MESH — New Syncro-Mesh transmis
! place perfectly and all who visit the Mass.; Doris Clifford. Milton, N H
permitting large, spacious bodies, added ease and
sion makes shifting easy at any speed, up or down.
old fort today marvel at the perfect 1 Virginia Black, West Hartford. Conn
comfort.
masonry the like of which is seldom
Janet Carver was hostess ThursBODIES BY FISHER—Styled by Fisher, each of
seen. Perfect archways, every stone | day evening to the Needlecraft Club
BODIES BY FISHER—Six body types with Fisher
the six Oakland body types is distinguished by its smart
fitted, circular stairways, all of which at her home on Can er street
beauty and craftsmanship. Mohair and whipcord
Faye Coburn was appointed justice
have withstood the severe climate of
appearance, generous comfort and its rich, attractive
of the peace Dec. 10.
upholstery; non-glare windshield; deep, luxurious cush
Maine winters all these, years.
interior with mohair and whipcord upholstery.
The watch meeting held at Union
Mt. Waldo was once called Mount
ions; adjustable driver’s seat; sizable, livable interiors.
Misery, for as the story goes two Church New Year Eve was well at
R. B. REAR AXLE—New, sturdy rear axle; rein
tended.
LARGE BRAKES—New mechanical four-wheel
boys once lost their lives there in a
forced construction; ball and roller bearings. Oil sealed
Housekeepers at Union Church
snow storm and were frozen to
brakes are one-fifth larger, easy and sure to operate.
in and dust sealed out.
death. It is 162 feet high, the high circle Thursday night were Muriel
Lane,
Leila
Clifford,
Addie
White,
est peak in the section and used by
INLOX-FLOATED—New Inlox rubber spring
5-BAR FRAME—New, heavy frame, with five crossthe United States Coast Survey. Nellie Nickerson.
shackle bushings reduce road shocks and eliminate
Mrs.
George
Newbert
was
hostess
Around it are Mosquito Mountain,
members, makes firm, rigid foundation for the body.
twelve lubrication points.
to
the
Washington
Club
Saturday
Mt. Heagan. making up a group of
night.
solid granite.
RUBBER CUSHIONING—At more than 40
WEATHERTIGHT COWL-Cowl and narrow
Back some 50 years ago when the
points
throughout
the
chassis,
new
rubber
cushioning
windshield posts are formed in one unit, making strong,
Jacksonville poet is doing well. He
granite industry was at its peak and
eases riding and deadens noise.
tight construction.
some 1500 men were employed, three sent a New York magazine (three
distinct companies were operating at poems, and they sent him back five,
one time, three separate quarries. —Florida Times-Union.
They were Pierce. Rowe & Co., Bos- 1
ton & Maine Granite Co., and East
ern Granite Co. Those were the
days when Frankfort was a gay
place, known the length and breadth
of the land, for hardly a large city
in the country but had a building
■■ ■
M*SU‘ ' i:i«»
•«ausr»io«.
M4.1HISMKaKr-a
or two built of the famous gray gran
ite from Frankfort, Maine. The Mt.
Waldo Granite Co. was the last to
operate the quarry.
Large quantities of curbing stone
were also shipped and miles of pav- i
As reliable as the Victrola
ing stone went to many a city. It
was even shipped to Havana, and
other Cuban cities, a special block
known as Cuban blocks. Then came
the days of concrete and the granite
j business began to decline some 30
ROCKLAND, ME.
' or 35 years ago, and little by little
124-tf
' the place became quieter and more
<5^,-

for Quick, Efficient Work
SOLD AT THE

LOG CABIN
SINCLAIR PRODUCTS

PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

United Motor Fuel Corporation

The Oakland Motor Car Company introduces

TWO FINE

CARS

with new beauty-new performance - new low prices

OAKLAND

PONTIAC

C. W. HOPKINS

VictorRadio
$112.50 up

Maine Music Store

Telephone 1000

65 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

